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Abstract
The primary focus of landscape ecology is the interrelationship between spatial pattern
and processes within an ecosystem.

It is through their mutual interaction that landscape

structure and complexþ are ultimately determined. Complexity, which includes both the

horizontal and vertical arrangement of vegetation structure on the landscape, is an
emergent property of dynamic systems. In the boreal forest, landscape complexity is a

product of successional dynamics, physiography and environmental variability. The
objective of this study was to examine spatial and temporal changes to landscape

complexity in the boreal mixedwood of Riding Mountain National Park (RMNP),
Canada. Using remotely sensed Landsat data and scale invariant fractal measures

spatial pattern, change

in

of

landscape complexity under natural and human induced

fragmentation regimes was examined. The importance of structure as an emergent
property of boreal canopies and its influence on landscape mapping using satellite data
was addressed.

It was found that landscape-level

spatial pattern became increasingly

entropic during succession. Old landscapes (120 years post-fire) were typified by
landscape matrix dominated

by small scale patches and low spatial persistence.

Physiography was also found
Landscapes typif,red

a

to influence scale invariant

landscape complexity.

by simple physiographies (well-drained, topographically simple

sites) were characterized by a few dominant over-dispersed land-cover classes. Complex

landscapes (variably drained, topographically complex sites), patches were underdispersed and contagious, however complex gradients resulted in high pattern complexity
(increased juxapositioning of landscape elements).

It is suggested that the accumulation

of small-scale disturbances over time and species turnover along complex environmental
gradient affect high landscape complexity in the boreal forest. In contrast, human driven
disturbance processes in the boreal forest resulted in lower spatial complexity over time.
Fragmentation and habitat losses in the region surrounding RMNP were found to be high,

with only half of the forest present in 1950 remaining in the 1990's. Scale-invariant
spatial dispersion of forest fragments decreased between the 1950's and 1990's. Thus, the
study area is becoming increasingly isolated from other natural forested areas within the

region. In creating maps of land cover for these analyses, it was found that structural

composition of the canopy was often more important than floristics in determining
lll

spectral reflectance

in

Landsat data.

A

rule-based optimization procedure using

multivariate analysis was developed to maximize the relationship between vegetation on
the ground and spectral reflectance. Because of the high degree of spatial complexity in
these systems, an alternative approach to map accuracy assessment utilizing multiple

discriminant analysis (MDA) was developed. It was found that closed conifer stands
composed

of different softwood species were not easily discriminated

during

classification because of identical spectral signatures at the stand-level. It is suggested
that the highly structured architecture and conical form of conifer stands results in the
anechoic interception and absorption of light. This light interception strategy may have
adaptive advantages in regions where sun angle is low, or where cloud cover is high, such
as in the boreal forest and montane environments. The results

landscape pattern suggest that ecosystem dynamics

invariant landscape complexity.

lv

of these investigations into

in the boreal forest produce

scale-
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Chapter

I

Literature Review
1.1 Introduction
The primary focus of landscape ecology is on the interrelationship between spatial pattern
and processes within the ecosystem (Turner 1989).

It is through their mutual interaction that

landscape struchue and complexity are ultimately determined (Bonan and Shugart 1989).

For instance, distwbance processes such as crownfire affect a mosaic paffern on the
landscape, and yet the extent and intensity of crownfire is also the expression of underþing
topographic pattern (Turner and Romme 1994). The study of this reciprocal linkage
between structure and function is the essential distinction between landscape ecology and

traditional ecology. Landscape ecology is also a centml theme in conservation biology
(Forman 1995; Wiens 1997) because habitats are spatially structured, influencing organism
perceptionandbehavior(With 1994a; Haddad 1999; With and King 2000). When these
landscapes become modified

by

agricultural

or

forestry development, higher

level

population dynamics and community structure can be altered (Bayne and Hobson 1998;
Beier and Noss 1998). Changes in landscape patterns may compromise ecological integnty

by interfering with processes necessary for population persistence and the maintenance of
genetic diversity (Keymer et al. 2000; With and King 2000). Landscape ecology
specifically addresses the configuration

of

functioning, through the development of principles and

its

influence on ecosystem
methods to measure and understand

habitat and

spatial heterogeneity in the environment (Forman 1995; Wiens 1995).

By definitior¡ the focus of landscape ecology is the study of landscapes, yet there is no
one accepted definition for the term "landscape." Landscapes can have the haditional
meaning of a unit of area at a 'human scale' of several thousand hectares (e.g. a drainage
basin) or can be as small as a lichen thallus (Shorrocks et al. 1991). Common to all
definitions is the requirement for heterogeneity and the interactions among multipte
'elements' whether these are defined as individuals, patches, communities or adjacent
ecosystems (Turner 1989; Wiens 1995). Studies examining the structural components

of

of hectares, whereas those
focusing on functional aspects of habitat use organism centric definitions of landscape

the landscape usually focus on land units of several to thousands

(Tischendorf, and Fahrig. 2000). Functional approaches to defining landscapes consider the

interaction between organisms and the environment. This requires the identification of
elements in the habitat that represent important species resources, or the identification of

2

'important' species within

a

habitat (Turner 1989; Noss 1999). However, because
organisms 'perceive' habitat at different scales depending on their resource requirements
(With l994a),landscapes defined in this way do not have an absolute size (Wiens 1995).
Thus, comparisons among studies using functional definitions of the landscape are diffrcult

to interpret or generalize (Debinski and Holt 2000; Tischendo{ and Fahrig. 2000). Despite

the often species specific results

of

functional landscape studies, conservation and
ecosystem management most often uses this approach (Turner 1989; Franklin 1993; Noss
le99).
The structural definition of the landscape has much in common with the anthropocentric
meaning of the ternU that is it corresponds with large land areas several kilometers

in size

(Turner 1989). Most often these areas are defined using geographic criteria such as the
edge between adjacent drainage basins (e.g. Clark and Slusher 2000). Large land units can
be divided into 'structural components'

that together comprise a landscape mosaic (Wiens

1997). The fundamental unit of the mosaic is the 'patch,' usually identified as a land cover
type that is relatively homogenous in both structure and composition (Forman 1995; Wiens

in many different ways, for example, they
might represent different forest 'stands' in a region (e.g. Cumming et al. 1996 ) or be
demarcated by the boundary of tessellation tiles among individuals within a stand (e.g.
Frelichet al. 1998). Despite the often divergent uses of the term'patch,' it has become a
critical component of gap dynamic models (Weins 1995). Most landscapes can be
'decomposed' into a variety of patches of different sizes. For instance, the components of
landscape mosaics as identified by Forman and Godron (1986), consist of patches, mafrix
and corridors. While the terms differ, they are all patches, either recognized as such and
1995). Patches like landscapes can be defined

viewed as 'imbedded' within the matrix, or large enough to be considered

a

matrix 'patch.'

Patches are ultimately artificial, because at some scale (usually relevant

to the system or
organism studied) it must be decided whether land-cover is homogenous 'enough' to be
considered a patch (Wiens 1997). Thus, current structrual definitions of the landscape
based on patchiness suffer from the same fundamental shortcoming as functional
approaches: scale must ultimately be defined arbitrarily. Because environmental
heterogeneity is a common component in both structural and functional definitions of the
landscape, an alternative approach would be

to consider measuring spatial heterogeneity

directly (cf. Wiens 1997).
Recent concern about the impact

of

habitat fragmentation has spurred interest in
quantifying spatial heterogeneity on the landscape (Hargis et al. 1998; Jaeger 2000).

3

However, many definitions and approaches to quantiffing complexity have been suggested

with little consensus among researchers (Wiens 1997; Hargis et al. 1998). A utilitarian
definition of landscape complexity is the "complex patterns on the landscape resulting from
the juxapositioning of numerous components of the abiotic and biotic environment" (Turner
1989). Thus the measurement of landscape compleúty allows linkages to be developed
between observed pattern and processes in the environment (De Cola 1994).In general,
complex systems can be typified as being predictrable over short inærvals in time or space,

but this predictability decays rapidly as the interval length increases (Schroeder 1991). In
the boreal forest, landscape complexity is an emergent propefy of a system driven by
multiscale disturbances and environmental heterogeneity (Bonan and Shugart 1989; Turner
and Romme 1994). This system thus affords an opportunity to examine the role

of

spatial

and temporal dynamics in determining overall landscape complexity.

1.2 Landscape Complexity and Dynamics of the Boreal Forest

Inhoduction
The boreal forest is one of the largest biomes in the world, occupying ca. 8o/o of the global

continental land mass (McDonald et

al. 1998). It is a disturbance driven

ecosytem

dominated by landscape level crown-fire (Sousa 1984). Intense and frequent disturbance

results in relatively low plant diversity and a simple hophic structure (Ritchie 1956).
Although fire occurs throughout the boreal forest, burn frequency and intensity vary widely
(Heinselman 1973).In the absence of human interventior¡ fire cycles in North American
upland boreal forests range from < 50 years in many areas (Hirsch l99l; Turner and
Romme 1994; Johnson et al. 1999) to >200 years in poorþ-drained bogs, swamps and
marshes (Payette 1992). Post-fre patch structure and species composition reflects both

crown

fre

distu¡bance history, physiography as

well as small-scale disturbances and

species interactions (Turner and Romme 1994; Frelich and Reich 1999; Bergeron 2000).
These multiscale processes cumulatively result in a complex landscape mosaic of stands that

vary in floristic composition, canopy structure and successional age (Frelich and Reich
1995; De Grandpré and BergeronlggT ). Thus the boreal forest is typified by high spatial
heterogeneity despite having relatively low floristic

diversþ. Because traditional ecological
theory is grounded in floristic and not spatial dynamics (Wiens Lgg7),landscape processes
and pattem development remain poorly understood
1989).

in this system (Bonan and

Shugart

Succession Theory

While the focus of landscape ecology is on understanding pattern and process, traditional
branches of ecology are concerned primarily with process, often with very little attention to
structure and form (Wiens 1995). This bias
development

of

is

especially evident

in the historical

successional theory. Traditional Clementsian succession models

tlpiry

communities as'superorganisms'wherein species are thought to modiff the environment to

provide support for the next seral stage in vegetation deveþment. 'Relay floristics'
continues until a self-replacing 'climax' community is achieved and a static equilibrium
determined

by climate is

from initial
to be a discrete step that is well defined in terms of

established (Clements 1936). Each seral stage

establishment to climax is considered

species composition (Collins et al. 1993). This forest succession model was

first developed
in temperate deciduous forests of North Americ4 which are not subject to major canopykilling catashophic disturbances (Pickett et al. 1987). Thus, the model makes no provision
for stochastic processes during community development. As sucl¡ it is a "rigid
conceptualization" of vegetation dynamics requiring the assumption that ecosystems are
closed and homogenous (Wiens 1997). While this paradigm is incompatible with vegetation
dynamics in the boreal forest, it has had a strong influence on the development

of many
branches of formal ecological theory, most notably equilibrium models (Turner 1989;
Wiens 1995).

of

on life-history adaptations have
largely replaced the Clementsian paragidm in ecology (Pickett et al. 1987). Gleason's
Individualistic-based models

succession that focus

(1926) model views plant communities as populations of species that only co-occur because

of similar growth

requirements (Johnson 1979). Species replacements take place on an

individual basis, as a response to environmental heterogeneity and site history @ickett et al.
1987). Watt (1947) incorporated disturbance in the Gleasonian model by recognizing that
vegetation mosaic patterns and cyclical community changes are dependent on species life

history strategies.

A more rigid

formalization

of Watts

approach

is the 'initial floristic

composition' model (Egler 1954).ln this model, the propagules first available following
disturbance conshain all future site dynamics. Stochastic factors and differential species
dispersability often determine propagule availability, resulting in complex spatial patterns in
disturbance driven landscapes (Pickett et al. 1987). No single 'unique' climax is expected in

the boreal forest because

of the strong dependency on site history in

successional hajectory (Cummings et al. 1996).

determining
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Vegetation dynamics
succession

in the boreal forest

appears

to follow the Eglerian model of

(Cogbill 1985; Galipeau et al. 1997).In the boreal forest, stand composition

within 50 years of a major fue matches that of the pre-disturbance landscape (Bergeron and
Dubuc 1989). Successional uajectories on these landscapes are often divergenÇ with no
clearindication of a climax state (Carleton and Maycock 1978). Advance regeneration and
understory species associated with secondary phases of succession are often unable to

suvive long enough to recruit into the canopy (Zoladeski and Maycock 1990; Holling
1992; Morin t994;Bergeron et al. 1995). In some cases, pioneer species replacement may
not occur at all, resulting in stand decadence (Heinselman 1973; Cogbill l9S5). Indee{ few

boreal canopy species are completely capable of self-replacement in the absence of
disturbance (Rowe 196l). Most boreal fiee species are unable to tolerate the low light
conditions of older growth stands or germinate on organic substrates (Bergeron 2000).
Thus, stand dynamics and species replacements are largely constrained by seed source and
site availability following disturbance (Pickett et al. 1987; Frelich and Reich 1995). Initial

floristic composition, while providing an adequate description of the processes in early
succession, provides little prediction for stand dynamics where active fire suppression is
practised.

In order to address the effects of fine-scale disturbance in the

absence

of crown

fire, we need to develop spatially explicit models for the boreal forest.
Successional Dynamics in the Boreal Forest

Successional dynamics

of the boreal forest vary considerably following

latitudinal and elevational changes

in fire return cycles (Turner and Romme 1994). In

regions with short-period fres, vegetation composition becomes dominated

pyric adaptations such

as

continental,

by species with

jack pine and aspen (Johnson et al. 1999). In areas where fire

return cycles are long, secondary successional species such as balsam
cedar are often common (Bergeron 2000).

fir or

eastern white

Within a region, floristic composition
community sfucture are largely determined by physiography (i.e. landform, soils

and

and

drainage patterns), seed availability, herbivory (including insect defoliation, granivory, beaver

flooding), as well as abioic disturbance processes (Turner and Romme 1994; DeGrandpré
et al. 1993; Galipeau et al. 1997; Bergeron 2000).

l.

Physiography

The role
dynamics

of physiography is often overlooked in most discussions of successional
in boreal forest, (Frelich and Reich 1999). Physiography, which includes
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topography (i.e. landform), soils and drainage patterns have significant influence on
vegetation dynamics, through the alteration of disturbance regimes, soil development and
species interactions (Foster and

King 1986; Tumer and Romme 1994). Gradients in soil

moistwe shongly influence species distributions (Bonan and Shugart 1989; Naiman et al.
1993; Helrn and Collins 1997; Frelich et al. 1998), and in doing so affect the size, sftucture
and diversity of forest patches (Foster and

King 1986; Host

et

al. 1987). Along the surface-

watertable interface, competitive interactions among species result

in exclusion and strong

Dixon 1990; Zobel et al. I 993). It
has been found that large scale abiotic gradients can account for up to 2l%o of overall
patch persistence (Sjörs 1980; Czënán 1989; Palmer and

vegetation hends in a region (Jean and Bouchard 1993).

If

an environmental gradient exerts

a strong selective pressure on organisms, high beta diversity and a patterned climax may
result (Whittaker 1953). Vegetation complexity on these landscapes increasingly matches
the complexity of underþing resource availability (Watt 1947; Host et

al 1987; Ohmann

and Spies 1998). Thus, the interaction between vegetation and physiography produce
complex, interdigitated and ecotonal landscape patterns that reflect underlying environmental
trends (Gosz 1993).

Landform also influences disturbance regime by altering fire return cycles (Turner and
Romme 1994). For instance, flat uplands are often burned more extensively and frequently
than areas of complex relief and thus tend to become dominated

by large monodominant
stands of fue adapted species (Carleton and Maycock 1978). In contrast, areas of complex
relief may block the movement of fire and thus provide refugia for late successional species
such as balsam fir and white cedar (Bergeron and Dubuc 1989; Turner and Romme 1994;
Bergeron 2000). Landform can also play an indirect role in successional dynamics through
beaver mediated changes to community structure following the flooding of lower slopes and

local depressions (Naiman 1988; Donkor and Fryxell 1999). Despite the importance of
landform in boreal forest dynamics, theory relating physiography with regional diversity
and landscape complexity is lacking (Turner 1989; Frelich and Reich 1999)

.

2. Disturbance

Lands c ap e- I ev el Crown F ire

Landscape level crownfue is the most important disturbance event

in the boreal

forest
(Ritchie 1956; Heinselman 1973;Carleton and Maycock 1978; Payette 1992; Johnson et al.
1999). Fire influences site floristics and community composition over extensive areas (Dix
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l99l), and much of the heterogeneity in post-fire regeneration can
be attributed to variation in fire intensity (DeGrandpré et al. 1993; Turner and Romme
1994). Boreal landscapes are a mosaic of communities adapted to fire cycles of varying
and Swan 1971; Hirsch

duration (Carleton and Maycock 1978; Bergeron 2000), where a fire cycle is defined as

"the time required to burn and

area equal

in size to the study area" (Johnson

1999). In

life span of the dominant canopy
species (Bergeron 2000), occurring approximately every 75 years in western Canada
(Johnson etal. 1999; Weir et al. 2000). Although not all areas are burned within this period"
few stands exceed an age of250 years in the southern boreal forest. (Payette 1992). Under
short fire cycles, species that reach reproductive age rapidly (e.g. jack pine), or that
regenerate vegetatively following disturbance (e.g. trembling aspen) become dominant on
much of the boreal forest, fire cycles are shorter than the

the landscape (Weir et al. 2000). These species typicalty have relatively short life spans and

require mineral substrates to germinate (Bergeron 2000). With the exception of whiæ cedar

fir almost all boreal tree species in the mixed wood have pyric adaptations
requiring fire for perpetuation (Frelich and Reich 1995; Bergeron 2000). Because the
and balsam

structure and composition of most stands is dominated by these early successional species,

some authors have suggested that "apparent succession is simply an expression of
differential longevity" (Cogbill 1985). Indeed, fire cycles of <150 years will perpehrate a
community composition dominated by post-fire early successional species (Payette 1992).
Scaling Properties of Disturbances

Traditionally, succession models in the boreal forest have focussed on landscape-level
post-f,re dynamics , however disturbance operates across many different scales (Bonan and
Shugart 1989; Bergeron 2000). For instance, spruce budworm can have a substantial
influence on the stucture and vegetation dynamics of older stands by creating gaps of
various sizes (Bergeron, et. al 1995). Much of the canopy cover in old growth stands can be
athibuted to these gap forming processes (Kneeshaw, and Bergeron. 1998). Furthermore,

the intensity of these disturbances varies in both space and time (Sousa 1984). High
intensþ disturbances are large and infrequent, while a range of medium to small scale
disturbances occur with greater frequency (Bonan and Shugart l9S9). Because these
disturbances are stochastic in location and extent, the resultant patch structure

is complex

(Jakubauskas 1997). Surprisingly little research has been done examining the relationship
between the development of complexity on the landscape and the cumulative effects

of small

scale disturbances (Turner 1989; He and Mladenoff 1999). Frelich and Reich (1995a,b)

incorporated spatial scale into a study of successional processes

in the Boundary Waters
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area

of Minnesota. Their analysis of two upland

stands (both on sandy substrates over

granitic rock) suggested a successional sequence from uniform, even-aged stands of jack
pine or trembling aspen to old-growth multi-aged stands of balsam fir, black spruce, paper
bi¡chandeastemwhite cedar. In the absence of fire, they hypothesized that fine-scale (1030 m) canopy openings caused by wind, insects and disease, drive the successional process.
These canopy openings are ofren colonized by one

of the later-successional species, so that

uniform canopies are gradually "chipped away" over time. As a result, stands deemed to be
'pure'at a fine scale are part of a more complex mosaic at a coarser scale. Results obøined
from a boreal forest canopy simulation model (He and Mladenoff 1999) arc similar; after
100 years, fine-grained successional processes cause gradual disaggregation ofthe canopy.
Large-scale crownfires ultimately 'reset' the effects

of small scale

disturbances

in

the

boreal forest (Frelich and Reich 1995). The widespread adoption of crown fire suppression
techniques has the potential to substantially alter the cycle of landscape pattern generation

(Johnson et al. 1995; Baker l992ab). In the past, repeated large-scale disturbance have
favored species that are adapted to rapid dispersal, germination and growth on mineral
substrates (Bergeron 2000). Few boreal species may be suited to a landscape paradigm
dominated

by small

scale asynchronous gap processes (Baker 1992a; Frelich and Reich

1995). Suppression of large scale fire events may ultimately result in the fragmentation

of

forest stands and increased spatial heterogeneþ (Baker 1992b). The role of these small
scale disturbances and neighborhood processes have only recently been investigated (e.g.

Frelich and Reich 1995; He and Mladenoff 1999). However, these studies use patch based

not capture multiscale spatial heterogeneity
landscape (Turner 1989; Loehle and Wein 1994; cf. Wiens 1997).
approaches, which may

1.3

of pattern on the

Agricultural Fragmentation of the Boreal Forest Landscape

Introduction

Until recently most species existed on 'naturally' fragmented but connected landscapes
@eier and Noss 1998). Natural fragmentation, as discussed previously, is the result of
complex patterns of interaction between climate, topography, soils and natural disturbances
(Turner 1989; Dearden and Rollins 1993; Johnson et al 1995; Holt et al 1995). Natural
processes of patch formation result in a paradigm of locally homogenous interconnected
patches imbedded in a dominant 'matrix' (Forman 1995). Often the matrix and imbedded
patches share a similar species composition

or structure (Franklin 1993; Beier and Noss

1998) and are charactenzedby "shallow ecological gradients" across habitat boundaries
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(Lord and Norton 1990). As a resull habitat fragments on naturally formed patch mosaic
landscapes generally maintain high connectivity (Keitt et al. 1997). Anthropogenic
fragmentation by constrast often results in abrupt changes in habitat structure (Ba:rett and
Peles 1994; Jaeger 2000). Transitions between the disturbed and undisturbed habitat can be
so abrupt that the 'edge' acts as a boundary, limiting the movement

of organisms (Haddad

lee9).
Fragmentation in the Agroecosystem

Fragmentation in the agtoecosystem is now recognized as a major threat to biodiversity

(Banet and Peles 1994; Kruess and Tschamtke 1994). Conversion of natural landscapes
for agricultural and forestry production, results in both animal and plant population decline
(Grashof-Bokdam 1997; Bayne and Hobson 1998). However, studies

of the effects of

human caused fragmentation are often species specific and produce conflicting results
(Wright and Hubble. 1983; Debinski and Holt 2000). Many studies of fragmentation are
restricted to a narrow range of spatial scales using empirically derived indices (Sharpe et al.

al. 1998). The type and extent of human activities in the
agricultural rnatrix, as well as patch size and habitat quality, are often ignored (Banet and
1987; Hargis et al 1998; Tinker et

Peles 1994; Namba et

al 1999). For instance,

remnant corridors on these landscapes are

generally associated with riparian habitats, fencerows and windrows that may not provide
adequate connectivity

for some species (Fritz and Merriam 1994; Beier and Noss 1998).

Furthermore, the developed agricultural matrix may impede movement

for some species but

not others (e.g. predators may be impacted more than herbivores, Barret and Peles 1994).
This has serious implications for biodiversþ within human impacted ecosystems because
land clearing often bisects the landscape (Kruess and Tscharntke 1994 Jaeger 2000).

Agricultural land-use and development patterns are receiving greater attention because of
potential impacts on global biodiversþ with increased development in tropical countries
(Skole and Tucker 1993; Jorge and Ga¡cia 1997). Agricultural land-use significantly alters
the geometry of landscape pattern following a predictable sequence of events.

In both North

in the tropics (from satellite data), land
clearing is initiated from parallel access roads and spreads outwards (Sharpe et al 1987;
America (based on historical reconstruction) and

Turner 1990; Foster 1992; Lavorel et al. 1993; Skole and Tucker 1993; Jorge and Garcia
1997). This geometric pattern of land clearing is significant, because it results in the
isolation and fragmentation of the landscape well before most of the natural habiat has been
lost. Indeed, the rate of forest fragmentation and isolation can exceed the rate of actual forest
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loss (i.e. total cover

of fragments exceeds total habitat loss; Skole and Tucker 1993). This
regular pattern of clearing follows the rectangular grid used to survey property boundaries
(Foster 1992; Turner 1990) without considering natural vegetation and landform patterns
(Sharpe et al 1987). Habiøt is bisected within ttre gr¿, creating retangularized patches with
low edge complexity (Krummel et al. 1987). Final cover of unaltered habitat on most
developed landscape is usually less than l2o/o, concentated along linear shelterbelts and in

small woodlots (Sharpe et al. 1983; Foster 1992). Many studies

of h¿bitat

fragmentation

overlook the influence of patch geometry in addition to habitat losses in predicting changes
to biodiversity (Keymer et al. 2000; Tischendorf and Fahrig 2000).

Corridors and Connectivity

Many parks exist as preserved fragments of a once larger biome 'imbedded' within the
agricultural matrix. These reserves are often too small and isolated to support viable

of some species and require inter-reserve movements to maintain biodiversity
(Frankel et al 1995; Cummings et al. 1996). If species survival depends on successful

population

dispersal between reserves, individuals must cross the agricultural matrix. Because the
agricultural matrix is often 'hostile' for many species (i.e. does not meet minimum habitat
requirements), the dispersion

of habitat patches on the

landscape becomes increasingly

important as habitat availabilþ decreases (Gustafson and Gardiner 1996; Keymer et al.
2000). If suitable habitat patches ('stepping stones') cannot be located during foraging and
dispersal, the energetic cost of movement may become too great, resulting in the isolation

of

populations (Andren 1994; Simberloff 1994; Diffendorfer et al. 1995; Collingham and
Huntley 2000). The creation of habitat corridors has been suggested as a means to

of this approach may exceed
To demonshate the efficacy of corridors it must be

overcome local extirpations (Haddad 1999), but the cost

benefits (Lord and Norton 1990).

shown ttrat they provide connectivity

by facilitating movements that would otherwise not

occur (Beier and Noss 1998).
Connectivity has been broadly defined as critical features of landscape stucture that affect

dispersal success

for organisms moving among habitat patches (Taylor et al

1993).

Tischendorf and Fahrig (2000) define two principal approaches to assessing connectivity:
l) Structural connectivity - where habitat contiguity is measured by an analysis of landscape
pattern without reference to any particular species; 2) Functional connectivity

- where

in crossing the mafrix are considered in assessing
contþity. Landscape level studies tend to focus on measuring stuctural rather than
species behavior and overall success

ll
functional connectivity because the latter is organism centric (Franklin 1993; Lord and
Norton 1990). Furthermore, when the matrix is too 'hostile' to permit movement or is
preferentially avoided

by dispersing individuals, structural and functional connectivity

are

equivalent (Tischendorf and Fahrig 2000).

To study structural connectivity, the concept of percolating clusters has been advanced
(Johnson etal1992; Lavorel et al. 1993). A percolating cluster is a locally homogenous
cover-type (e.g. habitat) where all elements are completely linked (With and

King

1999).

Fragmentation can be understood as a threshold phenomenon where the proportion and
spatial arrangement

of habitat results in the breakup of percolating clusters (lWith et

al.

1997). For a random landscape, habitat cover exceeding 0.5928 (rook's adjacency rule; Keitt

etall997) will generally resulting in a percolating cluster that spans the region (Lavorel et
al. 1993). Using percolation models, movements of organisms on artificially ûagmented
landscapes have been investigated (With and King 1999). However application of these
models to agricultural landscapes may be limited because habitat loss is well below the
percolation threshold (Dytham 1995; With et al1997) and the role of the matrix in dispersal

is poorly understood (Banett and Peles 1994; Keymer et al 2000). Furthermore, these
models do not account for the geomehic loss of habitat on the agricultural landscape.
Fragmentation is often simulated as a stochastic process (e.g Collingham and Huntley
2000; Keymer et al. 2000; With and King 1999), even geometric fragmentation is simulated
by the removal of random 'blocks' of habiøt (e.g. Lavorel et al. 1993; but see Dytham
1995). A methodological approach to studying fragmentation on landscapes with highly
geomefric patterns of habiøt loss is required for predicting movements between reserves in
the agroecosystem.

1.4 Fractal Comptexity: Methodological Approaches

Introduction

Until recently, the inherent hierarchical complexity of natwal and human fragmentation
patterns could not be readily quantified. In the late 60's and early 70's Benoit Mandelbrot
recognized that a number

of 'mathematical monstrosities': i.e. functions that defied logic in

being both continuous but non-differentiable, could be readily adapted to modeling natural
phenomenon (Voss 1988: 25; Peitgen et al1992: 117). To characterize spatial or temporal

phenomena that display these properties, Mandelbrot (1975) infroduced the term 'fractal'
(from the Latnfractus, meaning 'broken'). Unlike more familiar Euclidean objects such as
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points, lines and areas, which a¡e 'smoothed' with magnificatior¡ fractals display ever
increasing complexity. Thus fractal 'cuñr'es'have infinite length, as more detail is resolved
with increasing scale. Furthermore, no one scale is unique; aftactalobject magnified by atry
arbitrary amount appears similar to the original (Voss 1988: 22). This property of scale
invariance with magnification is termed self-similarity

or selÊafflnity (the latter applies to

systems where invariance is manifest through non-uniform rescaling: Voss 1988: 44).

Mathematical fractal objects are scale independent and self-similar or self-affrne across all
scales, whereas natural systems often display'statistical'self-similarity over a furite range

of

scales(Voss 1988:30; Schroeder 1991:81). For instance, the perimeter of the fractal Koch
'snowflake'is perfectly self-similar with all parts appearing the same as the whole @eitgen
et al1992:103). In contrast 'real' snowflakes are asymmetric with branches of the crystal
structure forming at different rates and orientations. Furthermore, at the finest scale a
snowflake resolves into individual molecules and atoms with their own i¡herent geometric

properties (Schroeder 1991: 63). Neverttreless, over a limited range of spatial scales
snowflake geometry does have regular and repeating properties: it is statistically selfsimilar. Theoretically, the range of statistical self-similarity in any natural object is bounded
at by the physical extent of the object at the largest scale and ultimately by the quanta of
matter making up its atoms at the smallest scale (Schroeder 1991:

63). Many natural

objects are now recognized as having self-similar properties, and fractals have been used

describe the geometry

of objects ranging from biological

ûo

molecules to galaxies (Figure

1.1).

Fractal Dimension

The topology of Euclidean objects is simple: points, lines and areas each occupy a discrete

whole number dimension. However,

in

fractal geomebry dimension

is

viewed as a

continuous function referred to as the Hausdorff dimension (Tsonis and Tsonis 1987).
fractal object has a Hausdorff dimension (denoted as

'D')

A

that exceeds the topological

dimension. For instance, the dimension of a brownian trace is greater than the topological
dimension of a line (1 < D < 2), a fractal surface occupies a portion of a volume (2 < D < 3)

fills part of a hypervolume (3 < D < 4: Schroeder 1991:153). In this
sense, D can be though of as an index measuring the extent to which an object is 'space
filling'(Mandelbrot 1983) and can be viewed as a relative measure of complexity (Normant
and a fractal volume
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Figure L.1: Fractal scaling has been demonstrated for a range of natural objects from molecular structures to large-scale patterns
galaxies in the Universe.
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With fractal geometry we recognize that simple processes can generate
complex patterns and that complex patterns can be quantífied by means of a simple
and Tricot 1993).

statistic (Peitgen et aI 1992: I l7).

An example of

a natwal phenomenon

with space filling properties is a coastline. From

a

high altitude only the largest features of a coastline are apparent. At lower altitudes smaller
features such as peninsulas and bays become noticeable, tmtil at the finest scale, water may

be observed flowing around individual sand grains. Because of its space filling properties,

of the coastline increases as these finer scale features are recognized
(Mandelbrot196T). The total length L6 measured using a set of N straight-line segments of
the perceived length

length õ is dependent on spatial scale. For a highly convoluted coastline, as ô decreases an
increasingly greater number of straight-line segments are required to circumscribe the fine
scale features. The relationship between length and measuring scale is summarized

by

the

powerlaw:

Lt = Kõt-D
where K is a constant. The fractal dimension

[Equation 1.1]

(l

<D

(

2) quantifies the degree of coastline
complexity. This formulation of the fractal dimension is known as the 'compass dividers'
method, which in practice is estimated from the corresponding slope of the log-log plot:

log

L6: log K + (l-D) log ô

[Equation 1.2]

The estimation of the fractal dimension using the relationship between length and scale is

known as the 'compass dividers' or simply the 'dividers' method approach (Mandelbrot
1e83).

Estimating the Fractal Dimension

In this study, the fractal dimension was used as a statistic of landscape spatial complexity
for both natural and human fragmented landscapes. A range of approaches were used in

of D, reflecting differences in objectives and in the type of data
analyzed. The purpose of this section is to discuss the theoretical basis of the methods
selected in this study (for a review of other methods see: Voss 1988; Milne 1991). The
primary consideration in choice of methodological approach was the 'nature' of the data
determining the value
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in analysis. Raster imagery can consist of 'nominal' landscape classes (i.e. patch
cover) or of some continuously varying properfy (e.g. surface elevatiorq or reflectance).
While the compass dividers method can be used for both of these types of data (e.g.
Mandelbrot 1983; Emerson et al.1999), itrequires the creation of 'artificial' boundaries.
For raster imagery this can be particularly dangerous as often 'true' edges are imperfectþ
used

represented (Fisher 1997) or greatly simplified during vectorization @ettinger et al. 1996).
In this study, the compass dividers method was not used to measure landscape complexity.
The approaches to landscape

complexþ analysis that were undertaken can be divided into

two broad categories:

'

Fract¿l complexity statistics designed to work with nominal, binary or point data (e.g. box
counto cluster fractal dimensior¡ probability density, multifractal spectrum).

'

Fractal complexity statistics for continuously varying properties (e.g. surface persistence).

l. Complexity

Statistics forNominal, Binary or Point Data.

Box-Count (Cluster Fractal Dimension)
The box count approach is one of the most commonly used methods to obtain estimates

D for natural

landscapes (Turcotte 1997). Unlike the dividers method" the

of

box count will

work with objects that are not spatially discrete, as is often the case with landscape patch
patterns (Peitgen et al. 1992:240;Hargis et al 1998.). Several variants have been deveþed
for quantifying volumes (e.9. Milne 1988: 73), remote sensing 'surfaces' (e.g. De cola
1989), as well as for one and two dimensional point patterns (e.g. Hastings and Sugihara

1993:44; Turcotte 1997).In the analysis of raster data (such as remotely sensed and GIS

of size õ x ô is

imagery), a regular grid

placed over the image and the number

'occupied' grid cells is counted. This is repeated for a series
power-law relationship

is

of different

values

(C) of

of ô. The

:

C:Kô-D

[Equation 1.3]

The basic concept of grid counting underlies many

of the fractal methods in this

thesis

(counts are used in estimating the cluster fractal dimension and in multifractal analysis). The

box-counting method can be applied to one-dimensional sequences

the 'cluster' dimension with

range 0 < D < I

of 'points' to estimate

(Turcotte 1997). This fractal approach to
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clusteringisbasedonthe Cantor set (Smalley etal. 1987). In this study, the cluster fractal
dimension was calculated for pixel sequences in GIS imagery. Instead of using a twodimensional grid, a binary sequence of length L is examined, in which each pixel is coded as

either'on' (l) or'off (0). To determine the fractal dimension of the 'on' pixels, the sequence
is divided into sections of length'r' and the number of sections occupied by at least one 'on'
pixel are counted. If the sequence is scale-invariant, the proportion P(r) of steps of length r
that include at least one'on'pixel scales as:

P(r) = r(t-ot
where the fractal dimension

1987), ranging from

[Equation 1.4]

(D) is interpretable as an index of isolation (Smalley et

0 (isolated pixels) to

I

al.

(maximally connected pixels). The linear

portion of the log-log plot is used to determine the fractal dimension following:
log

P(r):

(1 - D) log

r

[Equation 1.5]

As a fractal statistic of complexity the cluster dimension can be used to analyze any
sequential spatiotemporal processes (Smalley et al. 1987). Altemative methods of
calculating spatial statistics for point dispersions using lacunarity have been described
(Turcotte
P r o b ab

1997 ;

ility

Dale 2000).

D ens ity F unct ion

Probability Density is an altemative method to measuring the degree to which patch
structure become space filling (Hargis et al. 1998). This method was developed to anaþe
point pattern data (Voss 1988), but has been adapted for use in estimating the fractal
dimension of raster imagery (e.g. Milne 1988). The basic algorithm uses a point centered
sliding-box, that is counts are only made when the center is occupied.In image analysis this
restricts the sliding box dimensions to odd integer values. The probability-density function

p¡ is obtained from square (L x L) sampling'windows'successively placed over each 'on'
pixel. Within each window, a count is made of the number (n) of 'on' pixels. Count

t7
frequencies are then expressed as probabilities. For a given value

of L, the first moment of

the probability distribution is given by:

N(L)

M(L) =

\"pt

[Equation 1.6]

n=l

where N(L) < L2, repeated using a range of values for L. Voss (1988: 66-67) shows that the

following power law holds for fractal images:

M(L):

k LD

[Equation 1.7]

This spatial statistic is influenced by the total frequency of 'on' cells in an image. While
this approach has been demonstrated to be able to measure increased levels of 'disturbance'

in landscape simulations, it is less sensitive to patch configuration (Hargis et al. 1998). In
ecology, this method has been used to examine the relationship between allometric
herbivory and the fractal distribution of resources (Milne et al. 1992).

Multifractal Spectrum
Landscape pattern

is often determined by a large number of

generating processes

operating at different scales (Loehle and Wein 1994; Scheuring and Riedi 1994). Landcover

diversity and pattern in these systems cannot be summarized using a single fractal scaling
coefficient but require a 'spectrum' of scaling statistics (Schroeder l99I: 194). Fractal
objects which display scale dependencies are termed multifractals and have been observed in

ll3); landcover distributions (Loehle and Wein
and in the locations of human populations (Appleby 1996). The

geophysical phenomena (Turcotte 1997:
1994; De Cola 1993)

multifractal'spectrum'is simply a re-expression of generalized enhopy (Rényi 1970), as a
power-law relationship. The algorithm is similar to the box count introduced earlier. A grid
of boxes of length ô is laid over the pattern of interest, and a count of the number of points
in each of the N6 occupied grid boxes is determined and expressed as a proportion:

Pi:

ni/l'¡

[Equation 1.8]

l8
The generalized entropy (Rényi 1970) is defined as:

rq(õ)=fr.rio'

[Equation 1.9]

By varying q, an entire family of entropy functions is deflured:

rq(õ)

Name

log N6

0

+I

-Ipilogp¡

2

- log

I

pi2

Dímension

log (box count)

box-count

Sha¡non entropy

information

log (Simpson index)

correlation

The generalized dimension Do for the qth fractal moment is given by:

4

=

-t,g'[r,(a)itog(a)]

[Equation 1.10]

In practice, Dn is determined from the slope of the Iq(ô) vs. log ô plot (Appleby 1996).
Values for q can range from - oo to + oo (Schroeder 1991). Numerically, values of q < 0
give more 'weight' to rare events, and the method becomes very sensitive to grid unit
positioning and spatial resolution of the data (Appleby 1996). The function yields a
monotonic negative slope except in instances where all classes are equifrequent (Schroeder
1991). For a'classic' fractal objecl Do is a simple linear function

information

is

obtained

of q (i.e. no

additional

by examining higher moments). For multifractal objects, the

relationship between Do and q is non-linear.
2. Complexity Statistics for Continuous Data

Persistence

The previously discussed methods for estimating the fractal dimension of landscape
patterns are primarily used for point processes or 'pixel' patches. Often the objective is to
estimate fractal complexity

for continuously varying sequences. While this can be

determined indirectly using the compass dividers method (e.g. isarithm method: Emerson et

al. 1999), there are more direct approaches available (Mandelbrot 1982). Spectral reflectance

l9
in remoúely sensed imagery (see $ 1.5) can be visualized as a continuous surface in three
dimensions where each location (pixel) can be expressed as a grid coordinate (x and y) and

a magnitude (z) value. A linear cross-section through this surface will yield a

two

dimensional sequence ofreflectance values (a 'trace'). These sequences can be described

using Fractional Brownian motion (fBm) models (Peters 1994: 53) to derive a scale
invariant measure of path complexity (Polidori et al. 1991). Such models utilize a
persistence parameter (H), originally developed as part

affine hansformation, Schroeder

l99I: l4l;Hurst l95l).

of the rescaled

range method (an

Persistence refers to the degree

of

autocorrelation of adjacencies: for H < 0.5, a fractional Brownian motion trace is negativeþ
correlated, whereas values are positively correlated for H > 0.5 (Sugihara and May 1990). In

ecology, persistence has been applied

in the study of

landscape fragmentation using size

frequency relations from binary imagery (Mandelbrot 1983; Hastings et al. 1982). A
relation for determining the persistence parameter H for continuous spatial series (e.g.
elevation profiles) is described in Polidori et al. (1991):

logløl= logk+ Hlogõ

[Equation 1.11]

Where lel for a surface is the mean absolute difference on the 'z-axis' (e.g. elevation)
between all pairs of points a lag distance 'ô' apart. For a spatial sequence, persistence
measures the degree to which a spatial property (e.g. elevation) diverges with distance (i.e.

an 'indicator' of surface heterogeneity; Polidori 1991). For a topographic map, high
persistence would be associated with smooth surface features (high spatial 'memory')
whereas low persistence would result in a

'spikey' surface (low spatial 'memory').

there is a relationship between persistence in a spatial sequence and the complexity
surface. An estimate of the fractal dimension of a surface (2

Thus,

of

the

< D < 3) is obtained from

the

relation:

H:3_D

fEquation 1.12]

Polidori et al. (1991) used this relation to assess the quality of raster digiúal elevation
models for topographic surfaces. They found that interpolation artifacts were readily
identified using a fractal analysis approach. Hastings et al. (1982) used the size class
distribution of early and late successional patches in the Okefenokee Swamp. They found
that the fractal dimension increased with stand age and interpreted the lower spatial
persistence of early successional cypress patches as implying a lower temporal persistence.

In

modeling metapopulation dynamics,

with and King

(1999) suggested that low
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persistence (i.e. highly fractal) landscapes may reduce dispersal success

of

some

organisms.Intheirmodel, dispersal movements were constrained to single cell 'steps', the
small patch size and frequent lacunae in the complex landscapes greatly slowed dispersal
movements.

In this study, persistence in Landsat reflectance related to heterogeneity in ttre

biophysical properties of the canopy were investigated.
Bias in the Estimate of the Fractal Dimension
As a statistic of complexity, the fractal dimension represents a simplification of real world
phenomenon into a single value (Normant and Tricot 1993; Turcotte 1997). Furthermore,
when applied to natural objects the value is an estimate subject to sampling bias (Gautestad
and Mysterud 1994). Although statistical self similarity may scale

from the macroscopic to

microscopic, the fractal estimate can only be as good as the range over which the
measurements are recorded (Pruess 1995). Disregard for this basic fact has prompted some

authors to dismiss certain methodological approaches (Normant and Tricot 1991),

or

ûo

infer scale dependencies in fractal estimates where perhaps there are none (Kent and Wong
1982) or to erroneously conclude that patterns are not fractal (Turchin l99S).

It is important

to note that any fractal object once encoded in digital form for image analysis is no longer

fractal but 'fraclidean.' Digital information

is by its very natwe

discrete, and pixels

of geometic simplification (Fisher 1997). Departure from a power-law
relation at either the smallest or largest scales should be viewed with suspicion. In this
study, fractal dimension values are used as relative indices of complexity and the fractal
represent a form

dimension was always calculated from the linear portion of the log-log plots.
1.5 Remote Sensing of the Boreal Forest

Introduction

To study the relationship between pattem and process on the landscape, spatially explicit
landcover information is required. Landsat TM provides repeated coverage over large areas
at a scale appropriate for the investigation of landscape complexity and is suited to the
analysis of patterns and dynamics of natural and human impacted landscapes (Goward and

Williams 1997). This technology been used to measure the biophysical structure of the
canopy (e.g. Jakubauskas 1996a; Hall et al. 1995; Sampson 2001), landscape pattems
arising from succession (e.9. Hall et al. 1991; Ranson and Williams 1992; Jakubauskas
1996b,1997; Emerson et al. 1999), regional biodiversity (e.g. Rey-Benayas and Pope 1995;

2t
Gould 2000), as well as in terrestrial mapping of vegetation t)?es (e.g Bolstad and Lillesand

1992;Trcitz and Howarth 2001).
The Landsat system of earth orbiting satellites was first launched

in the early

1970's as

part of the Earth Observational Satellite Series (EOSAT). Design and implementation

sensor system was done

in consultation with biologists,

the

geographer and environmentral

scientists to ensure that the satellite would provide data, tbat could be used

monitoring (Wickland

of

l99l; Goward and Williams 1997).

in

landscape

Landsat-7 is the most recent

in this study Landsat-S data
were used exclusively. Landsat-S is a passive remote sensing platform that measures
reflected incident sunlight from ground or cloud surfaces. The Thematic Mapping (TM)
sensors operate at a ground resolution of 30 x 30 nU in six spechal bands (a seventh band
samples in the infrared at a resolution of 80 x 80 m; Wickland l99l; ,Goward and
Williams 1997). TM bands 1 to 3 sample in the visible spectrum, band 4 samples in the
addition to the series (Goward and Williams 1997), however

near-infrared, bands 5 andT sample in the mid-infrared portion of the spectrum (Moore and
Bauer 1990; FÍgure 1.2).
There were two primary applications of Landsat data in this study:

l.

The measurement

of

landscape complexity

in the boreal forest using

spatial

statistics on band reflectance values as well as simplified imagery.

2. The mapping of the boreal forest using an optimized multivariate approach to
improve classification accuracy.
Biophysical Components of Reflectance

In this

study, measures

of landscape complexity

were determined from Landsat image

reflectance values. In the interpretation

of results, there is an assumed implicit relationship
between the biophysical properties of the canopy (i.e. the 'real' ecological components of
interest) and reflectance. In the following section the relationship between reflectance
measured at-satellite and surface biophysical structure

Landsat TM reflectance is a function

will

be

briefly discussed.

of biophysical structure of within the canopy

(Jakubauskas 1996a). Each band is treated as an independent spectral variable associated
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with specific biophysical components (Colwell 1974; Hall et al. 1995) or combined wittr
others to extract additional biophysical information (Chen 1996a.). However, significant
correlation between bands exist such that only a subset provides unique information about

(Hall et al. 1995; Jakubauskas 1996a). In boreal mapping and the
estimation of canopy biophysical properties Landsat bands 3, 4 and 5 are have been
canopy biophysics

demonstrated to be the most optimal combination (Hall et al. 1995; Moore and Bauer 1990;

Bolstad and Lillesand 1992). This study uses these three bands exclusively. The infened
biophysical components measured are:
1. Band 3 (PAR

visible red, 0.63 pm-0.69¡rm)

In the visible portion of the spectrum, plant pigments absorb the majority of
radiation resulting in high correlation among visible bands (e.g.

r.98) for most

incident
canopies

(Jakubauskas 1996a). Much of the reflected visible light measured at-satellite is atfributable

to scattering from elements in the upper canopy (Ranson and Williams 1992). Band 3
reflectance is sensitive to the conditions of foliage within the canopy, decreasing with leaf
maturation and increasing with leaf wilt (Myers 1983). For forests stands, reflectance in this
band declines with age, associated with increase

in live basal

area and with canopy depth

(Horler and Ahern 1986; Jakubauskas 1996a).
2. Band 4 (NIR near infrared, 0.76pm-0.90¡rm)

The intemal structure of leaves determines the level of reflectance in the near infared,
principally because of scattering from the surfaces of the cell walls in the spongy mesophyll
(Myers 1983). Increased scattering occr¡rs in band 4 as biomass accumulates within the
canopy. Because very little incident radiation is absorbed in this region relative to band

3,

is often expressed as a ratio to estimate productivity
(Jordan 1969; Ranson and Williams 1992). Reflectance in this band can decrease
significantly during leaf senescence, often resulting in the inversion of productivity
estimates based on band ratios (Myers 1983). In forested systems, reflectance in band 4
reflectance between these bands

decreases with the density of live hees, and increases as stands mature (Jakubauskas 1996a;

Horler and Ahern 1986).
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3. Band 5

(SWIRmid-infrared, 1.55pm-l.75pm)

Reflectance

in the middle infared is controlled by vegetation moisture content (Myers

1983; Hall et al. 1995). Leaf area index (LAD, tissue moisture content and photosynthetic
rate are highly correlated, thus often this band

effrciency

of

is used to infer the relative photosynthetic
a canopy (Ranson and Williams 1992; Jakubauskas 1996a). In forest

canopies, band 5 reflectance declines with increasing biomass, and increases with leaf wilt

(Myers 1983; Horler and Ahern 1986). In boreal and montane forests band 5 has been
shown to correspond with different age classes, distinguishing young vs. old and closed vs.
open stand types (Fiorella and Ripple 1993; Horler and Ahern 1986).

In Landsat TM imagery, 30 x 30 m is the finest scale for which ground reflectance is
measured directly (excluding sub-pixel modeling, Richards 1993; Peddle et al. 1997). At
that scale, a pixel usually contains several to many individuals (e.g. trees) representing
multiple cover-types of varying composition and stucture (Ranson and Williams 1992).
Indeed, the measured reflectance for the vegetated landscape is a mixture of many different
components (both biotic and abiotic) occurring at the sub-pixel level (Table 1.1; Colwell
1974). One of the biggest challenges in modeling canopy biophysical parameters is taking
measurements taken for individual leaves and scaling them up to the level of the canopy
(Hall et al. 1995). In conifers, radiant energy scattering is scale-dependent: measurements
made at the canopy scale differ from those made at the leaf and branch scales (Chen 1996b;

Colwell 1974; Norman and Jarvis 1975). For example, NIR reflectance

declines

significantly from the leaÊscale (50% reflectance), to the branch-scale (35o/o reflectance) to
canopy-scale (18% reflectance;

Williams

l99l).In Hall et al. (1995), relationships

were

derived using end member fractions of sunlit crowns, sunlit background, and shadow to bry
to model the influence of these components on reflectance. They found that shadowing was
especially important in the estimation of biomass density, average tree diameter,

LAI

and net

primary productivity. While the discussion of mixture models is beyond the scope

of this

thesis, the scaling properties

of conifers is particularly

relevant

for developing maps

and

productivity estimates for the boreal forest. These issues will be addressed in Chapters 7
and 8.

Landsat scenes also have scaling properties above the nominal resolution

of 30 x 30 m.

in the spatial dependency of image elements within a scene,
usually referred to as texture (Musick and Grover 1990). Textural features in satelliæ
These scaling properties result
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Table 1.1: The biotic and abiotic components of pixel reflectance (compiled from Colwell
1974;Horler and Ahern 1986; Hall et al. 1995)

Species Propertíes

Canopy Structure
a. Depth

a. Transmittance and

Absorbtion by Leaves
b. Leaf shape, size and
arangement
c. Growth form, height and
branching structure
d. Floristic composition

b. Geomeûy and
Architechue
c. Shading
d. Arrangement of canopy
types

Abiotic
Soil/B ac kground P roperties

Landform Stntcture

a. Soil Type

a. Slope and landform

b. Moisture
c. Water

b. Aspect

complexity
c. Shading
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data are most ofren measured using directional filtering approaches (e.g. Barber and
LeDrew l99l; Cohen 1990) orby calculating local variance on imagery (e.g. Rey-Benayas
and Pope 1995; Jakubauskas 1997; Gould 2000). Directional filtering using a grey-level
co-occurency approach computes local information statistics within a window

for

which

both an orientation and sampling distance must be specified. These metrics have been
shown to differentiate the age of sea-ice for radar imagery, however the approach is sensitive
to resolution (i.e. sampling distance: Barber and LeDrew 1991). To examine the influence
of sampling scale on texture, semivariogram are often used (Cohen 1990; Trieø and
Howarth 2000). This approach provides several statistics for quanti$ring local patterns
autocorrelation within

a

of

to biophysical structure within the canopy
(Sampson et al. 2001). One of the most common approaches for examining patterns of
biodiversity and landscape complexity is to calculate local variance \Ã/ithin a sampling
scene, often related

window (Rey-Benayas and Pope 1995). For this method a regular grid or sliding window is
placed over an image and the variance in reflectance (or vegetation index values) is
calculated. Gould (2000) found that changes in local image variance could predict species
richness in the arctic. He found that productivity and species richness was concentrated on

the landscape, often in association with topographic va¡iation and drainage patterns. ln
hopical systems, Rey-Benayas and Pope (1995) demonstrated that local variance could be
used to predict several components of ecosystem diversity including Shannon's index. They

concluded that image texture alone could predict species richness without requiring
extensive ground sampling. ln boreal coniferous forests, stand successional dynamics have
been shown to influence texture. Jakubauskas (1997) computed local va¡iance

in a 3 x

3

pixel moving window and found that landscape complexity was dependent on stand age.
The determination of landscape complexity in this study w¿ls also based on the
measurement of spatial patterns in Landsat image reflectance. However, in this study texhre
measurements were made using scale-invariant fractal statistics (see $ 1.4).

Vegetation Indices:
Spatial patterns

NDM

in

ecosystem productivity are often examined using vegetation indices

(Gould 2000). This approach has the advantage of combining the information content of
one or more spechal bands into a single value that can be used to produce map
classifications

of 'desired' ecosystem attributes (Perry and Lautenschlager

1984). For

example, Fiorella and Ripple (1993) developed a 'successional' index by taking the ratio
the Landsat mid-infrared bands, these were then used

Some

of these indices are based on empirically

of

in forestry management applications.

derived linear relationships such as the
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tasseled-cap transformation (a PCA eigenvector; Hanson et al. 2001). However, the most

commonly used indices are based on PAR and NIR reflectance (Myers 1983; Chen 1996a).

In management

applications these are used to predict primary productivity

for

extensive

of the landscape. The basic assumption of this approach is that vegetation absorbs
incident light in the PAR region of the spectrum but backscatters light in the NIR (Myers
areas

1983). Jordan (1969) originally developed this measurement in tropical forest canopies. His

'simple ratio' (SR) vegetation index, is based on the relationship:

SR:

NINPAR

where the units of reflected PAR and

[Equation 1.13]

MR

energy are in Wm2lster/W.

It is important to note that all of his measurements were done underneath the canopy using a
'hand-held' spectrophotometer. In satellite applications, these values are obtained by
measuring the at-sensor solar existence.

The SR ratio is unbounded and a modified version (NDVI) was developed for grasslands

to 'normalize' the SR ratio to range between

NDVI =

-l

and +1 (Rouse et aI. 1973):

NIR_ PAR
NIR+ PAR

[Equation 1.14]

While negative values are uncommon, they have been observed for canopies where
significant senescence of green biomass has occurred (e.g. fall and early winter: Blair and
Baumgardner 1977).

NDVI has been applied across broad trends in vegetation conditions often with little
critical evaluation. For instance, McDonald et al. (1998) used NDVI to characterize
vegetation trends for montane sites with canopy cover ranging from 0% to 50%. They
found a strong relationship befween NDVI and cover over this range. In the same analysis,
cover data from a boreal site that had40%to I00% crown closure was added. NDVI for the
boreal site did not trend with crown closwe, however a single regression slope based on the

ñrll range (0% - 100%) was calculated. The application of ratio-indices to the boreal forest
is problematic because they make simplifring assumptions about the structure of the
canopy. In particular, most indices do not consider forward scattering

of light and potential
directionality in the estimated value (Leblanc et al. 1997) or scale effects. For instance, the
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relationship betrveen NIR and PAR in conifer canopies is known

to 'invert'

benveen the

leaf and canopy scale (Ranson and William 1992). Despite these problems, NDVI is
commonly used in image analysis to 'simplify' Landsat data into productivity classes prior
to texture or other analyses (e.g. Rey-Benayas and Pope 1995; Jakubauskas 1997; Emerson

et al. 1999; Gould 2000).
Image Simplification

For landscape spatial analyses that require binary or categorical data, a simplification of the
three-band landsat scenes (24 bit pixels) is neccessary. Unsupervised classification
'neutral' data reduction sfategy, since no

is

a priori assumptions are made regarding

a

the

ground composition of the scene. Instead the classification group structure is based purely

on spectral information (Richards 1993). The classification method used was nonhierarchical K-means clustering, in which an iterative algorithm is used to determine an
optimal partitioning of variable space into 'K' non-overlapping groups (Lillesand and
Kiefer 1994). The number of classes chosen must balance the need for retaining spatial
information while simultaneously simplifying the imagery. Too many classes results in low
frequencies within the classes, while too few classes can result in an image that is essentially

'filled' by one class.
Veeetation Maooins

1.

Multivariate approaches to Landsat Analysis

Traditional graphical exploration of spectral classes in remotely sensed data is undertaken
by examining combinations of bands in bivariate scatterplots (Richards 1993). These plots
can be misleading because not all Landsat bands contribute equally to class discrimination

(Lark 1995; Moore and Bauer I990;Zhao and Maclean 2000). Indeed, while seven spectral
bands are available for image classification only a subset provides significant class
discrimination (Bolstad and Lillesand 1992; Horler and Ahern 1986; Shen et al. 1985).

One

of

ttre principal multivariaæ tools used

MDA

in this study was multiple discriminant

of vegetation classes in spectral space
prior to image classification and to test the accuracy of the final vegetation-map. Multiple
discriminant analysis is often applied to remotely sensed imagery as a 'feature extraction'
analysis.

was used to evaluate the separation

technique (Zhao and Maclean 2000). This method
variance among g a

is

constrained

to optimally

priori defined groups, such that the between-group

partition

variance relative

the variance within groups is maximized Qægendre and l-egendre 1998).

In MDA

úo

group
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discrimination is determined by comparing the within-groups pooled cross-products mahix

W to the between-groups matrix B. This is accomplished by performing and eigenanalysis
on the mahix product W-'B following:

(w-rB-II,)kt:0

[Equation 1.15]

where ki is an eigenvector of discriminant weights, and

:

MIN @'1, p)

À¡

is an eigenvalue.

eigenvalues are exfracted. The eigenvalue Ài

groups sum of squares to the within-groups sum of squares
These eigenvalues measure the relative 'sfrength'

A maximum of

¡

is the ratio of the between-

for the ith discriminant axis.

of discrimination, but not the maximum

amount of linear variance in the dataset as

in PCA (Zhao and Maclean 2000). A post hoc
transformation of the mean vectors is used to obtained scores for the objects along each
discrimnant axis (Legendre and Legendre 1998). Plotting the object scores for the first two

discriminant axes provides a useful visualization tool to assess the relative separation of
classes within discriminant space (Peddle 1993). Stucture coefTicients (conelations)
between the original variables and the discriminant axes can be used to infer the relative
'importance' of those variables in separating the classes (Zhao and Maclean 2000).
2.Map Agreement

To

evaluate the agreement

of the final map product with vegetation on the ground,

additional data independent of the haining set is required (Stehman 2001). From these data

a confusion (enor) maftix between class assignments on the map (rows) and class
assignments in the reference set (columns) can be constructed (Congalton 1991).
Classification accuracy for each class can be determined by dividing the diagonal elements
of the matrix by the sum of each row and column (Congalton 1991). This generates two

of accuracy for each class: "producers" accuracy (diagonal elements divided by
each column total) and "users" accuracy (diagonal elements divided by the row totals). An
overall measure of agreement can be obtained by dividing the sum of the diagonal by the
matrix sum (Lark 1995; Richards 1996). A simplistic interpretation of this table would be
that the diagonal elements represent correct classifications between the map and the
measures

reference sites, while off-diagonals indicate misclassifications.

ln reality, each cell in

the

matrix has a finite associated random error including the diagonal elements (Lark 1995). To
correct for potential chance agreement between row and column values, the Kappa statistic
(k-hat) is calculated (following Hudson 1987; Congalton

l99l):
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K=

NIr,, -Zx,*x*,
N2

[Equation 1.16]

-\x,*x*,
i=l

One of the fundament¿l disadvantages of this method is the necessity

of a classification of
diffrculty in making class

the test set. This can lead to potential errors because of
assignments in the field (Stehman and Czaplewski 1998). In this study a novel application
of MDA was used to examine the agreement (verification step) for a vegetation map in the
boreal forest. Using this approacþ the vegetation class relationship determined in spectral
space was used to partition a vegetation dataset collected within the mapped region. These
data were then assessed to determine whether the vegetation map discriminated 'classes' on

the ground.

3. Improving Map Agreement

Estimates of agreement for Landsat map classifications

of the northern boreal forest vary
widely (40% to 95o/o), with 85% generally considered to be acceptable for land management
purposes (Bolstad and Lillesand 1992). Poor map performance in boreal regions is a
consequence

of

spatial heterogeneity and the relative spechal similarity

canopy-types (Moore and Bauer 1990; Shen et

of boreal

al. 1985). Among conifers

forest

spectral

signature alone may not provide adequate class seperation (Trietz and Howarth 2000; Zl:rlo
and Maclean 2001). In many cases, these species must be

'pooled' into larger groups to

increase overall accuracy (Moore and Bauer 1990). Several studies have used remotely
sensed data in co4iunction with ancillary surface data to improve image classification. The

empirical relationships between soils, terrain and vegetation can be used to separate covertypes that occur under different environmental conditions (Peddle 1993;'Treitz and Howarth

2000). Addition of terrain features normally improves conifer separation in lowland classes

but has little influence on upland classes (Bolstad and Lillesand 1992). Altematively,
multitemporal imagery has been used to classifu vegetiation types based on seasonal
changes in reflectance (Shen et al. 1985). To reduce the influence of spectral overlap on
final accuracy, rule based algorithms can be used to help decide when classes need to be
modified" merged or added (Treiø and Howarth 2000; Markon 1992; Franklin 1995;
Peddle 1993). Image classification

is a

reciprocal training procedure where both the

vegetation and spectral information ultimately determine map accuracy (Goodchild 1994).
Spatial patterning

of boreal forest communities reflects a complex continuum of floristic
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associations, successional processes (e.g. dishrbance, differential growth), and canopy
structure (Hall et al. 1995; Frelich and Reich 1995; Cihlar et al. 1997} Mapping sfrategies

must be optimized to adequately charactenze the structural and spatial complexity

of the
boreal forest. In this study, a statistically rigorous multivariate approach is deveþed for
analysis of remotely sensed imagery of the boreal forest.
1.5 Objectives

Purpose and Context

Landscape complexity

in the boreal forest is an emergent property determined by

interactions occurring over a range of scales. At the landscape scale, pattern is a function

of

climate, physiography and catastrophic disturbances (e.g. crown-fre), and patterns of post-

fire colonization. At local scales, microtopography and disturbances such as herbivory,
windthrows and lightning determine canopy structure. These processes result in a
structurally complex landscape consisting of a mosaic of plant communities of varying age
and composition. However, little is known about the development of landscape complexity
or the long-term hajectory of change resulting from the superimposition

of these processes.

This knowledge is particularly critical for predicting the influence of forest management
practices. For instance, active fne suppression alters the disturbance regime only at the
broad-scale, potentially increasing the influence of local effects on landscape pattern
deveþment.
Fragmentation by agricultural development also influences the development of pattem on

for the conservation of
biodiversity both through loss of habitat as well as by restricting movement of organisms to
isolated wildlife reserves. In the study area, fragmentation is so severe that the boundaries of
the nature reserves can be seen from space. However, little is known about the long-term
effects of habitat fragmentation in these systems or its impact on landscape connectivity.
these landscapes. Human fragmentation presents major challenges

The examination of past and current land-use practice is necessary to determine the future
bajectory of landscape change.

Accurate vegetation maps are essential for managing boreal landscapes. For practical

utility, maps must simplifu floristic complexity on the landscape, while retaining
ecologically meaningfrrl information. Remote sensing provides spatially explicit information
about landcover

for large regions.

However, mapping the boreal forest using remotely
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sensed dat¿ is particularly challenging because of the high degree

of spatial heterogeneity in
the canopy requiring extensive ground information. To produce accurate maps, the
relationship between reflectance and vegetation cover must be established using an adaptive

map classification methodology. As these properties

of the canopy

change with time and

it is imperative that multivariate methods be used in producing and assessing satellite
classifications.
space,

Alternative methods of mapping based on band-ratio indices such as NDVI are often used

to measure ecosystem components of particular concem to land managers (e.g. ecosystem
productivity). However, these indices make simplifuing assumptions about the structure of
the boreal canopy and how light interacts with vegetation.

It is important to recognize that

canopy species interactions with light have evolved over time. There is ample evidence that

conifer species have unique emergent reflectance properties at the stand-level. The adaptive
advantages

of

conifer architechre

in light

capture and its influence measurement of

productivity in these systems needs to be examined.
Overview of Obiectives

of natural systems that must be quantif,red
to better understand boreal ecosystem dynamics, the impact of fragmentration and to
accurately map these systems. In this study, remote sensing technology and scale inva¡iant
spatial statistics based on fractals will be used to examine landscape complexity arising
Landscape complexity is an emergent property

from temporal dynamics and spatial complexity. The impact of human fragmentation of the

boreal landscapes will also be examined to determine the influence development on the
dispersion of natural habitat patches. A mapping approach will be developed that uses
spatial-spechal optimization to improve the classification of sfucturally complex
landscapes.

In additioru the adaptive significance of boreal conifer architecture and

influence on productivity estimates

for

these systems

its

will be discussed. These different
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aspects

of landscape complexity in the boreal forest will be examined in the following

questions:

I. How does landscape structure in the borealforest change in space and time?
' How does the landscape change during succession and in response to topographic
complexity?

'

How does long-term vegetation dynamics influence the spatial persistence of the boreal
canopy?

II. How do humans influence

'
'

the development of landscape pattern?

How does agriculture influence the extent and dispersion of forest patches?
Does the dispersion of forest fragments change predictably in agricultural systems?

III. How does canopy structure influence our ability to model and map the borealforest?

.
.

What is an optimal method for classifring and mapping these systems?
Is spectral reflectance an emergent properly of boreal canopy shucture?
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Chapter 2
Study Area
2.1 Introduction
The study area, cenhed on Riding Mountain National Park (RMNP), incorporates 24,250

¡rnz (50'11'-51"26', N, 99o06'-101o38' W) of southwest Manitoba (Figure 2.1). Initially
established as a forest reserve, that area has had National Park status since 1930. The Park

itself is 2,974kr? in size, extending about I 15 km from east to west and 60 km from north
to south at its greatest width (Parks Canada 1977)..RMNP and areas north of the Park a¡e
located in a southeastern extension

of the Mixedwood Section (818a) of the Boreal Forest
Region (Rowe 1972;Figure2.2). Areas south and east of the Park occur in the Aspen-Oak
Region, while areas to the west occur in the Aspen Region. Much of the land surrounding
RMNP has been modified by human activity, primarily through agricultural clearing.
Current encroachment around the Park is so severe that the border is visible from space
(Dearden and Rollins 1993). Corridors of natural vegetation (e.g. Grandview valley, Figure
2.1) no longer connect the Park with adjacent forest reserves, resulting in the Park being
described as an ecological island in a "sea" of agriculture (Bailey 1968).
The most prominent physiographic feature of the study area is the Manitoba Escarpment.

Originally named Fort Dauphin Mountain by Alexander Henry n 1799, the Escarpment
was first referred to as the Riding Range in 1858 (Figure 2.3). The Escarpment rises
approximately 430 m from the eastern Manitoba lowlands or f,rrst prairie level (mean
elevation

of 320 m) to the western Saskatchewan plain or

second prairie level (mean

elevation 610 m). Maximum elevations in the study area occur along hills

of the Manitoba

Escarpment (approximately 750

m). The Manitoba Lowlands and Lake Manitoba bound
RMNP to the east. To the north a broad valley (Grandview valley) occupied by the Wilson
and Valley Rivers separates the Park from Duck Mountain Provincial Forest. South of
RMNP and to the wesf the Assiniboine River valley and the Lac Du Prairie reservoir
separates the Park from the rest of the Saskatchewan Plain (Bird 1961; Lang 1974). Five
major vegetation types are characteristic of the study area: northern borealforest, aspen
parkland, bur oak savannah, grassland, and eastern deciduous forest (Caners & Kenkel
1998). Factors such as post-glacial climate change, physiography, edaphic conditions, fire
disturbance and herbivory have influenced the structure and development of nahral
vegetation in the region.
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Figure 2.lz Map of Southwestern Manitoba indicating the location of RMNP and the
study region (dashed line). Shadings indicate the dominant biomes for the region: (I)
Boreal and mixed wood transition (white spruce and aspen); (II) Broadleaf forest with
eastern deciduous elements (aspen, bur oak, elm and maple); (III) Aspen parkland;
(IV) Tall and mixed grass prairie. The Grandview Corridor is the historically
contiguous belt of aspen parkland connecting RMNP with Duck Mt (inset dotted line,
modified from Bird 1961).
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of the boreal forest in Canada (light grey, top inset) and the boreal
mixedwood section (dark grey, main figure). The location of RMNP is indicated (bold
dot, modified from Johnson 1992).
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2.2 Climate

The study area falls within the Humid Microthermal Climatic zone (Koopen-Geiger
classification), which is characterized by a rain-snow climate of cold winters and warm
srrtnmers (Waldron 1966). Marked differences in microclimatic conditions occur within the

study area (Figure 2.3). Total swnmer precipitation decreases from higher

to

lower

elevations along the Manitoba Escarpment, and summer maximum temperatures are lower
on the Saskatchewan Plain (Ritchie 1964; Bailey 1968; Parks Canada 1977). Mean annual

total precipitation for the study area ranges from 40-55 cm (Environment Canada 1990).
June, July and August are the warmest and wettest months. The study area has a mean

annualgrowingseason of 160-180 days, and an average of 100-ll0 frost-free days (Weir
1e83).

of wasagaming (50'39' N, 99"56' w)
are presented in Figure 2.4. Total annual precipitation averages 51 crn, with 38 cm (about
75o/o)fallng as rain. The mean annual temperature is minus 0.loC, ranging from a mean of
minusl9.ToC in January to 16.5"C in July.
Summative climatic data (1966-1989) for the town

2.3 Physiography and Surficial Geology
Bedrock in the study area originated from silt deposits laid down by shallow Cretaceous
seas between 136-65 million years ago (Lang 1974). This bedrock has been divided into six
geological formations, the largest

of which is the Riding Mountain formation.

formation, which is composed primarily

of

This

non-calcareous gray shales, covers most

of

southwest Manitoba including the Porcupine Hills, Duck Mountain, and Riding Mountain.

The uplands of RMNP and adjacent areas consist of hummocky stagnation moraine
deposits of calcareous glacial till (Ritchie 1964; V/eir 1983).
The study area includes the rolling uplands of the Saskatchewan Plain, the Manitoba Plain

and the Manitoba Escarpment. The Saskatchewan Plain is dominated by moderately
calcareous glacial till derived from Mesozoic shales. Glaciofluvial morainic deposits occur
along the Assiniboine River and near Lake Audy, Whitewater Lake, Clear Lake and Tilson
Lake in RMNP. The Assiniboine, Little Saskatchewan and Birdtail River valleys are glacial
spillways dominated by alluvial deposits. More coarse-textured alluvial deposits, including
sand and gravel beach ridges from glacial Lake Ãggasiz, occur along the base

of

the
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Figure 2.4: Annual Climate Normals for Riding Mountain National Park (Riding
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by highly calcareous glacial till
rock, as well as deep basin to nearshore glaciofluvial

Manitoba Escarpment. The Manitoba Plain is dominated
derived from Paleozoic carbonate
deposits (Weir 1983).

2.4 Soils
Luvisolic soils (Canadian System of Soil Classification, CSSC) predominate in Riding
Mountain National Park and in the Duck Mountain Provincial Forest. These soils vary
considerably in drainage, texture and nutrient status (Ritchie 1964). Areas surrounding
RMNP are dominated by dark brown to black Chernozemic soils, although Luvic Gleysols
of medium texture also occur (Weir 1983). Regosolic soils have formed on the alluvial fans
and terraces at the base of the Escarpment. Shallow peat deposits occur

in poorþ-drained

areas throughout the Park (Cody 1988).

2.5 Post-glacial History
The Manitoba flora and fauna were entirely eliminated dwing the last (Wisconsin) Ice
Age. The ice sheet retreated from the Riding Mountain area about 12,500 years ago (Lang
1974). Fossil pollen records suggest that a spruce-dominated forest colonized the Riding

Mountain area from the south, although a pioneer treeless phase probably existed
immediately following glacial retreat (Ritchie 1969). Associated species included prairie
sage (,4rtemisia spp., Note: vascular plant scientific names follow Scoggan 1957),
buffaloberry (Shepherdia canadensis), Cyperaceae, with some junipet (Juníperus spp.), ash
(Fra,rinus spp.),larch (Larix laricina), poplar (Populus spp.), pine (Pinus spp'), birch
(Betula spp.) andalder (Alnus spp., Ritchie 1985).

A warmer and drier climatic phase began about

10,000 years ago, resulting

in a

sharp

or 'long drought'
period that began about 7,500 years ago, drought-tolerant grasses, forbs and shrubs
dominated the flora @itchie 1969). By about 6,500 years ago, bur oak (Quercus
decline in spruce forest within the study area. During the Hypsithermal

macrocarpa) and hazelnut (Corylus cornuta) appeared and the abundance of droughttolerant species declined, indicating cooler and moister conditions (Ritchie 1985). About
3000 years ago, neoglacial cooling resulted in a dramatic change in the regional flora. The
cooler, moister climate favoured the immigration of boreal forest elements into what is now

Riding Mountain National Park (Ritchie 1969). Current evidence suggests that jack pine
(Pinus banksiana) fnst arrived in the region about 2,500 years ago, likely from a western

4t
refugium (Ritchie

&

Yarranton 1978). At about the same time, trembling aspen (Populus

tremuloides), balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera),

bur oak and white spruce

(Pícea

glauca) began to invade into the grasslands south of Riding Mountain, forming the presentday aspen parkland (Bird 196l).
2.6 Disturbance History

Agricultural Settlement
Land in the Riding Mountain region was opened to European settlement in the 1880's
(Lehr 1996). The Dominion Lands Act of 1872 determined property boundaries and

for the interior prairie region of Canada. The Act established a basic
homestead size of 64.8 h4 and required that at least 12 ha of land be cleared within three
years. Landowners were required to live on their property, which had the effect of
suppressing the formation of towns. Settlement in the Grandview and Dauphin region was
settlement policies

underway by 1885 (Dickson 1909), increasing dramatically following the publication

of

the

Ukrainian "On Emigration" by Oleslow in 1895 and the extension of the Winnipeg Great
Northern Railway Company line in 1899 (Goldrup 1992;LeIv 1996). By 1904, much of

in the region had been purchased, although most of the forests remained
uncleared until after 1925. An accelerated period of forest clearing occurred after the
Second World War following the introduction of the bulldozer (Bird 1961). During this
period, the population more than tripled from approximately 15,000 at the tum of the
the available land

cenhrry to 47,000 by the late 1940's (Stadel 1996). Since 1951, farming in the region has

intensified as a result of increased mechanization. Extensive areas of upland forest have
been cleared, leaving behind small forest refugia along rivers and wetlands and on
unproductive land (Bird 196l; Stadel 1996). By the 1990's, much of the land surrounding

RMNP had been cleared for agriculture. The major agricultural products are cereal and oil
crops, and livestock. Over half of the land in production is seeded in whea! although barley
and canola are also important crops in the area (Carlyle 1996). Some

of the most productive

land in Manitoba occur within the study region: crop yields exceed 1.85 tonnes/ha
southwest of RMNP, while yields of 1.55 - 1.85 tonnes/ha occur north of the Park (Weir
1983; Carlyle 1996).
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Livestock

Substantial beef cattle production occurs within the study area, primarily on marginal land

of the forested land in these areas was converted to
pasturelandinthe 1970's (Carlyle 1996). Cattle production in the eastern part of the study
south and east of RMNP. Much

area (i.e. adjacent to Lakes Dauphin and Manitoba) is well above the provincial average, with

up to 80% of farmed land in the region under pasture.

Cattle

gl:ælu;Lg

was allowed within RMNP until 1970. Grazing peaked at over 4,500 head

of cattle n 1919, but continued at relatively high levels (about 1,375 head) into the 1950's
and 1960's (Trottier 1986). Cattle gazng led to the deterioration of many of the native
fescue prairies within the Park (Blood 1966).
Lossins Activiw
Following European settlement, the Manitoba Escarpment forests were a critical source of
timber for buildings, railway ties and firewood (Harrison 1934; Goldrup 1992).

Historically, clearing on private land resulted in permanent conversion to agriculture,
requiring increased exhaction of wood products from the escarpment forests to meet
demand (Evans 1923; Goldrup 1992). Recognition

of the need to

manage and conserve

in the establishment of the Riding Mount¿in Forest Reserve in 1895
and the Duck Mountain Forest Reserve in 1906 (Bailey 1968; Goldrup 1992). An Orderthese forests resulted

in-Council in 1906 established cutting regulations for the Reserves, but illegal timber cutting
continued in the region (Harrison 1934; Sentar 1992). After much debate, the Riding
Mountain Forest Reserve was granted National Park status in 1930 and was officially
opened to the public

in

1933.

Peak logging activity in RMNP coincided with settlement and railway construction near
the end of the l9th century @ailey 1968). Milling operations were concentrated close to

of the Manitoba Escarpment (Sentar 1992). Selective harvesting
was commonly practiced, encouraged in part by the Dominion Lands Act which required
that all merchantable trees > 25 cm at the base be taken (Weir and Johnson 1998). White
spruce was the most heavily exploited species in the park, but jack pine, balsam fir (Abies
balsamea), aspen, bur oak, green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanicø) and black spruce (Picea
sefflements along the base

mariana) were also harvested (Bailey 1968). Sawmills operated within RMNP from the late
1880's until the mid-1940's, and logging continued within the Park boundaries into the mid-
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1960's. Although there are no records documenting forest stands prior to the 1880's, there is
some evidence that white spruce stands were once far more abundant

(Dickson 1909). For

example, in the western portion

of the Park it was noted that "...the original forest type on
the reserve was coniferous. It consisted principally of white spruce" (Evans 1923). The
reduction in white spruce is athibutable to the combined effects of logging in the 1880's and
devastating fi¡es at the turn of the century.
Fire
Fire plays a critical role in the perpetuation and health of northern ecosystems, including
the boreal forest (Rowe 196l), prairie grassland (Anderson & Bailey 1980) and hembling
aspen parkland

(Bird 196l). Historically, wildflres were common in the prairie grasslands

of southern Manitoba. These fires would occasionally burn into the forests of the plateau
areas of RMNP (Trottier 1986). Fire suppressionpolicies implemented at the turn of the
century have greatly reduced the extent and frequency of burning within the study area
(Bailey 1968; Hirsch 1991). There is some concern that fire suppression policies in boreal
forests may promote fire-intolerant stands at the expense of pyric (fire-adapted) ones.
Furthermore,

fire suppression in prairie grasslands and aspen parkland may result in

increased hee and shrub encroachment (Bailey 1968).

Fire has strongly influenced forest stand structure and development in RMNP (Fig. 2.5).
The oldest forest stands occur on hygric sites, and in areas where physiographic features
have provided fire protection. Fire scar and stand age data indicate that large fires occurred

ur1822,1853-1855, 1889-1891 and 1918-1919 (Rowe 1955). Fires were most prevalent
during European settlement (1885-1889) frequently accompanying timber hanresting, and
were often set by loggers and settlers burning hay meadows or clearing land (Tunstell 1940;

Sentarl992).Twocatastrophicfiresintheearly 1890'sburned over70%o of theareawest
of the Strathclair fiail, "...not leaving even a spruce seed-tree over large tracts" (Dickson
1909; Evans 1923). Prior to these fires, the region was characteized by a number of white
spruce stands

"...of

several square

miles" in

area

(Dickson 1909). Most of the post-fire

regeneration in the region has been to trembling aspen and balsam poplar. Jack pine stands

in the

southeastern portion

of the Park

have burned repeatedly over the

last 120 years

(Sentar 1992). While f,re-fighting efforts since the 1930s have dramatically reduced the
incidence and extent of forest fires (Sentar 1992),major fires occurred in 1940 (Whitewater
Lake), 1961 (Gunn Lake) and 1980 (Rolling River). A number of small fires in the 1930's
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Figure 2.5: Locations of the major landscape-level crownfires in Riding Mountain National Park and the
approximate year of occurance (modified from Sentar 1992).
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and 1940's were thought to have been deliberately set by farmers (Bailey 1968; Ringstrom

resr).
Herbivory and Granivory
Large herbivores such as elk (Cerws canadensis, Note: mammal scientific names follow

Banfield 1974), moose (Alces alces), and white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus)
selectively browse shrub species, as well as saplings and seedlings of a number of ¡.ee
species (Caners & Kenkel 1998). Deer and elk show a strong preference for balsam fir
while largely avoiding white and black spruce (Rowe 1955). In southern Manitoba,
mountain maple (Acer spicatum), beaked hazelnut and trembling aspen are important
components of moose diet (Trottier

l98l).

Beaked hazelnut is also an important browse

of

elk, white-tailed deer and hare (Lepus spp.). Hares feed on buds and smaller twigs of white
spruce during the wintea and may

kill saplings through

repeated browsing (Rowe 1955).

Voles (Microtus spp.) significantly reduce the amount of overwintering white spruce seed in
medium to poor seed crop years, while red squirrels (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) consume

most of the seed crop except in heavy cone production years (Rowe 1955; Nienstaedt &
Zasada 1990).

Beaver (Castor canadensis) plays a critical role

in boreal forest ecosystem

dynamics

(Naiman 1988). Beaver damming results in the flooding of lowland forests and the killing
of trees. The catchment basin accumulates organic matter and nutrients, and alters
downsfream hydrology (Shaw 1993). Beaver strongly select for trembling aspen, balsam
poplar, and willows (Salix spp.) and so alter the forest struchre and composition along the
catchment basin.

2.7 Regional Vegetation
Parkland vegetation

Outside

of RMNP, the dominant

natural vegetation types are frembling aspen parkland

(Bfud 1961) and mixed-grass prairie (Fig. 2.1). The dominant graminoids of undisturbed
mixed-grass prairie include june grass (Koeleria cristata), slender wheat grass (Agropyron
trachycaulum) and western porcupine grass (Stipa spartea var. curtiseta). A number of

forb species are also present, including the prairie crocus (Anemone patens), bastard
toadflax (Comandra umbellata), three-flowered avens (Geum triflorum), northern bedsftaw
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(Galium boreale) and hoary puccoon (Lithospermum canescens). Common shrub species
include snowberry (Symphoricarpos occidentalis),prickly rose (Rosa acicularis) and wolf-

willow (Elaeagnus commutata.).
Gallery forests dominated by Manitoba maple (Acer negundo), green ash and american
elm (Ulmus americana) occur along watercourses in aspen parkland (Bird 196l).
Subcanopy elements

in

these forests include red-osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera),

sarsaparilla (Aralia nudícaulis\ and chokecherry (Prunus virginiana). Numerous vines

of

affinity such as hops (Humulus lupulus), bittersweet (Celastrus scandens),
virginia creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia) and carrionflower (Smilax herbacea) are
frequently encountered. The herb-rich understory includes ostrich fern (Matteuccia
eastern floristic

struthiopteris), goldenrod, (Solidago spp.), asters (Aster spp.) and wild mint (Mentha
arvensis).In drier and more exposed areas along watercourses, bur oalç poison-ivy (Rhus
radicans) and chokecherry often occur.
Upland boreal plain and escarpment vegetation

Riding Mountain National Park and Duck Mountain Provincial Forest are dominated by
mixedwood boreal forest vegetation (Bailey 1968). Although vegetation composition differs
somewhat in the ¡wo reserves, broad vegetation trends are similar.

In RMNP, patterns in the
distribution of vegetation commtmities correspond with changes in climate induced by the
escarpment and with local edaphic gradients (Figure 2.2). In both reserves, higher
elevations are conifer dominated in both pure and mixedwood stands. Moderately to wellby semiopen to closed stands of nembling asperL
balsam poplar and white spruce. Mixedwood stands of white birch and balsam fir are also
drained upland areas are charactenzed

encountered; they are more occasional in RMNP (located primarily in the northeast) and are

common

in Duck Mountain. Jack pine and/or black

spruce,

in both mature and fue-

regenerating stands dominate sandy soils. In RMNP, these are found east of Clear Lake and

in Duck Mountain adjacent to East Blue Lake. Black spruce stands with eastem larch a¡e
found in poorly-drained boggy lowlands throughout both reserves. Deciduous dominated
communities are generally found in the western portion

of RMNP

and along the eastern

escarpment adjacent to the Aspen-Oak region in both parks (Rowe 1956,1972). Parkland
vegetation is more commonly encountered in RMNP than Duck Mountain, thought to be

the result of several recrurent fires within the region. In RMNP, bur

oak

'savanna' occurs

on steep, exposed slopes of the upper escarpment and on coarse-textured outwash deposits

in the extreme north-east. These stands are very occasional in Duck Mountain, found
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scattered on south-west facing slopes along the eastem escarpment.

In the rich soils along
the lower edge of the escarpment, eastern hardwood stands dominated by white elm (Ulmus
americana), green ash (Frascinus pennsylvanica var. subintegrrima) and Manitoba maple
(Acer negundo) are common in RIvfNP. In Duck Mountain these stands are dominated by
well developed hembling aspen and balsam poplar forests. Grasslands are a very minor
component of both RMNP and Duck Mountain Provincial Forest, often occurring along
river valleys, but also on excessively drained soils and post'burn sites. These communities
consisti of both plains rough fescue (Festuca

hall)

and mixed-grass prairie elements. In

Duck Mountain many of the grasslands along river valleys have been planted to white
spruce (e.g. shell River valley) and are now highly disturbed and degenerate.
2.8 Vegetation Association I)escriptions
In this study, a series of vegetation association were esûablished to represent the range of
floristic variation in RMNP that could be identified using satellite imagery (Chapter 7).
The vegetation association descriptions (color Plates) in the following pages correspond to
those used in the Landsat map classification. For each association a brief description of the

canopy dominants, distribution in RMNP, physiognomy and environment are given (roman
numeral designations follow those used in Chapter 7).
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Plate Ie Wetland

Description
Non-forested wetlands, typically dominated by graminoids (grasses, sedges), found
throughout the Park. Species common in this association are bluejoint grass
(Calamagrostis canadensis) and/or sedges (Carex spp.) in wetmeadows and cattail (Typha
spp.), or common reed (Scirpus spp.) in open water sytems. Flood-tolerant shrubs (e.g.
willows) may also occur at low abundance.

Physiognomy
Graminoid or graminoid-like marshes with a relatively even canopy up to 2 m in height
often in large monodominant species patches.

Environment
Seasonally to permanently flooded wetlands along or adjacent to water courses; may be the
result of, or perpetuated by, beaver activity.

Variants
Two variants are recognized:
(a) Meadow marsh: seasonally to semi-permanently flooded areas, usually dominated by
bluejoint grass and/or sedges; floodplains of small streams, beaver meadows, and
lakeshores.
(b) Marsh: semi-permanently to permanently flooded areas, usually dominated by cattails
and/or common reed; wave-washed lakeshores, sheltered bays and isolated basins.
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Plate II. Grassland

Description
Open dry grasslands with few shrubs in species-rich commumtIes dominated by
graminoids and forbs. Grasslands have a restricted distribution within the Park occurring
along river valleys and in regenerating post-burn areas (e.g. Rolling River). Common
species include plains rough fescue (Festuca hallii), kentucky bluegrass (Poa spp.), june
grass (Koeleria cristata), wheat grass (Agropyron trachycaulum) and rose (Rosa spp.)

Physiognomy
Low graminoid-forb vegetation with few low shrubs. Low 'bunchgrass hummocks' in
plains rough fescue prairie. Patches contain mixed species composition, with a relatively
even canopy 1 m in height.

Environment
Well to excessively drained sandy outwash material, or coarse glacial till. Grasslands are
found along localized ridges in river valleys throughout the Park. In the western region of
RMNP grasslands occur on raised deposits of glacial till.

Variants
Three variants are recognized:
(a) Plains Rough Fescue: the main climax grassland in the Park.
(b) Kentucky Bluegrass-Wheatgrass: deteriorated rough fescue grassland resulting from
past disturbance (mainly overgrazing by cattle).
(c) Junegrass-Wheatgrass: a drier variant of the Kentucky bluegrass-wheatgrass type.
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Plate III. Low Shrub Grassland

Description
Grasslands with a distinctive low shrub component; species-rich communities dominated
by graminoids, forbs and low shrubs. In well-drained areas western snowberry
(Symphoricarpos a/bus) and/or shrubby cinquefoil (Potentilla fruticosa) are the dominant
shrub components. Along forest edges and depressions taller stature species such as
hawthorn (Crataegus spp.) and chokecherry (Prunus virginiana) are common. In these
moister sites, trembling aspen and/or white spruce may invade.

Physiognomy
Grasslands with moderate or high cover of low (generally < 1 m high) shrubs although
patches of hawthorn> 1 m tall are common, resulting in an uneven canopy structure.

Environment
Well-drained sandy outwash material, or coarse-textured glacial till. Most commonly
encountered in the western portions of the Park, often adjacent to open grasslands.

Variants
Two variants are recognized:
(a) GrasslandILow Shrubs: grasslands with low to moderate cover of western snowberry
and/or shrubby cinquefoil.
(b) Grassland/Low ShrubslTall Shrubs: low shrub grasslands with low to moderate
cover of taller (> 1 m) shrubs (e.g. hawthorn, willow, chokecherry).
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Plate IV. Shrubland

Description
Dense, tall shrublands usually dominated by beaked hazelnut (Corylus cornuta) and alder
(Alnus spp.); in post-fire stands these are also mixed with dense regenerating trembling
aspen (e.g. 1980 Rolling River fire). Mature trees occur at low density (e.g. trembling
aspen, paper birch, white spruce). Located throughout the Park but most commonly found
in the north-eastern and central region in areas that have not burned in over 120 years.

Physiognomy
Tall shrubland (2m in height); relatively uniform canopy but subject to heavy browsing.

Environment
Moderately to well drained till deposits, often in exposed areas (higher elevations) or on
steep slopes along the Escarpment.

Variants
Three variants are recognized:
(a) Beaked Hazel Shrubland: generally found in well-drained upland areas. It may be
maintained as a 'climax' vegetation type from heavy ungulate browsing and/or
environmentally stressful conditions favouring shrubs over trees.
(b) Alder Shrubland: most commonly encountered in regenerating stands (e.g. Rolling
River fIfe).
(c) Trembling Aspen Regeneration: occurs mainly in recently burned areas (e.g. the 1980
Rolling River fire); characterized by dense regeneration of trembling aspen, forming
nearly pure stands.
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Plate V. Bur Oak Forest

Description
Open to semi-closed 'savanna' forest dominated by bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa);
minor components may include green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), and Manitoba maple
(Acer negundo) in richer soils. Understory is variable, in excessively drained sites grasses
and forbs dominate. In moderate to well-drained areas shrub species such as snowberry
(Symphoricarpos occidentalis), rose (Rosa spp.), beaked hazelnut (Corylus cornuta) and
hawthorn (Crataegus spp.) are common. Poison ivy (Rhus radicans) is often a major
understory component in oak stands. Oak forests are most often encountered on south
facing portions of the Manitoba escarpment.
Physiognomy
Open forest stands, with an understory of low shrubs, graminoids and forbs. Oak
regeneration varies from poor to good. Canopy height varies from 8 m on excessively
drained sites to 20m on richer soils.
Environment
Well to excessively drained sand, glacial till or alluvium; eastern portions of the Park,
along the Escarpment base.
Variants
Three variants are recognized:
(a) Sandy Ancient Beach Ridges: these occur along the Escarpment at the north end of
the Park (near Highway 10); dominated by bur oak, green ash, Manitoba maple, and
mountain-ash (Sorbus americana).
(b) South-Facing Shale Slopes: these steep, excessively-drained slopes occur along the
Escarpment; open stands of bur oak, with poison ivy, beaked hazel, and a graminoidforb understory.
(c) Alluvial Fans: alluvial fans occur in the north-eastern portion of the Park near the
Escarpment base (e.g. Agassiz Ski Road, lower Ochre River); extensive semi-closed
stands of bur oak, with an understory of low shrubs (e.g. rose, snowberry) and
graminoids-forbs.
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Plate VI. Low Canopy Deciduous Forest

Description
Continuous low canopy (generally 10m high) forest dominated by high density trembling
aspen (Populus tremuloides); minor components of balsam poplar (Populus
balsaminifera). Shrubs are infrequent although tall willows with a forb understory. Rich
and varied forb and grass dominated understory with few shrubs.

Physiognomy

Continuous low canopy trembling aspen forest; includes younger « 50 years) post-burn
stands (e.g. 1961 Gunn Lake fIfe area), and rarely stands on well-drained, nutrient-limited
substrates in exposed areas.

Environment
Stands generally occur on poorly drained clay deposits which may experience seasonal
flooding. Excessively dry sites that promote a similar low canopy physiognomy are a minor
environmental variant in this association.

Variants
Four variants are recognized:
(a) Aspen-Forb: found in areas with extensive clay deposits and subject to seasonal
flooding. May include small stands of balsam poplar.
(b) Regenerating Trembling Aspen: young, regenerating aspen stands, mainly in the 1961
Gunn Lake fire area; stands are dense and are beginning to undergo self-thinning.
(c) Upland Low Canopy Trembling Aspen: Dense aspen stands with a substantial forb
component. Commonly associated with well-drained areas within the aspen parkland.
(d) Willow copse: Extensive patches of tall stature willow (8 to 10m tall) with a
substantial forb component, structurally similar to aspen stands within this class.
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Plate VII. Aspen Parkland

Description
Semi-open to open stands of trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides) alternating with < 1
ha patches of shrubland and shrub dominated grasslands, forming a complex mosaic pattern
at the landscape level. Balsam poplar (Populus balsaminifera) stands and small wetlands
occur in poorly-drained areas. The aspen dominated 'phases' of Parkland class can
differentiated from Low Canopy Deciduous (VI) by the presence of a discontinuous and
taller stature canopy as well as increased shrub components. This complex forms the
predominant vegetation association within the Park and is especially common in the western
region.

Physiognomy
Mosaic of trembling aspen groves (often with a high shrub component), shrublands,
shrubby grasslands, and wetlands. Canopy height varies from low stature (1 m) in small
grass dominated patches, medium stature (2 m) in shrubby patches to tall (20 m) in aspen
dominated canopies.

Environment
Moderately-drained glacial till; gently rolling topography. Extensive areas of parkland in
the western portion of RMNP may be the result of a short fire return interval in the late
1800's.

Variants
High local variability; expect to encounter stands of trembling aspen or balsam poplar,
meadow marshes, shrublands and shrubby grasslands. This class intergrades with several of
the open canopy associations as aspen density declines.
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Plate VIII. Eastern Deciduous Forest

Description
High-canopy deciduous forest (30 m tall) with a tall shrub component and herb-rich
understory. Tree species composition includes stands of pure mature trembling aspen
(Populus tremuloides) on nutrient-rich sites, or mixed eastern deciduous forest containing
green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), elm (Ulmus americana), Manitoba maple (Acer
negundo), paper birch (Betula papyrijera) and cottonwood (Populus deltoides). Tall shrubs
are common and include mountain maple (Acer spicatum), beaked hazelnut (Corylus
cornuta) and viburnum (Viburnum spp.). This association is normally encounter on the
lower portions and at the base of the Manitoba Escarpment.

Physiognomy
Trembling aspen stands have a high canopy, and the subcanopy and sapling layers are
poorly to moderately well-developed; tall shrubs (mainly beaked hazelnut) may be sparse to
relatively common. Mixed hardwood forest stands show moderate to good regeneration in
the subcanopy and sapling layers; tall shrubs (beaked hazelnut, mountain maple) are often
common.

Environment
Moist, nutrient-rich loamy soils, often with a well-developed organic layer. Generally
found at the base and lower slopes of the Escarpment, in the extreme eastern and northeastern portions of the Park.

Variants
Two variants are recognized:
(a) Mature Trembling Aspen: tall trembling aspen with a herb-rich understory; some
stands are being invaded by coniferous trees (white and black spruce), but aspen
regeneration is poor. Paper birch may also be present.
(b) Mixed Eastern Deciduous: restricted to the base of the Escarpment, often in river and
stream valleys. Rich, mixed-forest stands showing good regeneration. Many species
show an eastern floristic affinity, and are at or near their north-west distribution limits
in the Park.
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Plate IX. Deciduous Canopy - Coniferous Subcanopy Forest

Description
Deciduous-dominated usually trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides) forest canopy with a
well-developed subcanopy and sapling layer dominated by conifers (usually white or black
spruce). Presence of mountain ash (Sorbus americana) indicative of old growth stands, is
often present. Tall shrubs range from sparse to relatively cornman in the semi-closed
stands. Understory is often herb-rich~ feathermosses (Hylocomnium splendens and
Pleurozium schreberi) may be common. These stands are most frequent at higher
elevations in the central region and along the Manitoba escarpment.
Physiognomy
Physiognomy is highly variable within this group, ranging from tall trembling aspen
stands forming a semi-continuous to gap dominated canopy, with a moderately dense
conifer subcanopy to a discontinuous open canopy forested 'shrubland', with a highly
variable stature conifer 'subcanopy' of varying density. The physiognomy of this class
could be described by analogy as equivalent to'mixedwood' aspen parkland. It is important
to note that gap formation is primarily the result of hardwood mortality, in these stands the
majority of tallest stature living trees are often 'subcanopy' conifers (i.e. the term
subcanopy is relative). Canopy depth ranges from 25 m to 2 m in gap dominated stands.
Environment
Moderately-drained glacial till, often associated with undulating topography~ largely
restricted to areas of the Park that have not been burned for at least 100 years~ common
along Highway 10.
Variants
Variation occurs at a small spatial scale~ the subcanopy varies from relatively sparse to
dense. This association intergrades with class X (Mixed Canopy Deciduous-Coniferous
Forest) as canopy closure increases and with class IV (Shrubland) in gap dominated stands.
Post-burn shrub and conifer regenerating stands (e.g. Rolling River) form a small
component within this association.
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Plate X. Mixed Canopy

(Deciduous-C~niferous)Forest

Description
Tall, closed mixed canopy forests, typically with trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides)
and white spruce (Picea glauca) as codominants; black spruce (Picea mariana), paper birch
(Betula papyrifera), balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera) and jack pine (Pinus banksiana)
are occasional. Generally located at higher elevations in the central region of the park, but
stands occur throughout.

Physiognomy
Mixed deciduous-coniferous canopy generally closed, sometimes with a subcanopy
dominated by conifers. Tall shrubs are sparse to relatively common. Understory is often
herb-rich; feathermosses may be common.

Environment
Moderately drained glacial till; often undulating topography. Usually at higher elevations
in areas with lower annual temperatures and greater rainfall.

Variants
Variation in this type occurs at a small spatial scale; the forest canopy consists of a
patchwork of deciduous and coniferous tree species. This association can be differentiated
from Deciduous Canopy - Coniferous Subcanopy Forest (IX) by the high degree of canopy
closure and the equal size/stature of the hard and softwood tree species. Post-bum shrub
and conifer regenerating stands (e.g. Rolling River) form a small component within this
association.
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Plate XI. Open Canopy Coniferous Forest

Description
Conifer-dominated stands with < 300/0 canopy cover; includes semi-treed bogs and fens
with black spruce (Picea mariana) and/or larch (Larix laricina), and sparsely-treed dry
uplands with white spruce (Picea glauca). Encountered throughout the Park.

Physiognomy
Semi-treed stands, often associated with low shrubs and sedges (bogs, fens) or grassland
(dry uplands). Canopy height is variable from 15 m under tree cover to 1 m in open phases.

Environment
Variable; poorly-drained organic substrates (bogs, fens), or well drained sandy outwash
material or glacial till (dry uplands).

Variants
Two variants are recognized:
(a) Semi-Treed Bog (Fen): open forest stands dominated by black spruce and/or larch;
black spruce often layers in these stands; low ericaceous shrubs are often abundant
such as. leatherleaf (Chamaedaphne calyculata), bog laurel (Kalmia polifolia), bog
rosemary (Andromeda polifolia); peat moss (Sphagnum spp.) and sedges (Carex
spp.) are common; most common in and south of the Birdtail Valley, in the Gunn
Lake area and in the south-east portion of the Park.
(b) Sparsely Treed Upland: open stands of white spruce on grasslands, generally on
well-drained, coarse-textured soil (e.g. Deep Lake warden station area). This type
might be described as a 'white spruce parkland' associated with sites where white
spruce is encroaching on grasslands. Fire suppression might increase the abundance
of this cover-type within the Park.
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Plate XII. Closed Canopy Coniferous ~orest

Description
Mature closed stands dominated by coniferous trees; generally pure stands of white spruce
(Picea glauca), black spruce (Picea mariana), balsam fIf (Abies balsamea) or jack pine
(Pinus banksiana) mixed with black spruce. Deciduous tree species may form a minor
component of the overstory especially in white spruce dominated stands. Understory is
generally poorly developed with low shrubs and forbs in drier sites, feathermoss
(Hylocomnium splendens and Pleurozium schreberi) in moist closed forest and sphagnum
moss (Sphagnum spp.) in poorly drained stands. Conifers are found throughout the Park,
however pure stands are generally localized on the landscape.
Physiognomy
Pure stands of moderate to complete canopy closure, or more commonly with a minor
component of deciduous trees (especially in white spruce stands) and a forb understory,
mosses are common (black spruce stands). Canopy height varies from 25 m in stands on
moderately drained soils to 10 m in poorly drained bogs.
Environment
Variable environmental conditions depending on stand-type. Moderately drained glacial till
(white spruce, balsam fir, jack pine) or poorly drained organic material (black spruce).
Variants
Four variants are recognized:
(a) Balsam Fir: these stands are restricted to the north-eastern portion of the Park, on
north-facing slopes of the Escarpment where cooler, moister conditions prevail.
(b) White Spruce: mature stands of white spruce, mostly in infrequently burned areas
east of Strathclair Road; may occur as pure stands, or more commonly with a minor
component of deciduous trees.
(c) Black Spruce (Poorly Drained): closed black spruce stands; found mostly in the
south-eastern portion of the Park, as well as in the western regions (e.g. upper
Birdtail Creek, Gunn Lake area).
(d) Black Spruce - Jack Pine (Well Drained): these stands are restricted to the southeastern portion of the Park, in the vicinity of the 1980 Rolling River fire. The mature
(unburned) stands are dominated by black spruce, or are mixed black spruce - jack
pine stands.
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Plate XIII. ReKeneratinK Coniferous Forest

Description
Dense, nearly pure to mixed, regenerating coniferous forest stands. In the 1980 Rolling
River fire, jack pine (Pinus banksiana) or black spruce (Picea mariana) dominates most of
these stands. Swamp birch (Betula glandulosa) is an important shrub component within the
association. Regenerating stands of black or white spruce are found locally in other areas of
the Park where natural disturbances (e.g. beaver activity) have occurred.

Physiognomy
Dense conifer canopy (generally < 3 m tall), with a sparse shrub and/or herb layer.

Environment
Generally moderately to well-drained glacial till and sandy soils or burned bog and
wetlands where post-fire conifer establishment occurred, organic substrates occasional.

Variants
Three variants are recognized:
(a) 1980 Rolling River Fire: upland and some lowland sites with very dense jack pine
regeneration; black spruce (occasionally larch) predominate in poorly-drained areas.
(b) Local Disturbances: small regenerating patches of black or white spruce, in recently
disturbed sites (e.g. beaver activity).
(c) Swamp birch-conifer: a common component in the above two variants. The unique
thick cuticle of this species and its presence in many post-fire regenerating sites
used for map classification resulted in a 'sensitivity' to the abundance of this species
in mapped polygons.
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Chapter 3
Fractal analysis of spatio-temporal dynamics in boreal forest
landscapes
Abstract. Remotely sensed datâ (LANDSAT) were used to investigate landscape-scale
spatial and temporal dynamics in the boreal forests of Riding Mountain National Parþ
Canada. The analysis

of temporal dynamics involved comparing the forest structure of

regeneratingpost-firesites(tl and30yearsold)tolate-successional ones (> 95 years old),
while the spatial analysis involved comparing sites of differing physiographic complexity
(well-drained vs. impeded drainage). To faciliøte the analysis, all images were simplified to
10 land-cover classes using K-means clustering. Fractal dimensions (computed using

K:

the probability-density function) were used to quantify landscape-scale spatial patterning.

In

addition, randomization tests (observed vs. randomized patterns) were used to compare
spatio-temporal trends in landscape pattern. Without exceptiorq observed landscapes were

significantly more contagious (clumped) than random (maximally enhopic) landscapes. The
temporal analysis revealed that landscape-level patch structure becomes increasingly
entropic during succession: regenerating (post-burn) sites showed greater spatial contagion
than late-successional ones. Also, the equitabilþ of land-cover classes declines as
succession proceeds. In the spatial analysis,

it was found that simple physiographies (well-

drained sites) were characterized by a few dominan! overdispersed land-cover classes; less

frequent classes showed high contagion.

By confast, sites of complex physiography

(impeded drainage) had greater equitability of land-cover classes, and all classes had similar

degrees

of

contagion. The implications

of

these findings

processes and management practices of boreal forests are

in

understanding ecosystem

briefly discussed.

3.1 Introduction
The boreal forest is subject to repeated large-scale disturbances such as crown fnes, which

produce vegetation paûches

of r¿arious successional ages on the landscape (Ritchie 1956;
Rowe 1956; Dix and Swan l97l;De Grandpré et al. 1993). Natural fre cycles in the boreal
forest range from less than 50 years tÐ 200 years or more (Hirsch

l99l;

Payette 1992). In

North America,large catastophic burns are initially colonized by fire-adapûed species such
as jack pine and fembling aspen, producing localized uniform monocultures (Carleton and
Maycock 1978). As these stands age,smaller-scale disturbances such as lighturing ignitions
(Granström lgg3),windthrows (Dyer and Baird 1997), ungulate herbivory (Pickett et al.
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1987), budworm infestations (Holling 1992; Morin 1994; Bergeron et al. 1995) and beaver

flooding (Naiman 1988) gradually 'chip away' at the uniform early succession canopy
(Frelich and Reich 1995). These smaller-scale gap disturbances are important in
determining local successional pathways and biodiversity

in boreal forests (Kenkel et al.

1997).

Underþing environmental gradients are also important in determining vegetation pattern,
community composition and biodiversity (Watt 1947; Whittaker 1953; Noble and Slatyer
1980). Gradients in soil moisture are spatially complex over a wide range

of scales (Smith

and Huston 1989). In areas

of impeded drainage, water movement and depth to water table
are critical determinants of vegetation composition and patch dynamics (Mitsch and
Gosselink 1993; Helrn and Collins lgg7).Intersection of the water table with an undulating
topography creates a spatially complex ecotonal landscape (Gosz 1993). Such landscapes
are characterÞed

by

discreûe, oriented patches

of vegetation that are sculpted by

the

movement and impoundment of water (Forman 1995).
Patchiness in boreal landscapes results in the exchange

of species, energy and nutrients
across ecotones and along interconnecting corridors. Disturbances and strong spatial
gradients determine both the creation

of new patches and the dynamics of existing patches
(Dearden and Rollins 1993). Studies of the relationship between patch size and shape
suggest that large contiguous habitat patches have a lower spontaneous extinction rate and
are more biologically diverse (Frankel et

al. 1995). In addition, biodiversity may decline
when habitat patches are fragmented by natural or human disturbances (Dearden and
Rollins 1993). Parks and ecological reserues, which are often preserved fragments of a once
much larger landscape patct¡ are often too small to support viable populations of some
species (Frankel et al. 1995; Glenn and Nudds 1989). An understanding of the role of
natural fragmentation and spatial complexity is therefore critical to developing
recommendations and protocols for habitat management at the landscape scale.

Fractal analysis is well-suited to ttre study

of vegetation patterr¡ since fractals quantift

spatialheterogeneityovermultiple scales on the landscape (Lavorel et al. 1993; Loehle and
Wein 1994: Kenkel and Walker 1996). The term 'fractal' (Mandelbrot 1983) was
innoduced to characterize scale-invariant phenomena, such as the repeating pattern

forest canopy (Zeide

l99l).

Mathematical fractals are 'self-similar'

of

in the sense that

a

the
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same basic structure is repeated over all spatial scales. The

following power-law relationship

holds for natural fractal objects:

Lon

$t-o)

[Equation 3.1]
where L is the length of the object at measuring scale ô, and D is the fractal dimension
(Mandelbrot 1983).
Fractal analysis of remotely-sensed images has been used to quantiff landscape patterns
(Lam 1990;De Cola 1989), to chuactenze the spatial structure in forest stands (Ravan and

Roy 1997), and to model forest succession (Hall et al. 1991; Fiorella and Ripple 1993). Of
the cunentþ available technologies, LANDSAT is well-suited for terrestrial vegetation
studies (Treitz et al. 1992; Wickland 1991), and is particularly useftil
landscape-level patterns and processes in boreal forest (Hall et

in

investigating

al 1991). The LANDSAT-j

Thematic Mapper samples seven spechal bands at 30

x 30 m ground resolution (Richards
of
physiognomy, canopy surface complexity and species composition (Markon 1992;
1993). Vegetation produces a distinctive reflectance spectrum that is a complex frmction

Thomson et al. 1985; Rencz 1985; Hall et al. 1991).
Spatial statistics in landscape ecology have been used mainly for descriptive purposes, and
most studies have examined the effects of human-induced habiøt fragmentation (e.g. Tinker

al 1998; Ravan and Roy 1997; Rignot et al 1997; Tang et al 1997; Miller et al 1996;
Baskent and Jordan 1995; I(rummel et al. 1987). In many studies, remotely-sensed images
are simplified into a series of binary representations prior to analysis (Milne 1992; I-oehle
and Wein 1994). Wiens (1995) argues that concepts of spatial "complexity" must be
et

modelled in terms of both spatial and temporal processes. He also notes that formal theories

of landscape spatialpatterning læ farbehind their description. A consensus is emerging of
a strong relationship between spatial pattern and vegetation dynamics (e.g. Jakubauskas
1997; Milne 1992;Hastngs et al 1982; Frelich and Reich 1995), but specific hypotheses
regarding spatio-kmporal processes are still in the formative stages.
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3.2 Objective

The objective of this chapter is to examine temporal changes
patches on boreal forest landscapes following

fre,

and

in

spatial dispersion of

to examine how spatial dispersion is

affected by physiographic complexity. The following questions are addressed:

1.

Does landscape-level patch dispersion in the boreal forest change following fire?

2.

Does landscape physiography influence patch dispersion ?

3.

Is patch dispersion on the boreal landscape fractal?

3.3 Study Area

- See Chapter 2

3.4 Materials and Methods
Imase Preorocessins

All

landscape analyses were performed on a LANDSAT-5 image

of RMNP acquired on

August 3,1991. This image was selected for its high atrnospheric transmittance and minimal
cloud cover. The three reflectance bands most useful in distinguishing vegetation in boreal
ecosystems (Bolstad and Lillesand 1992) were used: band

3 Ge4 0.63-0.69 pm); band 4

(near infrared,, 0.76-0.90 rrrn); and band 5 (mid infrared, 1.55-1.75 ¡rm). some image
preprocessing was performed by Radarsat International (Vancouver), including a standard
radiometric correction to eliminate variability

in sensor response ('destriping',

Richards

1993), and a bit error reduction in the geometric regishation

of the scene. The final raster
product conformed to the NAD27 gnd system at a pixel resolution of 30 x 30 m. Each of
the three LANDSAT bands were centred at 5631.3 km

N by

403.4 km E. prior to

classi$'ing the image, a dark order subtraction was used to correct for residual abnospheric
effects (Clnvez 1988). Band reflectance histograms from the image indicated that a path
irradiance model

of l,-a (corresponding to a clear atrnosphere dominated by

Rayleigh
scattering, Richards 1993) was appropriate. Additional subtraction constants were then
determined from standard path radiance tables (Chavez 1988).
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Site Selection

i) Temporal Analysis: Regenerating vs. Mature Sites.
Three square sites, 100

x

100 pixels (3

burnedareas: (a) l9S0Rolling River fire,

x 3 km) in

ll

sÞe, were selected from each

of ¡vo

(b) 196l Gunn Lake fire,30 years
old. Each burn site was paired ('matched') to a mature (> 95 year old) site (Figure 3.1a,
Table 3.1a). The 'match' sites were carefully selected using several criteria: (a) spatial
years old;

adjacency to burned sites; (b) matching topography and elevation; (c) matching soil texture

and drainage patterns (data from Canada 1979). Careful matching ensured minimal
confounding between inherent spatial variation and temporal variation in landscape patterns
(i.e. changes related to stand age).

All

sites occurred on the Saskatchewan Plain.

ii) Spatial Analysis: Simple vs. Complex Physiographic Gradients.

Six square sites, 100 x 100 pixels (3 x 3 km) in size, were selected from areas
charactenzed by spatially complex physiographic gradients. Each of these 'complex' sites
was paired ('matched') to a site having a spatially 'simple' physiographic gradient (Figure

3.lb' Table 3.1b).

Spatially 'complex' sites exhibited a ridge-swale topography and a
stationary elevational profile indicative of restricted drainage, and had soils associated with a

high water table (Canada 1979). Conversely, spatially 'simple' sites did not exhibit a ridgeswale topography, had a non-stationary (directional, sloping) elevation profile, and occurred
on well-drained soils (Canada 1979).

All

selected sites had

<

5olo open water,

to ensure that

only terrestrial vegetation patterns were being compared. As in the temporal analysis, all
sites occurred on the Saskatchewan Plain.
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Figure 3.1: Locations of the 24 sample sites in Riding Mountain National Park: (a) 1961 and
1980 burn sites and their matches; (b) 'complex' physiography sites (dashed lines) and
matched'simple' physiography sites (solid lines).
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Image Reduction

Because the landscape spatial analysis used
simplif,rcation

of the

in this study requires binary M4

three-band LANDSAT scenes

a

(24 bit pixels) was required. An

unsupervised classification (Richards 1993) was used to reduce each three-band scene into
a simplified image. Unsupervised classification is a'neufual'data reduction sftategy, since no

prior assumptions are made regarding the floristic composition of pixels; instead"

the

classification group structure is based purely on spectral information (Richards 1993). The
classification method used was non-hierarchical K-means clustering, in which an iterative

algorithm is used to determine an optimal partitioning of variable space into K nonoverlappinggroups (Lillesand and Kiefer 1994).In this study, K: l0'land-cover'classes
were determined for each image; preliminary analyses indicated that ten groups produced an
optimal image reduction for fractal analysis.

To ensure that each

landscape comparison was fteated identically

during the image

reduction (classification) phase, each site was paired with its match to create a single image
(100 x 200 pixels in size). Unsupervised classiñcations were performed on these
þaired'
images. There were a total of six paired images for the temporal analysis (3 in ttre 1980
burn, 3 in the 1961 burn), and six paired images for the spatial analysis (Fig. 2).
Data Analvsis

i) Probability-Density Function
Although probabilty-density was originally developed for point processes (Voss 1988), it
can be used to estimate the fractal dimension of a binary (blacVwhite) pixel image (e.g.

Milne 1991). This method has advantages over the area-perimeter fractal method (Hastings
and Sugihara 1993) in that discrete habitat'islands'are not required. The probability-density

function is obtained by successively centering a square (L x L) sampling 'window' on each
occupied (black) pixel of the binary image. The number of occupied pixels (n) is counted in
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each sampling window. The frequencies of these counts are then expressed as probabilities:
¡/(¿)

=t
Lp,
n=l

[Equation 3.2]

where N(L) < L2. For a given value of L, the first moment of the probability distribution is:
N(L)

M(L) =

Lnp,
n=l

[Equation 3.3]

for various values of L (L must be an odd number, since
windows are centred on occupied pixels). Fractal images follow a poïver law relationship
(Voss 1988:66):
These computations are repeated

M(L) *

[Equation 3.4]

¿D

The fract¿l dimension D is thus determined as the log-1og slope of the first moment M(L)
as a function of L (Milne 1992: 47). Using this method, the fractal dimension has a

I (minimal dispersion, maximal contagion) to 2 (maximal dispersion
In practice, the upper limit of D for random landscapes is a function of the

theoretical range from

or entropy).

frequency of occupied pixels, with the result that dominance and contagion are potentially

(cf. Milne 1988; Hargis et al. 1998). To overcome this problem, a
randomization technique (Manly 1991) was used to establish a statistical 'baseline' for
confounded

determining deviations of the observed probabilþ density D-values from random. For each
site (binary image), occupied pixels were spatially randomized (maintaining the same pixel
frequency on the landscape) and the probability density
repeated 19 times per site, to generate expected D-values

D

recomputed. This step was

for spatially random (maximally

entropic) landscapes.

For each of the 24 sites (Figure 3.1), probability density function D-values were
determined separately for the four most frequent 'landscape classes' (96 analyses in total).
For each of these 96 analyses, the probability density firnction was also determined for each
of the 19 randomizations of the landscape (1824 randomizations in total). In all analyses, L
ranged from 3 to 25

in steps of two (12 values in total). All log-log plots were tinear (r2 :

0'996 to 0.999, p < 0.001), indicating that the landscapes were statistically self-similar.
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ii) Evenness
Changes

in

ttre relative frequency

of the K

:

l0

land-cover classes was also determined

for the spatial and temporal analyses. The shannon-weaver diversity index:

H = -\p,lnp,

[Equation 3.5]

i=l

measures the enftopy of land-cover classes. The maximum value of

whenall land-cover classes are equally frequent
suggested a measure of 'effective' richness,

N:

(\: fZ

H

limit:

E=NlK

ln

K

which occurs

f1g:0.1). Hill

eH, that has an upper

simply a relativized measure of class equitability (upper

:

(1923)

limit of K. Evenness is

1), computed as:

[Equation 3.6]

The frequency of pixels in each land-cover class from the unsupervised classifications
was used in the evenness calculations.
3.5 Results
Observed vs. Random Landscapes

Fractal dimension (D) values of the four most frequent land-cover classes in each of the
24 sites are summarized in Figure 3.2. Without exception, the observed landscapes had

significantly greater spatially contagion (lower fractal dimension) than random landscapes
of the same frequency. A nonlinear relationship exists between relative frequency and D for

:

random landscapes: for frequencies> 40Vo the expected D 2, but for frequencies of
this declines to
1.9. D-values drop precipitously for frequencies < 10%.

25o/o

D:

Two observed landscapes, and corresponding random landscapes of the same relative
frequency, are illusftated in Figure 3.3. These examples are taken from the spatial analysis
(i.e. comparison of simple vs. complex physiographic landscapes) discussed below. Note
that the observed landscapes are considerably less spatially entropic (i.e. have greater spatial

contagion) than their corresponding random landscapes.
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Temporal Anal)¡sis
Comparisons

of the l l

year

old burns and their matched sites (> 95 years old)

are

summarized in Figure 3.4a. D-values for the burn sites were generally lower than those

of

the matches sites, and showed greater deviation from the randomly generated landscapes

(Figure 3.5a). Similar results were obtained in the comparison of 30 year old burns and
their matched sites, although trends were somewhat less clear (Figure 3.4b). Compared úo
early-successional (11 year old) sites, mid-successional (30 years old) sites are spatially
more similar to late-successional sites (Figure 3.5b). Together, these results indicate that
landscape-level patch structure

in boreal forest

becomes increasingly spatially enfropic

during succession: early successional (post-burn) sites are under-dispersed (i.e. greater
spatial contagion) compared to late-successional ones.

Landscape evenness (unsupervised classifications,

K

:

10 land-cover classes) declined

during succession, from 0.75 in early-succession (11 and 30 years old) to 0.63 for latesuccession (> 95 year old) sites (Table 3.1). Land-cover class evenness was significantly

I year old sites compared to late-succession matched sites þaired t-tesg ¡ :
5.02,p:0.038). Similarresults were obtained for the mid-succession (30 year old) sites (t
:3.95, p : 0.059). These results indicate that land-cover classes are more equitable in earlygreater in the I

successional sites, but as succession proceeds sites become increasingly dominated

by

a

few land-cover classes.
Spatial Analysis

The six physiographically'simple' sites are located near the northern boundary of RMNP
(FÍgure 3.1) on gentle north-facing slopes (mean slope
2.17"). By contrasl the six

:

physiographically'complex' sites are located on gently rolling terrain (mean slope : 0.43o,
Table 3.1). Topographical contour maps for represenúative 'simple' and 'complex'
physiographic landscapes are illusftated in Figure 3.3. The simple physiographic landscape
displays a strongly directional (south to north) drainage patterr¡ whereas more circuitous
drainage patterns characterize the complex landscape.

For complex sites, approximately 75% of the total landscape cover was accounted for by
the first four classes, while over 90% was accounted for in physiographically simple sites

7l
(Table 3.1). For the two most frequent land-cover classes I and tr, fractal dimensions (D)
for simple sites were greater than those of complex sites. However, the reverse was
generally true for the less frequent land-cover classes

III

and

IV (Figure 3.6).

Similarly,

I and II of the simple sites deviated less from random landscapes, but classes trI and
IV showed a greater deviation (Figure 3.7). Landscape evenness was significantly lower in
simple sites (0.36 vs.0.76 for complex sites; t: 11.03, p <0.001). These results indicate
classes

that simple physiographies are charactenzed by a few dominant, overdispersed land-cover
classes, with the less frequent classes being

highly under-dispersed (i.e. high contagion) on
the landscape. By contrast, complex physiographies show greater equitability of land-cover
classes, and classes have similar degrees of dispersion (deviation from random landscapes)
irrespective of their absolute frequency (Figure 3.7).
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Table 3.1: Summary of lhe physiographic variables and land-cover classes for the 24 study
sites.shown.in Fig.- 2.. a) landscaþes of different ages; b) landscapes with different
physiographic complexity.

(a)
Elevation

(m)

Mean Min Max

Slope*
(degrees)

I 720 685 749
2 657 646 678
3 666 644 686

.68
.26

.44

>y5 Year

I 682 604 736
2 677 644 704
3 666 640 680

3U Year

I
2

3

572
585
s95

Year

I
2
3

564
598

6t4

540 589
564 604

s80 613
s26 s8l
548 6ls
581 634

I

Class@
tr Itr Mvenness

.248 .194 .t4t .129
.257 .239 .103 .095
.287 .177 .t32 .104

.71

.76
.76

.63
.26

.283 .245 .t87 .144
.275 .262 .161 .105
.382 .277 .134 .061

.44
.44
.26

.226 .190 .179 .125
.246 .209 .147 .t4t
.195 .t7I .154 .142

.81

.57

.294 .292 .140 .073
.337 .164 .162 .107
.263 .240 .tt2 .110

.62
.68
.72

.8s

.44
.36

.58

.64
.53

.74
.72

(b)
Elevation

(m)

Mean Min Max
Çomplex
I

Slope*
(degrees)

6

684
698
600
604
622
626

643 722
663 734
592 6t7
s92 615
s93 638
598 664

I
2
3
4
5
6

526
496
502
535
s27
s39

363 669
445 566
472 589
475 584
496 575

2
ô
J

4
5

4t0

675

.89
.57
.13
.26
.36
.51

3.30

4.22
1.36
1.78
1.28
1.06

I

ClassFreqffi
II m Mvenness

.187 .182 .146 .131
.237 .202 .194 .138
.213 .r97 .136 .131
.183 .172.140.109
.248 .172 .169 .142
.270 .241 .122 .lt4
.407 .258 .170 .092
.474 .392 .054 .033
.492 .419 .035 .030
.561 .365 .037 .017
.434 .301 .086 .082
.403 .327 .190 .052

* Slope determined from plane of best fit using digital elevation data.

.77

.7t
.83

.74
.82

.69
.46
.JJ

.30
.27
.43
.38
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t.7s

D
1.s0

1.25

.2

.3

.4

Relative Frequency
Figure 3.2: Probability density fractal dimension (D) as a function of relative class
frequency. The confidence envelope for simulated random landscapes is shown (solid
line = mean, dashed lines = upper and lower limits). Open circles are values from the
96 land-cover and site combinations used in this study (refer to text for details).
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COMPLEX

SIMPLE

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.3: Examples of sites used in comparing complex and simple physiographies:
(a) elevation contours; (b) patterns of the most frequent land-cover class: complex /
= 0.3, D = 1.75, and simple f = 0.5, D = 1.83; (c) simulated random landscapes: / =
0.3, D = 1.89, and / - 0.5, D = 1.95.
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Figure 3.4: Temporal analysis for 11, 30 and 120 yr post-burn landscapes: observed
probability-density function D-values (circles) and random expectation (boxes,
showing mean and range) for the four most frequent land-cover classes I - IV: (a) 11year old sites (open circles) and matched 120 year old mature sites (filled circles); (b)
three 3O-year old sites (open circles) and matched mature sites (filled circles).
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Figure 3.5: Temporal analysis, mean deviations of observed probability-density function
D-values from random. (a) Il-year old sites (open circles) and matched mature sites
(filled circles); (b) 3O-year old sites (open circles) and matched mature sites (filled
circles).
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Figure 3.6: Spatial analysis: observed probability-density function D-values (circles) for
simple (solid circles) and complex landscapes (open circles). Random expectation is
indicated (boxes, showing mean and range) for the four most frequent land-cover
classes (I - IV) in each of six sites.
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Figure 3.7: Spatial analysis, mean deviations of observed probability-density function
from random for simple (solid circles) and complex landscapes (filled circles).
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3.6 Discussion
The influential theory

of vegetation

dynamics proposed

by Clements (1936)

states that

self-replacing'climax'communities are characteristic of specific climatic zones. However, in
disturbance-driven ecosystems such as the boreal forest (where catastrophic fire cycles are
often < 100 yrs), the development of a Clementsian climax is not expected (Pickett et al.
1987; Horn 1976; Rowe 1961). These results demonstrate that late-successional stands, as

well as physiographically simple landscapes, are spatially dominated by one or two landcover classes. This should not be interpreted as a validation of Clements' climax model,
since few boreal hees are able to regenerate beneath their own canopy as required
Clementsian 'climax' species

of

a

(Dix and Swan 1971). The dominance of trembling aspen in

RMNP is attributable to the cumulative effects of past disturbances, the ability of the species
to root sucker, and its persistence in the canopy of post-fire stands for 100 years or more
(Heinselman 1973; Kneeshaw and Bergeron 1996). Rare land-cover classes in latesuccessional stands may be attributable to gap dynamic processes. Kneeshaw and Bergeron
(1998) found that canopy gaps increase from 7% nearly succession stands to 40o/o in oldgrowth (> 200 year old) boreal forests. Colonization of canopy gaps may reflect a lottery
model, in which the first species to establish in a gap usurps the space to the exclusion of
other species (Hurtt and Pacala 1995).
Temporal Dynamics
These results indicate that early successional sites are under-dispersed (greater contagion)

relative

to

late-successional ones

(cf. Frelich and Reich 1995), and that sites becomes

increasingly dominated by a few land-cover classes as succession proceeds (cf. Tinker et al.
1998; Ravan and Roy 1997). These findings are consistent with a three-phase dynamic
model of landscapeJevel structural succession:

l.

Colonization Phase

Following a catastrophic ftre, boreal forest sites are rapidly recolonized by invasive,
opporhrnistic species (Shafi and Yarr¿nton 1973). High diversity of land-cover classes in
early succession is attributable to the combined effects of differential propagule availability
(cf. Egler 1954), variation in fire severity, and environmental heterogeneity. In recentþ
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disturbed habitats, limited propagule dispersal and differences in the colonization strategies

of

species result

in complex

vegetation classes (Holt et al. 1995).

complex patterns

of establishment that promote high contagion of
In additior¡ pyric ecosystems are characterized by

patterns

of fire intensity

that reflect physiographic variation on the landscape
(Turner and Romme 1994; Kushla and Ripple 1997). Considerable variation in fre
intensity was also noted in the study sites, from severe fires on well-drained uplands to
much lighter fires in moist depressions. Together, these factors result in a floristic landscape
that is characterized by discrete, early-successional vegetation patches of simple horizontal
and vertical structure.

No single land-cover class predominates at this stage of vegetation

development.

2. Competition Phase

As succession proceeds, the increasing girth and stature of colonizing tree species has two
important consequences at the landscape scale: (a) the development of a more variable and
structurally heterogeneous vertical physiognomy; (b) the development of closed-canopy
forest stands, leading to greater resource competition and the local extripation of
opportunistic species assemblages. During the competition phase, species are 'sorted' along
important environmental gradients (Czann 1989), with some species assemblages being
restricted to localized landscape patches where specific environmental conditions prevail

(e'g' small wetlands in an upland landscape). Land-cover class evenness declines as fastgrowing pioneer ftees consolidate their dominance of the landscape (cf. Carleton and
Maycock 1978). During this phase, the landscape consists of a matrix of one or two
dominant land-cover classes, interspersed with localized environmentally distinct patches
(e.g. wetlands), remnant unburned patches (De Grandpré et al 1993), and patches into which
pioneer trees have not yet dispersed. As a result, the predominant land-cover classes become

increasingly over-dispersed (more spatially entropic) on the landscape.
3. Gap Dynamic Phase

Once the pioneer trees have consolidated their dominance on the landscape, subsequent
colonization is largely restricted to canopy gaps created by various small-scale disturbances
(Galipeau et al. 1997). Restrictions imposed by dispersal mechanisms will limit the ability
of late-successional species (e.g. white spruce, balsam fu) to dominate late-successional

8l
stands. Small-scale canopy gaps gradually break

up the contiguous forest canopy (cf.
Frelich and Reich 1995), creating a distinctive 'peppering' effect in the predominant landcover classes. These result in a further increase in spatial entropy at the landscape scale
(Baker 1992a).
Spatial Dynamics

These results reveal that physiographically 'complex' sites have

a grcatt equitability of

land-cover classes than'simple' ones. In addition, land-cover classes in 'complex' sites have
similar degrees of dispersion on the landscape, whereas 'simple' sites are characterized by
over-dispersed dominant land-cover classes

and under-dispersed (strong contagion)
subordinate classes. In'complex' sites, dominance of a single land-cover class is precluded
by the physiological constoaints imposed on the system by strong environmental gradients
(Host et al. 1987). Environmental heterogeneity, particularly variations in watertable depth
in poorly drained landscapes, produces complex scale-dependent patterns of vegetation
composition and physiognomy (Palmer and Dixon 1990; Sjörs 1980). As a result, high
evenness of land-cover classes is expected in sites where strong and spatially complex
environmental gradients prevail.

In addition, the most

common land-cover classes in
'complex' sites are more contagious than those in'simple' sites (Figure 3.6 and 3.7); strong
environmental gradients result in a highty'ecotonal' landscape (Forman 1995).

The persistence of long-lived species, which it is argued, results in land-cover class
dominance in physiognomically 'simple' sites, also enhances evenness and contagion in
'complex' sites. Mechanisms promoting spatial patchiness in physiographically 'complex'
sites include: (a) interspecific competition: species become distributed along one

or more

environmental gradients in accordance to their adaptive physiologies (cf. Czaran 1989); (b)

patch isolation: land-cover classes below a critical proportion on the landscape (the
percolation threshold, = 0.59) become disconnected, greatly diminishing propagule
immigration (Lavorel etal.1993; With and Crist 1995); (c) patch size: species richness may
decline by up to 50%o for each l0% reduction in optimal habitat (Hansson 1992; }y'ray
1975). Together, these mechanisms enhance the influence of long-lived species on the 'local'
character of 'complex' landscapes.
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To summarize, in complex physiographies (i.e. strong environmental gradients present)
the physiological requirements of species assemblages closely match the spatial complexity
of the environment, thus maintaining high biodiversity on the landscape (i.e. high evenness
of land-cover classes) and a high degree of contagion or patchiness. By contmst, 'simple'

physiographies become increasingly dominated

by a few

land-cover classes, with

subordinate classes persisting only as small, highly contagious patches where suitable
environmental conditions prevail (e.g. wetlands, areas of excessive drainage). During late

will "chip away" at the dominant land-cover classes (cf.
Reich Lggs),producing a þeppering' effect (increased spatial enhopy) in simple

succession, gap dynamic processes

Frelich and

physiographic landscapes.

It is hypothesized that early-successional and 'complex'

physiographic landscapes are
enhopic between contagious patches, whereas late successional and 'simple' landscapes are
characterized by high levels of entropy within patches

(Figure 3.3b). During succession,
there is a 'paradigm shift' from discrete, contagious patches toward þeppered', highty
entropic landscapes (Frelich and Reich 1995; Kenkel et al. 1997). As an analogy, consider
changes in the entropy of a gaseous system. Initially, two gases are separated by a simple
divider; this is analogous to a landscape in which propagule availability and dispersal are
limited. When the divider is removed, the gases are free to disperse and eventually becoming
completely intermixed. Analogously, forest stands becomes both a source and sink for

dispersing propagules once reproductive age

is

achieved. Stochastic small-scale

disturbances create gaps that are available for colonization, eventually creating a uniformly
heterogeneous landscape (i.e. high within-patch entropy). This analogy can

of course only

of gases is completely stochastic, whereas in natural landscapes
competitior¡ physiological consftaints and spatially-varying environmental conditions will
maintain some degree of 'order' on the landscape (Figure 3.3). For example, strong
be taken so far: the mixing

environmental gradients

will

prevent the complete mixing

of

land-cover classes. Thus

maximal landscape-scale between patch entropy is expected in early-successional stands on

complex physiographic sites, whereas late succession stands
landscapes are expected to have the highest within patch enhopy.

on simple

physiographic
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3.7 Conclusions

A boreal

is a complex mosaic of habitat patches, the spatial juxtaposition of
which affects various ecological processes. The movements of species, energy and material
between these patches are critical determinants of ecosystem function (Wiens et al. 1985).
The population dynamics of both plant and animal species are affected by landscape
landscape

complexity, since organisms perceive their environment at various spatial scales (Pulliam et
al. 1992). These results indicate that nahral landscapes are structurally complex, and that
landscape patterning is highly dynamic in space and time. Management of natural habitats
must therefore consider more than biodiversity; maintaining variation in landscape structural

complexity is also of critical importance.
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Chapter 4
Landscape complexity in space and time
Abstract. Landscape complexity in the boreal forest is a function of physiographic
complexity (spatial processes) and post-fire successional (temporal) processes
complexity

in

In this

study, the role of succession and topographic
determining the landscape pattern complexity of Riding Mountain

operating across scales.

National Park, Manitoba, Canada

is

examined. Landscape pattern complexity was

multifractal analysis to quanti8/ landscape patterns from Landsat TM
imagery. To determine whether complexity changes with age, "young" sites (post-fire
assessed by using

stand ages

:

I

I and 30 years) were matched with adjacent "old"

sites þost-fire stand
ages > 95 years). The influence of physiography on landscape pattern complexity was
examined by comparing sites having

"simple" and "complex" physiographies

(as

determined by fractal surface analysis). The scaling properties

of landscape complexity
were determined by calculating the multifractal spectrum (Do) for each site. Landscape
complexity increases during early succession; multifractal profiles

of 1l year old sites
of adjacent older stands. However, the multifractal profiles of 30
year old and adjacent older stands are indistinguishable, suggesting that change in
landscape complexity occurs within 30 years following fire. Physiographically
are lower than those

"complex" sites had consistently greater landscape complexity than adjacent "simple"
sites. It is concluded that landscape complexity increases over time as successional
proceeds, and in space along a gradient from

"simple" to "complex" physiographies.

It follows that landscape complexity is lowest in

early-successional, physiographically

"simple" sites and highest in late-successional, physiographically "complex" sites.
4.1 Introduction

of

is a

of both
successional processes (post-disturbance colonization, ffid subsequent canopy
development) and structural aspects of the underlying physiography (Frelich et al.
Landscape pattern complexity

forested ecosystems

function

1998; Gosz 1993; Bonan and Shugart 1989). Catashophic wildfire is the predominant
large-scale disturbance in boreal forest ecosystems, with fire cycles ranging f¡om less

than 50 years to over 200 years (Hirsch 1991; Payette 1992). Post-fire colonization
occurs as large, relatively uniform patches dominated by early-successional species
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such as jack pine (Pinus banksiana) and tembting aspen (Populus tremubides). These

species are well adapted

to regeneration following fire and form

extensive, dense,

uniform post-fre stands. As succession proceeds, various processes, including
differential tree growth and the superimposition of smaller-scale stochastic

modiff the canopy structural properties of these early-successional
Small-scale disturbances in boreal forest ecosystems include individual tree

disturbances,
stands.

mortality resulting from lightring stikes (Gransfröm 1993) and windthrow (Dyer and

Batrd 1997), spruce budworm infestations (Holling lgg2), and beaver flooding
(Naiman 1988). The cumulative effect of small-scale disturbances is to " chip away" at
what was initially a relatively uniform canopy structure. The " gaps" created by these
patchiness. The creation

of

a

forested landscape characterized by fine-scale
forest gaps also drives late-successional processes,

stochastic disturbances produce

favouring adunced regeneration of more shade-tolerant species and thus altering stand
composition and structure (Frelich and Reich 1995; Kneeshaw and Bergeron 1998).

Physiography, which incorporates surficial topography and drainage, is also an
important determinant of landscape complexity (Foster and King 1986). Gradients in
soil moisture strongly influence species dishibutions (Bonan and Shugart 1989;
Naiman et al. 1993; Helm and Collins 1997; Frelich et al. 1998), and in doing so affect
the size, structure and diversþ of forest patches (Foster and King 1986; Host et al.

1987). The interaction between vegetation and physiography produces complex,
interdigitated and ecotonal landscape patterns that reflect underlying environmental
ftends (Gosz 1993).

The combined influence of post-disturbance dynamics (a úemporal process) and
physiography (a spatial process) on the landscape pattern complexity of forested
ecosysúems has received surprisingly

little attention (but see Foster and King 1986;
Frelich and Reich 1999). Studying the effect of spatio-temporal processes on landscape
complexity requires examination of spatially-explicit data across many scales.
Unforilnately, such data are very difficult to obtain using traditional ground-survey

is therefore the preferred
complexity. Complexity of a remotely sensed

methods (Rey-Benayas and Pope 1995). Remote sensing

technology for quantifuing landscape

image is normally assessed by examining the spatial patterns of spechal reflectance (De

Cola 1994:' Jakubauskas 1997). Pattern-based methods use the interdigitation and
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juxtaposition

of

landscape elements (e.g. pixels

complexity (Rey-Benayas and Pope 1995).

or patches) to

In remotely-sensed

measure landscape

images

of

forest

landscapes, variations in canopy composition and structure produce complex patterns

of

pixel spectral reflectances that define the landscape "texture" (Colwell 1974; Ravan
and Roy 1997). Jasubauskas (1997) used this approach to examine changes in
landscape pattern across a successional sere, based on Landsat imagery. The changes
observed were consistent with known successional trends at the stand level, suggesting
a commonality across scales.

Although the influence

of

temporal (successional) and spatial þhysiographic)
processes on forest canopy structure has been examined at both stand and landscape
scales, there is a lack of integration across scales. Fractal theory (Mandelbrot 1983)
provides a scale-invariant approach to measuring landscape complexity. In "classic"
f¡actal systems, pattern complexity is characterized as a single scaling exponent, the
fractal dimension (D). However,

it

has been argued that landscapes cannot be
characterized by a single scaling exponent, since a number of generating processes
operating at different scales determine landscape complexity (Loehle and

Wein l9g4).
Patterns resulting from multþle underlying processes are best studied using a
multifractal approach (Scheuring and Riedi l9g4). A multifractal system is
chanctenzed by a continuous "spectrum" of scaling exponents (Schroeder 1991).
Many natural systems have multifractals characteristics, including geophysical
phenomenon (Twcotte 1997), species pattems (Loehle and

Wein 1994), and landscape

patterns (De Cola 1994).

4.2 Objective

In this study, a multifractal analysis of remotely-sensed imagery (Landsat thematic
mapper data) is performed to examine how spatial and temporal phenomena affect
scale-invariant landscape complexity. Specifically, the role of successional change and
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physiographic complexity in influencing landscape pattern is assessed by addressing
the following questions:

1.

Does landscape pattern complexity change predictably during succession?

2. To what extent is

landscape pattern complexity influenced

by

underlying

physiography?

3.

How do spatial and temporal processes interact

in

determining scale-invariant

landscape pattern complexity?

4.3 Study Area

-

See

Chapter 2

4.4 Materials and Methods
Remote Sensing Data

A Landsat-S image of RMNP acquired on August 3, r99l is used in this study, and
all landscape ages cited are expressed relative to this date. The image has high
atmospheric ftansmittance and minimal cloud cover. The analyses utilized three spechal
reflectance bands: band 3 (red, 0.63-0.69 r,m), band 4 (near infrared, 0.76-0.90 ¡rm),
and band 5 (mid infrared, 1.55-1.75 pm). A standard radiometric correction (Radarsat

Intemational, Vancouver) was used to eliminate variability in sensor response. The final
raster product conformed to the NAD27 grid system (Zone 14) at a pixel resolution of

30

x 30 m. Bands were centred at 5631.3 km N by

subtraction

A dark order
based on a path iradiance model of t -a (corresponding to a clear
403.4 km E.

atmosphere dominated by Rayleigh scattering, Richards 1993) was performed to correct

for residual atmospheric effects (Chavez 1988).

An unsupervised K-means classification was performed on the three-band data to
simplify the spectral image into ten discrete "classes" (Richards 1993). Unsupervised
classification is a "neutral" strategy that makes no prior assumptions regarding
ground-based floristic composition. The classes are therefore defined purely on the
basis of pixel-based spectral reflectance data.
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Topographic complexity ofthe study sites was measured using a digital elevation map
(DEM) based on orthophotography of RMNP. Resolution of the DEM was 120 x 120
m, and elevation was recorded as metres above sea level.
Site Selection

1. "Young" vs. "Old"
Th¡ee square study sites (2.88 x 2.88 km, or 96

x 96 pixels) were selected from each
oftworecently burned areas: the 1980 Rolling River fre (11 years old), and the 196l
Gunn Lake fire (30 years old). Each "young" site was then paired (matched) with an
"old" site, i.e. a region that has not burned for at least 95 years (Figure 4.1a). The
"old" sites were selected using several criteria: (a) adjacency to "young" sites; (b)
similar topography and elevation to "young" sites; (c) similar soil texture and drainage
patterns to "young" sites (data from Canada 1979). All twelve study sites occur on the
Saskatchewan Plain and have less than 5o/o openwater.

2.

"Simple" vs. "Complex"

Six square study sites (2.88 x 2.88 kn, or 96 x 96 pixels) exhibiting a ridge-swale
topography and a stationary elevational profile indicative of restricted drainage were.
These are referred to as
paired (matched)

"complex" physiographic sites. Each "complex" site was
with an adjacent site having a non-stationary (directional or sloping)

elevation profile, and occurring on well-drained soils (Canada 1979). These are referred

to as "simple" physiographic sites. All twelve study sites occur on the Saskatchewan
Plain and have less than 5%o open water. Example digital terrain maps of a "simple"
and "complex" site pair are shown in Figure 4.2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Locations of the 24 sample sites in Riding Mountain National Park: (a)
"young" (11-30 year) sites mapped within the boundaries of the 1980 and 1961 burns
and adjacent "old" (> 95 yr) sites; (b) "complex" (sotid lines) and matching "simple"
sites (broken lines).
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COMPLEX

SIMPLE

(b)

Figure 4.2'. "Complex" site with a pair-matched "simple" site: (a) elevation contours; (b)
patterns of the 3 most frequent land-cover classes (black and grey shades - the
remaining 7 classes are combined as white); (c) random landscapes generated from

9l
Data Analysis

l.

Site Physiography

Physiographic complexity was determined for each site to ensure that "young" and
"old" sites are not confounded by differences in physiography, and that landscape
physiographic complexity is greater for "complex" sites compared to ..simple" ones.

For all 24 study sites, both slope and topographic variation (based on DEM data) are
used as measures of physiographic complexity.
A principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the DEM for each site to
obtain a "plane of best

fit". Site slope was then determined from the direction

cosines

of the principal axis. Slope values are compared across sites using paired t-tests.
To quantify topographic variation, a surface complexity analysis was performed on the
DEM for each sample site using an algorithm described by Polidori et al. (1991). This

a persistence exponent (r¡) for sequential values in a spatial (or
temporal) series. Persistence measures the degree of autocorrelation of adjacencies in a
series; if n < 0.5 the series is negatively autocorrelated, whereas n > 0.5 indicates
method calculates

positive autocorrelation. Persistence r¡ is computed from the power-law relationship:

log lel : log k + rllog

d

[Equation 4.1]

where lel is the mean absolute difference between values in a spatial series separated by

lag distance d. T}¡re surface algorithm was implemented using a
technique. The fractal dimension (D) of the surface is calculated as:

D:2 -rl

'.rook"

sampling

[Equation 4.2]

Fractal swface complexity values were compared across sites using paired t-tests.
2. Landscape Complexity

A multifractal analysis was used to measure landscape complexity for each of the 24
study sites. Each study site consists of a 96 x 96 grid of pixels, with each pixel
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to one of s

:

10 "classes". To charactenze the scaling properties of
landscape pattenr, sfudy sites were gridded into square units of side length ô, ranging
assigned

from ô =2 (2 x 2 pixels, or 0.36 ha) to õ = 48 (48 x 48 pixels, or 207 ha) and using all
whole number factors of 96. For a given side length ð, the "local diversity" H¡ of the
ith

unit is computed as Shannon's entropy:
s

Hi(õ):

(fklô'?)

h (t/ô)

k=1

fEquation 4.3]

where fuis the frequency of kth class in the ith unit. The relative entropy contributed by
each unit to the entire site is then determined as:
(e6/õ),

p,:H,(ô)/

EH,1a¡

[Equation 4.4]

i= I

using these proportional values, the generalized entropy (q'n moment of

a

multifractal) is determined from the function (Renyi 1970; Scheuring and Riedi 1994):

Iq(ô)

:

Nô

I

t/(t-q) log

i=

p,o
I

fEquation 4.5]

From this, the generalized dimension Do for the dh fractal moment is given by:

Dq=-ü-f¿ql
6+0

llog(ô)l

[Equation 4.6]

In practice, a plot of generalized enfropy Iq(ô) against log ô is used to estimate Dq
(Hentschel and Procaccia 1983). If a straight line is obtained over the range of ô, Da is
given by the negative of the gradient.

A "family" of generalized dimensions is obtained by varying q. By measuring
dimension as a function

of q, the multifractal nature of a spatial pattern is

revealed

(Scheuring and Riedi 1994). As the value of 4 increases, greater weight is given to grid

units with high "local diversity" in calculating Dq.While q canintheory range from -oo
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to *oo (schroeder 1991), it is generally recommended that 0 < q s 3 when analyzng
statistical fractals (Appleby 1996).In this study, the multifractal spectrum of landscape

complexity for each study site was charactenzed by plotting Dn against q, vnth q
ranging from 0 to 3 in increments of 0.5. For "classic" fractal objects Dn is a simple

of

Q) no additional information is obtained by examining higher
moments. For multifractal objects, Dn is a non-linear function of q (Schroeder 1991).

linear firnction

is also a function of class frequency, since the number of
is determined by the frequency dishibution of classes (Turner

Landscape complexity

possible adjacencies

1989). It is therefore important to determine the degree to which the observed landscape
pattern deviates from a random one (Harvey et al. 1983). For each study site, random

(null model)

by randomizing pixel positions while
maintaining the observed class frequency dishibution. Examples of observed and
randomized study site landscapes are shown in Figure 4.2b, c. Randomized
landscapes were generated

landscapes were analysed using the same multifractal method described above.

A

Monte Carlo proceedure (Manly 1991) was used to test the null hypothesis that the
observed landscape patterns are statistically random. Specifically, the Do profile for
each site was compared with those obtained froml00 randomized landscapes.
Multifractal response profiles þlot of Do vs. q) are analogous to other continuous,
highty autocorrelated processes in biology. Profile analysis (Morrison 1990) was used
to test for differences in the profiles of "simple" and "complex" sites.
4.5 Results
Site Phvsiosraohv

There were

no significant

"young" (11 - 30 years) and "old"
were similar (paired

t:

0.46, P

:

in

physiographic characteristics between
(> 95 years) sites (Table 4.la). Terrain slopes

differences

0.67) and ranged from 0.26o to 0.85o. Topographic

fractzldimensionrangedfromD:1.07 - 1.41, but differences between site pairs were
not significant þaired t : 0.81, P : 0.46). Indicating successful site matching for
topography for these sites.
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As anticipated" signifrcant differences were found between the physiography of
"simple" and "complex" sites (Table 4.1b). The "simple" sites have a moderate
terrain slope (mean :2.16"), whereas "complex" sites are almost flat (mean :0.45";
paired

t:

3.67,

P:

0.014). Topographic fractal dimension

significantly lower than for "complex" sites (mean D
P < 0.001).

:

of "simple" sites is

1.09 vs. 1.34; paired

t

:

10.03,

Landscape Complexity

Observed values of Do for all sites approached the maximum value

of the function (D
2), indicating that boreal forests in RMNP have high landscape complexity at all
successional stages (Figures 4.3, 4.4). However, the multifractal profiles of all sites

)

deviated signiflrcantly from random (Monte Carlo confidence limits), indicating some
degree of "spatial organization" at all successional stages. The multifractal profiles

of

all sites are broadly linear over the observed scale range (30 to 3000 m), suggesting that
landscape complexity can be charactçnzed using a single scaling exponent.

The earliest successional landscapes (Rolling River fre, I I years) have lower
landscape complexity thanpaired "old" sites (Figure 4.3a; Do = 1.96 for ..young',
sites, vs. Do =1.98 for "old" sites). However, the multifractal profiles of 30-year old
sites (Gunn Lake fire) and paired "old" sites are indistinguishable (Do = 1.98; Figure
4.3b). This indicates that changes in landscape complexity attributable to successional
processes occur within the frst few decades of stand development.

Sites characterized

by

greater physiographic complexity had higher landscape
complexity than physiographically simple sites (Figure 4,4; Do = 1.94 for "simple"
sites, vs. Do

= 1.98 for "complex" sites). Profile analysis confirmed that these

differences in landscape complexity are statistically significant (Figure 4.4c;

:0.001).

t:

4.57, P

95

Table 4.1. .Physiographic characteristics (terrain slope and topographic fractal
dimension) for the 24 sample sites (site numbering follows rigurè a.r.): (a)
"young" -(I1-30 year post-burn) and "old" (> 95 years) sites; (b)
physiographically "simple" and "complex" sites.

(a)

old

Young
Site

Slope

Surface

(degrees) Fractal

ll

Slope

Surface

(degrees) Fractal

year

I

.68

r.23

2

.26

1.35

.85
.63

3

.48

t.2s

.67

t.24

Mean

.47

1.28

.72

1.29

.44
.44

t.t4

.57

r.07

1.16
1.27
1.28

1.24

r.4t
1.23

30 year

I
2
J

Mean

.26

1.31

.44
.36

.38

I.

t7

.46

(b)
Simple
Site

Slope

Complex

Surface

(degrees) Fractal

Slope

Surface

(degrees) Fractal

I

3.30

1.03

.89

1.29

2
J

4.22

1.07

.57

1.11

.13

1.07
1.04

.26
.36

1.34

6

1.36
1.78
1.28
1.06

1.30
1.44

Mean

2.16

1.09

4
5

L2l

1.22

.51

1.47

.45

1.34

96

(a)

(b)

2.00

"È

1.96

r.92

1.96

r.92

1.96

1.92

0.0

1.0

q

2.0

3.0

0.0

1.0

q

2.0

3.0

Figure 4.3: Multifractal profiles for "young" (solid thick lines) and "old" (broken thick
lines) sites. (a) ll-year post-burn "young" sites and paired "old" sites; (b) 3O-year
post-burn "young" sites and paired "old" sites. Upper and lower bounds for the random
landscapes are shown: "young" sites (solid fine lines) and "old" sites (broken fine
lines).
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(a)

'.oo

1.95

1.90

1.E5

(b)
1.95

Dq

1.85

(c)

''oo

1.95

lf

r

1.90

0.0

q

Figure 4.4: Multifractal profiles for "complex" and "simple" sites: (a) "complex" sites
(solid thick lines) with the upper and lower bounds of the random landscapes (fine
broken lines); (b) "simple" sites (broken thick lines ) and envelops for the random
landscapes (fine broken lines); (c) mean values for the "complex"sites (solid circles
and thick line) and "simple" sites (open circles and broken thick line: ), bars indicate
the standard deviation.
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4.6 Discussion
This study makes extensive use of simplified (through unsupervised classification)
Landsat TM imagery to examine changes in landscape complexity in space and time.
By using an unsupervised classification approach, spatial patterns can be charactenzed,
without having to resort to an a priori delineation of floristic groupings. Previous

studies have generally relied on spatially explicit polygon mapping techniques,
photographic interpretation, or supendsed classification to delineate floristic groupings
prior to spatial analysis (e.g. Hall et al. 1991; Frelich and Reich 1995; Ravan and Roy
1997). Such an approach

is

scale-specific and requires a detailed knowledge of
vegetation classes on the ground. Furthermore, the interpretation of results is restricted

to the vegetation
problematic, as

it

classes specified. The delineation

necessarily results

in

of

vegetation classes

oversimplification

of

is

also

inherently complex,

heterogeneous landscapes (Bettinger et al. 1996).

In this study, multifracøl analysis was to charactenze spatio-temporal changes in
landscape pattern complexþ. A number of Landsat-based studies have used bandratioing techniques to estimate biophysical parameters of forest stands along
successional gradients (e.g. Fiorella and Ripple 1993). Such an approach ignores the

of spectral reflectance characteristic of forested
Structural properties of tree canopies (e.g. branching pattems, leaf

complex spatio-structural patterns
landscapes.

arrangement and shadowing) are often more important than floristic composition in

determining

the reflectance properties

of

forested landscapes (Colwell 1974;
Jakubauskas 1996a). Surface albedo is affected by the presence of small canopy gaps
(Rowe 1993), and may be an expression of emergent properties of canopy architecture
(Walker and Kenkel 2000). Local variations in canopy structure, even at the scale of a
few metres, produce complex patterns of spectral reflectance in Landsat images
(Jakubauskas 1997).

A multifractal

approach is thus well suited to detecting spatio-

temporal changes in landscape complexity and structure (De cola 1994).

It was found that landscape

pattem complexity

stands was lower than that of adjacent

"old"

()

of "young" (11 year old) forest

95 year old) stands. Spatially variation
in fire intensþ (Turner and Romme 1994) andrapid post-fire recolonization (Pickett et
al. 1987; Walker and Kenkel 1998) result in "young" landscapes characterized by
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compositionally and structurally homogeneous forest patches of relatively uniform size
(Frelich and Reich 1995; Figure 4.5). Over time, these homogenous patches begin to

" disaggregate" (He and Mladenoff 1999) as small (10-30 m in diameter) gaps
accumulate and progressively "chip away" at the canopy (Frelich and Reich 1995).
Both biotic and abiotic processes are involved in forest canopy " breakup" . Abiotic
processes such as windthrow and lightring damage are stochastic in origin and produce
gaps ranging in size from a single large tree branch

to an entire stand (Ganström 1993;

Dyer and Baird 1997). Biotic processes such as insect damage, ungulate herbivory and
beaver activity are also stochastic in nature and variable in spatial extent (Naiman 1988;

Holling 1992). Biotic and abiotic disturbances accumulate on the landscape over time,
with smaller-scaled events occurring more frequently than larger-scaled ones (He and
Mladenoff 1999). The canopy gaps created by such disturbances favour the release of
suppressed understory trees, driving succession and producing more diverse, multiaged and stnrcturally complex forest canopies (Pickett
1995). In 200 year old boreal stands,

et al. 1987; Frelich and Reich
canopy gap processes may account for over 40Yo

of total forest cover (Kneeshaw and Bergeron 1998). On a Landsat image, these canopy
gap processes result in spectral reflectance features that become progressively furergrained and stochastic as stands age (Rey-Benayas and Pope 1995; Jakubassas 1997).
Over time, canopy gap processes can produe landscape patterns that are entirely
stochastic (De Cola 1994).

The results indicate that the time required for post-fire boreal landscapes to achieve a

high level of spatial complexity is short; by 30 years post-fire, landscape complexity is

not discernibly difrerent from that of older (> 95 years) stands (Figure 4.3). By
contrast, other researchers have concluded that more than a century

of cumulative gap-

dishubance events are required to appreciably alter landscape complexity (Frelich and
Reich 1995; He and Mladenoff 1999). However, these studies specifically focussed on

from canopy gap formation (tree senescence); changes in the
structural properties of the canopy prior to gap formation were not considered. In

changes resulting

contrast, Landsat imagery is able to discern a broad range of biophysical components

of

canopy structure, not just the formation of gaps. Changes in canopy structural
properties attributable to differential growth rates, self-thinning, shadowing and
differences

in leaf dishibution and branching

patterns

all contribute to variation in

spectal reflectance values (Colwell 1974; Rey-Benayas and pope 1995; Jakubauskas
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1996a). As a result, Landsat imagery

is able to detect changes in landscape complexity
long before canopy free senescence and gap formation occur (Hall et al. l99l;
Jakubauskas 1997).

In this study, physiographically "complex" sites were found to have greater
landscape pattern complexity than "simple" ones. In RMNP, physiographic
complexity is positively correlated with landscape-scale variation in soil moisture
availability. It is this coupling of physiography and resource availabilþ that determines
landscape pattern complexity. The spatial pattern of "islands" created by

"flooding"

a

fract¿l landscape reflects underlying surface complexity (Mandelbrot 1983: Chapter
28). Similarly, a complex physiographic landscape intersected by the water table

of soil moisture availability (Figure 4.5). Because
is often determined by the relative availability of soil resources

produces heterogeneous patterns
competitive success

(Palmer and Dixon 1990; Zobel et al. 1993; Frelich and Reich 1998), vegetation (i.e.
landscape) complexity

will mimic physiographic complexity.

In the boreal forest, succession

(temporal processes) and physiography (spatial

to determine scale-invariant landscape pattern complexity (Figure
4.6). The spatial complexity of early-successional "simple" landscapes is primarily a
processes) interact

reflection of post-fue colonization patterns that produce relatively large and structurally

"complex" physiographic landscapes have
greater microsite variatior¡ resulting in smaller, more structurally heterogeneous
patches. Over time all landscapes develop greater canopy structure complexity, and
accumulate stochastic disturbances that "chip away" at the forest patches. As these
homogenous forest patches.

By

contrast,

processes accumulate, the landscape takes on an increasingly finer-grained texture. In

physiographically
therefore create

"simple"

or a few landcover-types dominate. Gaps
structural discontinuities in a relatively simple canopy. By contras! in
sites only one

"complex" physiographic sites stochastic disturbance events accumulate on what was
initially a more fine-grained landscape pattem. Thus this model predicts that landscape
pattern complexþ is lowest in early-successional "simple" sites and highest in latesuccessional "complex" sites (Figure 4.6).

Simple

Complex

Young

old

Figure 4.5: Landscape cross section showing change in canopy structure over time ("young" to "old" sites) and space ("complex"
"simple" sites). The upper limit of the watefable is indicated by a dotted line with a darker grey shade beneath.
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Figure 4.5: Landscape complexity resulting from canopy structural change in the boreal
forest in space and time (see Fig. 6). Landscape complexity and patch heterogeneity is
greatest for "old" physiographically "complex" sites.
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4.7 Conclusion

The recognition that physiographic complexity strongly influences forest landscape

complexity has potential application in predicting trends in biodiversity. Numerous
models predict that complex fractal habitats will have greater overall species richness
than simple ones (e.g. Scheuring

l99l;

Palmer 1992). Complex physiographic surfaces

promote the "coexistence" of a larger number of habitats. Because landscape (and thus
habitat) complexity is scale-invariant, complex landscapes are also expected to support a
larger number of species. Recent research supports this view: complex landscapes have
been shown to be more biologically diverse than simple ones (Zobel et

Benayas and Pope 1995). The measurement

of

al. 1993; Rey-

scale-invariant landscape pattern

complexity may therefore have direct application
monitoring studies.

to

biodiversity and ecosystem
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Chapter 5
Landscape-Level Structural Dynamics of Boreal Forest Succession
Abstract Landscape-level structural complexity of boreal vegetation resulting from postdisturbance temporal dynamics was examined in Riding Motmtain National Park, Canada.
In this study, twenty-one ground sites (3 x 3 km in area) were selected from Landsat TM
imagery @ands 3, 4, and 5) of the Park. To examine temporal change, the sites were
stratified into age classes based on time since last major landscape-level crownfire. A
method based on fractional brownian motion (using the Hurst exponent,
examine the spatial persistence

of Landsat

surface reflectiance values

H) was used ûo
in each of the three

bands as well as a composite of the three. A randomization procedure was used to determine

the expected value of

H for a completely

potentially confounding influence

of

heterogeneous landscape.

To account for

topographic complexity, an analysis

persistence was also performed on a digital elevation dataset

of

the

spatial

(DEM) for the Park. A test of

spatial autocorrelation (Moran's I) was also performed to ensure that the persistence values

measured Írmong the sampled landscapes were
examined had Hurst

not spatially

dependent.

NI 2l

sites

(H) exponent less than 0.5, indicating anti-persistent spatial pattems.

The observed values of H greatly exceeded random expectatior¡ indicating that although
these systems are anti-persistent they are not purely stochastic. It was found that H declined

from younger to older landscapes ('composite:' mean H,,r,: 0.24; mean H,ror,: 0.14.).
Landsat band 4 was most sensitive to landscape change over time and band 5 the least. An
analysis of the physiographic complexity for the sites found no significant trend between
the H values obøined from vegetation surface reflectance and topography (r:-.13). No

in H values calculated from
vegetation surface reflectance (Moran's I:0.203, Z:1.345; p : 0.09), or for the DEM
data (I : 0.066, Z : 0.615; p : 0.27).It is hypothesized that in the absence of large scale
crown fires the boreal forest becomes increasingly spatially anti-persistent (i.e spatial
evidence of between-site spatial autocorrelation was observed

entropy increases).

5.1 Introduction
Interest in spatial pattern and landscape dynamics within the boreal forest has increased in
recent years because

of concern

over global climate change and the need

for

sustainable

development within this ecosystem (Brown 2000; Sampson et al. 2001). Developing models
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for both require a means to measure and predict canopy structural properties over extensive
regions (Hall et al. l99l; Middleton et al. 1997). However, this is particularly challenging
because the influence

of multiscale stochastic disturbance on canopy structure is poorly

understood (Frelich and Reich 1995b). The boreal forest is a disturbance driven ecosystem
subject to catashophic landscape-level crown fires with a retum-cycle as short as every 50

&

l97l; Hirsch 1991, Payette 1992). The frequent intense
disturbances result in the development of a 'simple' community composition with few
years (Rowe 1956; Dix

Swan

trophic levels (Sousa 1984; Franklin 1986). However, vegetation structural complexity
within this ecosystem is highly variable, because of the repeated superimposition of new

in scale and intensity (Frelich and Reich 1995b; Cumming et al.
1996). Small scale stochastic disturbance events such as lightning strikes (Granström
1993), windthrows (Dyer and Baird 1997; van der Meer and Bongers 1996), ungulate
herbivory (Pickette et al. 1987), budworm infestations (Holling 1992; Morin 1994;
Bergeron et al. 1995) and Beaver flooding (Naiman 1988; Donkor and Fryxell 1999) are
disturbances that vary

frequent on the landscape. The impact of these processes on landscape pattem is cumulative
as the spatial heterogeneity resulting

from these events can persist for up to a century in the
absence of fire (De Grandpré et al 1993; Bergeron 2000). The wide-scale adoption of fire
suppression techniques will likely have an important influence on landscape pattem
boreal forest, but the long-term consequences

in the
of this management practice are not well

understood (Baker 1992a; He and Mladenoff 1999).

Until recently, there has been surprisingly little research linking processes occurring at the
local scale with landscape-level changes in spatial complexity. Studies that have been
undertaken have used patch based simulations, neighborhood interactions (Frelich et al.
1998) or stand mapping as input for spatial analysis (Frelich and Reich 1995b; He &

Mladenoff 1999). These approaches either simulate or require the presence of canopy gaps
before change in pattern can be detected. Howeveq significant change in canopy structure
can take place without the formation of obvious gaps (van der Meer and Bongers 1996).

In
this context, the measurement of landscape complexity using a gap 'criterion' may be
considered arbitrary (Bunnell and Huggard 1999). Other approaches recognize the
continuous nature of structural complexþ and attempt to determine the range over which
biophysicalparameters have predictable change (e.g. Cohen et al. 1990; Leduc et al. 1994;

Baskent and Jordan 1995). The practical application
severely limited by the

200r).

availabilþ of spatial

of these approaches however,

is

databases at the regional scale (Sampson et al.
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Spatially-explicit data covering large regions are difficult to obtain using ground-survey
methods (Rey-Benayas and Pope 1995). Over the past three decades, remote sensing has
become the preferred technology for quantifying landscape complexity @avan and Roy
1997). Satellite imagery contains distinctive reflectance spectra that are a function of canopy
structural complexity and species composition (Colwell 1974;Rencz 1985; Hall et al. 1995;
Sampson et al. 2001). Unlike the panchromatic aerial photography used in past studies (e.g.

Frelich and Reich 1995b), satellite imagery samples several portions of the elecfromagnetic
spectrum. Multiband daø is especially valuable

in examining the biophysical struchue of
vegetation, because the scattering of light by different canopy components is wavelength
dependent (Rey-Benayas and Pope 1995). Reflectance in the visible-red portion of the
spectrum (0.63-0.69 pm) is primarily determined by leaf pigmentation, which absorbs 9094o/o of incident light (Myers 1983; Myneni et al 1992). Near-infrared reflectance (0.760.90 pm) is considered to be principally influenced by physical structure within the canopy
and increases as phytomass increases (Ranson and Williams 1992; Chen 1996a).

In forests,

near-infrared reflectance is associated with the development of multiple canopy layers
(Horlerand Ahern 1986; Jakubauskas 1996a). At longer wavelengths (1.55-1.75 pm) the
strong absorptive properties

of water in plant

tissues reduces spechal reflectance (Myers

1983; Hall et al 1995). By examining trends over several portions

of the solar

spectrum,

valuable insight into the biophysical structure of canopies may be gained (Rey-Benayas and
Pope 1995).
Reflectance resulting from light interaction with the canopy is measured within individual

pixel elements. However, it is the spatial arrangement of multiple pixels that determines
landscape complexity (Colwell 1974; Baskent and Jordan 1995). This is because ecosystem
processes (e.g. disturbance) influences the juxtapositioning and interdigitation

of

light

scattering components within and among stands, thus increasing the spatial heterogeneity in
reflectance values (Jakubauskas 1997). For instance, the formation

of small canopy gaps

often results in alternating patterns of high and low surface albedo (Rowe 1993). Spatial cooccrrrences in digital imagery are considered to be 'textural' features (Peddle and Franklin

l99l;

Richards 1993) for which number of landscape statistics have been developed
(Cunan 1988; Olleill et al 1988; Musick and Grover 1990; Leduc et al. 1994). These
statistics have been primarily used to quanti$ landscape changes caused by human driven
fragmentation (e.9.

Miller etal.

et al. 1997; Tang et al. 1997; Tinker et al.
textural changes in remotely sensed imagery

1996; Rignot

1998). However, few studies have examined

resulting from natural vegetation dynamics (but see Jakubauskas 1997). The measurement
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of spatial dependencies in Landsat data provide an important source of information for the
examination of temporal dynamics of boreal forest canopies.
5.2 Objective

The role of small scale disturbances and neighborhood processes in affecting pattenr,
although demonstrated at the local scale (Frelich and Reich 1995a; Conroy and Noon
1996), has only recently been quantitatively examined at the landscape level (Mladenoff et al

1993; Rey-Benayas and Pope 1995). In this chapter change in canopy structural complexity

resulting from temporal dynamics in the boreal forest is examined. A measure of the spatial
persistence of pattern in Landsat TM surface reflectance is used to examine scale invariant
landscape complexity. Specifically the

following questions

are addressed:

i) Does canopy structwal complexity have scale invariant properties?

ii) Does canopy structural complexity
5.3 Study Area

change predictably during succession?

- See Chapter 2

5.4 Material and Methods.
Remote Sensing Data

The analysis of landscape complexity in RMNP was based on LANDSAT 5 imagery
(ground resolution 30 x 30 m) acquired on August 13, l99l. For this study three spectral
bandswerechosen: band3 (0.63 - 0.69 ¡rm), band 4,(0.76 - 0.90 pm) and band 5 (1.55 1.75 pm). Each band was centred at 5,631,290 m

N by

403,373 m E on the

urM

North

American Datum 1927 (NAD27) gnd system. Image preprocessing calibrations were
applied to eliminate the effects of variability in sensor response and atmospheric distortion
(Richards 1993). A bulk atmospheric correction was applied to each band using the
improved dark order subtraction technique as described

tn Clnvez (1988). A path radiance

model of À-a was selected, corresponding to a clear atrnosphere dominated by Rayleigh
scattering (Richards 1993).
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Site Selection

Twenty-one 3 x 3 km (100

x

100 pixels) sites were selected from the Landsat image using

a stratified random approach (Figure 5.1). Strata were defined on the basis
'age', which was determined from ground data collected

n

of

landscape

1992 and 1993, and forest fire

records datingback 120 years (Sentar 1992). Areas subjected to landscape level fires during

six different time periods were located. Sites for which no historical fires were recorded
were considered to have a landscape age greater than 120 years. Within each of these age
shata, sample location was determined randomly. Sites with evidence of repeated
disturbance (e.g. multiple fires), variable local relief (excessive topographic complexity) and
poor drainage (e.g. lakes, marshes) were avoided to ensure comparability. Once sites were
located, the reflectance

in bands Landsat bands 3,4., and 5 were saved for further analysis

(see below).

Surface reflectance properties and landscape complexity are also a function

of underlying

topographic complexity (Walker and Kenkel 2001). Although areas of excessive
topographic variability were avoided during site selection, separate analyses were performed

to ensure that temporal change in landscape complexity had not been confounded with
topography variability. The topographic variability for each site selected on the Landsat
imagery was obtained from a digital elevation model (DEM) of RMNP with a pixel
resolution of 120 x 120 m. Using the UTM locations for the sample sites, the appropriate
location on the DEM was determined and the elevation data in m a.s.l. was saved for further
analysis (see below).

Canopy structural complexity

Spectral reflectance in remotely sensed imagery can be visualized as a continuous surface

in th¡ee dimensions where each location þixel) can be expressed as a grid coordinate (x and
y) and a magnitude (z) value. A linear cross-section through this surface will yield a two
dimensional sequence of reflectance values, or'trace'. These sequences can be described

using Fractional Brownian motion (fBm) models (Peters 1994: 53) to derive a scale
invariant measure of path complexity (Polidori et al. l99l). Such models utilize a
persistence parameter (H), originally developed as part

of the rescaled range method (Hurst
1951), an affine fransformation (Schroeder 1991: l4l). Persistence refers to the degree of
autocorrelation of adjacencies: for H < 0.5, a fractional Brownian motion trace is negatively
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Figure 5.1: Map of RMNP showing locations of the six age strata (crownfire patches
indicated in shades of grey) and the locations of the site selected for the analysis (21 in
total). The number of sites sampled in each age group is indicated on the legend.
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coffelated, whereas values are positively correlated for H > 0.5 (Sugihara and May 1990). In
ecology, persistence has been applied in the study of landscape fragmentation using size

frequency relations from binary imagery (Hastings etal.1982; Mandelbrot 1983). In this
study, a relation for continuous spatial series described in Polidori et al. (1991) was used to
determine the persistence parameter H:

loglel= logÆ + Hlog6

fEquation 5.1]

Where lel for a surface is the mean absolute difference on the 'z-axis' (e.g. elevation)
between all pairs of points a lag distance 'B apart.
In this study, canopy structural complexity was calculated from Landsat TM reflectance in

3,4,5

well as from a 'composite' of the tlree bands. For each of the three Landsat
bands, the values for lel were calculated following Equation 5.1 (i.e. as the mean dffirence
bands

as

in pixel reflectance at lag Q. For the composite analysis the three spectral bands were
combined to calculate a value for lel using a 'multivariate' approach. This was accomplish
by first standardizing the Landsat bands to unit variance to eliminate magnitude effects
(Yakoya et al. 1989). From these standardized values the distanc¿ 'Â' was calculated
between pairs of points zuft,y) andzu@ + &, y + õy) spatially separated by lag ô as:

O=

[Equation 5.2]

where 4(x,y) is the reflectance for band 'b' in units of digital number at the pixel
coordinate (x,y). Following Equation 5.1 the log of the mean values for Â were plotted
against the log of the lag distance (i.e. mean ¿ : l"l in Equation 5.1). The purpose of
developing

a composite image was to examine whether the trends in persistence for

individual bands corresponded with coordinated changes effecting the all of the bands.

In this study the lag values chosen for ô ranged from .06 to 3 km. The landscapes were
sampled using both horizontal and vertical pair-wise lag distances (rook's sampling rule).

toroidal correction was implemented when either the horizontal or vertical

the edge of the image. To determine

if

lag'õ'

A

exceeded

the landscape complexity values observed in the
study differed from random expectation, H was calculated for randomized landscapes
(following Manly 1 991 ).

lll
Tonosraohic comolexitv

To measure the topographic complexity for each study site, the relation described in
Equation 5.1 was used. For this analysis the z-axis values were determined from the DEM
of RMNP and using lag values chosen between .12 and 3 km. The DEM was sampled
using a rook's rule, however for these data a torroidal correction was not implemented (the
topographic surface profiles were non-stationary).
Test olspatial independence

The limited areal extent and tendency

of crown fires to be aggregated on the

landscape

(e.g. frequent fires in eastern portions of the Park) constrained site choice. To ensure that
the values for H obtained in this study were spatially independent, Moran's I (Upton and

Fingleton 1985 p. 170) was used to test for positive autocorrelation. In calculating this
statistic, the inverse squared distances between the sites (measured from the centre of each
using UTM coordinates) were compared with the

H

values obtained from the Landsat

composite image. Because this test is for positive spatial autocorrelation, the p-values were
one-tailed.

5.5 Results
Typical landscapes examined in this study are shown (Figure 5.2), ordered by increasing
age since last major forest fire. Landscape texture is noticeably 'grainy' and 'speckled' for

all age classes from the youngest (recently burned) landscape (Figure 5.2a) to the oldest
(120 years post-fire) landscape (Figure 5.2c). The young landscapes appear to have a
coarser 'grained' texture, while older landscapes have a finer scale 'speckled' appearance.
The evident visible complexity in image texture corresponds with the measured spatial
persistence for these landscapes (Figure 5.3a-d). For all of the

2l sites examined in this

study the values obtained for H were less than 0.5, indicating a complex spatially antipersistent pattern. Landscape pattern was not entirely stochastic as the observed values

greatly exceed the maximum value obtained

for the randomized

landscapes

of H

(H for the

random simulations was usually aq.05).
Persistence declined

with time since the last landscape-level crownfire for the

sites

examined in this study (FÍgure 5.3). Reflectance in all Landsat bands became increasingly

anti-persistent with landscape age from I I

to

120 years post-fire (Table 5.1). All

tt2
regressions were significant, with band 4 (near-infrared) showing the greatest decline with

time (slope:-.0011) and band 5 (mid-infrared) the least (slope:-.0007). The combined
specfal reflectiance (composite) of all three bands showed similar trends, indicating a
coordinated change

in

persistence involving several components

of

canopy biophysical

structure. These results suggest that in the absence of crown fre, boreal forest landscapes
develop increasingly anti-persistent spatial patterns and increase in complexity.

Unlike spechal reflectance patterns, surface topography within the sample sites was found
to be highly spatially persistent: H calculated from the digital elevation data exceeds .5
(range:.62 to .98). No statistical nend between landscape age and topographic complexity
was observed (Table 5.1), indicating that these were not confounded. A regression analysis

of landscape complexity (H for the 'composite' imagery) against topographic complexity
was also not significant (l:-.13). In this study, changes in landscape complexity cannot be
attributed to differences in topographic complexity among the sample sites.

No systematic trend was observed among the geographic locations of the sample sites and
the persistence values measured. Tests

of among-site autocorrelation using Moran's I were
not significant with respect to landscape complexity (I : 0.203, Z : 1.345; p : 0.09), or
topographic complexity (I : 0.066, Z : 0.615; p : 0.27). Thus, the observed trends in
landscape and topographic complexity are not the result
locations sampled in the study.

of

autocorrelation among the
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Table 5.1: Landscape age and mean persistence (+ std. error) for Landsat TM bands 3, 4, 5
and the composite of the three. The mean persistence for site topographic complexity is
also given. Landscape age is determined as years since the last major crownfire and
expressed relative to the date of the Landsat imagery (Aug., l99l). Slopes for the
regression relation between persistence and time are indicated.

Landscape Band

3

Band

4

Band

5 Composite

DEM

age

TI
30
50
80
95
120
Slope

P-value

.20 (+.016)
.23 (+.011)
.18 (r.006)
.t4 (+.017)
.19 (+.022)
.10 (r.01s)
-0.0008
0.0007

.3r (+.020) .26 (+.021) .24 (+.018) .70 (+.019)
.26 (+.015)
.23 (+.021)
.19 (+.006)
.20 (+.0r7)
.r8 (+.019)
-0.0011
<.0001

.26 (+.018) .24 (+.011)
.23 (+.023) .21 (+.012)
.19 (+.012) .17 (+.011)
.2t (+.012) .1e (+.013)
.18 (+.0r7) .14 (+.013)
-0.0007
-0.0009
<.0001

<.0001

.76 (+.080)
.6e (+.040)
.72 (+.089)
.76 (+.037)
.81 (+.07s)
0.0008
0.18
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Figure 5.2: Fourrepresentative landscapes analyzed in the study: a) 11 yearburn site; b)
50 year site; c) > 120 year site; d) a random landscape. Note: the full range of Landsat
pixel reflectance (8 bit values) was reduced to 4 shades of grey for print reproduction.
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Figure 5.3: Graphs showing the decline in persistence (H) of surface reflectance measured
for Landsat bands 3,4 and 5, and the composite.
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5.6 Discussion
Most studies of spatial pattern in the boreal forest are based on spatially explicit mapping
techniques, supervised classification approaches or polygon smoothing prior to spatial
analysis @avan

& Roy 1997; He &

Mladenoff 1999). However, these approaches can
result in the inadvertent simplification of heterogeneous areas (Bettinger et al. 1996;
Jelinsþ and Wu L996). Furthermore, fine-scale disturbances may not result in the creation

of a visible gap and thus be completely missed using ocular texture classification (e.g.
Frelich and Reich 1995b). Comparison of the results from classification studies is also
problematic: terms such as 'patch'and'mosaic'are often based on different scale specific
criteria (Bunnell and Huggard 1999).Indeed, the definition of 'patch' used in the analysis
of pattern varies from the total cover in 'blocks' (e.g. Frelich and Reich 1995b), shape and
size of tessellation tiles (e.g. Frelich et al. 1998), to 'units' of similar stand floristic
composition (e.g. Cumming et al. 1996). Vagueness in the use of terminology represents a

significant "conceptual limitation" of these approaches (Bunnell and Huggard 1999). In
this study, spatial persistence was measured directþ on the 'raw' digital numbers of a
Landsat scene avoiding the necessity of image classification.

In this study, persistence was quantified from a spatial series (i.e. Landsat reflectance data)
and temporal change was determined by repeating this measure on landscapes differing in
age. Previously, persistence has been applied to temporal series data directly (e.g.

Nile river
flows, Hurst 1951; change in stock value, Peters 1994). In this context, it has the
interpretation of the degree of 'divergence' within a system over time and in a general sense
it predicts the direction in which a system will trend to the future (Schroeder l99l:l3l).
High persistence (H ) 1) implies the continuity of a trend through time (high system
'memory' or autocorrelation), while low persistence (H ) 0) indicates lack of continuity
(low temporal 'memory' or autocorrelation). In a spatial contexto persistence measures the
degree to which a spatial property (e.g. elevation) diverges with distance (i.e. an

'indicator'

of surface complexity, Polidori l99l). For a topographic map, high persistence would be
associated with smooth surface features (high spatial 'memory') whereas low persistence
would result in a 'spikey' surface (low spatial 'memory'). It was found that spatial
persistence in Landsat reflectance was low for all landscapes examined in this study, this
suggests that the boreal canopy represents a complex

is spatially complex).

'spikey' surface (i.e. canopy structure

tt7
The spatial antipersistence observed in Landsat spectral reflectance was likely the result

of

gross changes in the biophysical struchre of the canopy. Traditionally, surface reflectance

(Wickland 1991; Markon 1992;
Treitz et al. 1992). However, given the relatively low floristic diversity of the boreal forest,
"structure and density would be expected to have a greater effect on reflectiance

has been interpreted as the product of floristic composition

characteristics than species composition" (Franklin 1986). Indeed, reflectance from boreal
landscapes is a function of multiple biophysical components such as soil, trunks, branches,
leaves and the shadows cast by these structures

study, all

of the bands

(Colwell 1974; Jaltbauskas 1996a).In this

a corresponding decrease in persistence with
landscape age with each band measuring a different biophysical aspect of the canopy.
Absorption in band 3 is a function of chlorophyll content in leaves, thus change in
reflectance can be the result of leaf senescence (Myers 1983), needle age (Middleton et al
1997) anddifferences in foliar densþ in the canopy (Franklin 1936).
The decrease in band

sampled showed

3

with landscape age may indicate that canopy
productivity becomes more antipersistent as stands mature. Band 4 is sensitive to changes in
persistence

the arrangement of canopy elements such as branches, leaves and stems (Horler and Ahem

1986), as well as biomass density and depth (Horler and Ahern 1986; Rey-Benayas and

Pope 1995; Chen 1996a). Persistence in band 4 showed the greatest change with landscape
age, possibly the result of canopy break-up during succession. The biophysical components

related

to band 5 include overall canopy height, leaf area index (LAI), standing

dead

biomass and total biomass (Horler and Ahern 1986; Jakubauskas 1996a). The development

ofanuneven canopy structure on the older landscapes in the study area might account for
the decline observed in band 5 persistence. When persistence was calculated in the
composite analysis, the trends obtained closely matched those for the individual bands. This

likely indicates

a

'coordinated response' among the bands (i.e. gross changes in
biophysical stnrcture influencing reflectance in all bands). An example of such a response
would be changes in albedo and shadowing resulting from canopy gaps (Rowe 1993). In
this case, the change in biophysical structure (i.e. the gap), results in a 'shadow' that
reduces reflectance in all bands (i.e. a coordinated response across bands). Canopy
dishubances in the study are4 which usually result in partial senescence or damage, would
be another example of a process generating a coordinated response in Landsat image
reflectance.

It is suggested

that disturbance processes and species response

to those

disturbances

(including colonization patterns, differential growth and selÊthinning) drive the changes in

lt8
persistence observed.

(i.e.

H was in

It

was found ttrat all landscapes regardless of age were antipersistent
the range: 0.5 > H 0). For early post-burn landscapes this may be a

)

reflection of the stochastic aspects of fire intensity and post-fire vegetation establishment
(Turner and Romme 1994;Hurtt and Pacala 1995; Jakubauskas 1997). Fires rarely burn an
entire area and often leave small patches

of forest especially on

topographically complex

landscapes, or where small lakes canact as barriers (Turner and Romme 1994).

I

Within the

year old burn (Rolling River

fre), patches of mature trees are often encountered despite
the high intensity of that fire. At the landscape-level these patches result in antipersistence
I

because they represent a substantial 'divergence' from the biophysical structure

of post-fire

in the boreal forest, especially where
fire frequency is high, because it favors seedbank ephemerals and species capable of rapid
dispersal (De Grandpré et al. 1993). Because of post-disturbance seedsource availability in
vegetation. Chance establishments are also common

the Rolling River fire area" jack pine can be periodically found colonizing organic soils, an

atypical growth substrate for the species. These same factors have been cited in other
studies to explain heterogeneity in Landsat surface reflectance for post-burn sites
(Jakubauskas 1996b).

Following initial site colonization, it was found that landscape complexity increased (i.e.
persistence declined) consistently with age. This implies that the large scale mosaic patterns
resulting from landscape-level fne (Sousa 1984; Turner and Romme 1994), very rapidly
begin to develop small-scale divergent canopy structural properties. It has been suggested

the landscape ages patches begin to " disaggregaûe" (He and Mladenoff
1999) as fine-scale (10-30 m) gaps caused by win{ insect and disease begin to "chip
away" at the canopy (Frelich and Reich 1995b). In old boreal stands canopy gaps may

that as

account for over

of total forest cover (Kneeshaw and Bergeron 1998). Although gap
formation is important in determining landscape complexity, gaps alone do not account for
40%o

the hends in persistence observed in this study. Significant landscape change resulting from

a century to develop (Frelich and Reich 1995a; He and
Mladenoff 1999) whereas change in this study was already apparent at 30 years. This is
because fine-scale stochastic disturbances, self thiruring and differential growth can
canopy gaps usually takes

dramatically influence surface reflectance without creating a visible gap or visible change in
patch structure. Indeed, 35o/o of fallen trees and 40%;o of damaged trees in a stand may not

contribute to gap formation at all (van der Meer and Bongers 1996). This represents a
significant change in canopy structure not visible using traditional photographic and
mapping approaches. Persistence as measured using Landsat is able to detect these smallscale changes, providing information regarding landscape complexity that would otherwise

ll9
be unavailable (Rey-Banayas and Pope 1995). The results of this study suggest that
dynamic processes in the boreal forest canopy are continuous and cumulative, affecting
change long before visible gaps appear.

A conceptual model of the mechanisms determining spatial persistence in the boreal forest
is presented (Figure 5.4). In the boreal forest, intense landscape level fres followed by post

fre

propagule dispersal result in the establishment of large uniform patches (Sousa 1984;
Pickett etal1987; Turner and Romme 1994). However, post-fire vegetation spatial pattern is
somewhat anti-persistent, reflecting the stochastic aspects of chance establishment and
propagule availability. Within a very short time period, small scale stochastic processes
begin to change the post-fire landscape pattern (Hall et al. l99l; Frelich and Reich 1995a).

Many of these small scale disturbance (e.g. branch and individual neefall) may not create
gaps, instead only local patterns of stem and branch densities are altered (van der Meer and
Bongers 1996). After 30 years (Figure 5.4b), intrinsic factors such as self-thinning
(Kenkel 1986) and differential growth rates, as well as extrinsic disturbances such as
lightning strikes (Ganström 1993) and windth¡ows (Dyer and Baird 1997; Tang et al.
1997), begin to alter canopy patch structure. These gaps accumulate comprisng 7%o of
forested canopy at 40 years of age to 40%o for sites older than 200 years (Kneeshaw &
Bergeron 1998). Differential seed availability, advance regeneratior¡ herbivory, and
pathogens may result in species replacements in area occupied by the gap (Heinselman

al. 1993; Galipeau et al. 1997). As the landscape accumulates a
hierarchy of disturbance effects, its spatial pattern becomes more anti-persistent (Figure
1973; DeGrandpré et

5.4c) and progressively 'chipped away' (Frelich and Reich l995a,b). As the system ages, it
becomes dominated by spatially asynchronous stand dynamics (Johnson et al. 1995).

t20

c

Figure 5.4: Illustrative model showing the break-up of the boreal canopy over time: a) 10
years, initial post-fire colonization in uniform patches with some chance establishment
and species mixing; b) 50 years, mortality (from self-thinning and disturbance) and
differential growth result in change canopy structure without forming gaps; c) 120
years, the development of a gap dominated canopy with high spatial anti-persistence
with patches that differ in floristic composition and structure.

t2t
5.7 Conclusion
As stands age, the accumulation of independent stochastic disturbances results

in the loss

of shared 'memory' at the landscape-level. Canopy properties such as primary productivity,
fee age, size structure and density become spatially asynchronous. This has implications

for forest management:

of

large scale fire events may result in the
of forest stands and increased spatial heterogeneity (Baker lgg2b). While
some authors link increased complexity with higher biodiversity (e.g. Sugihara and May
suppression

fragmentation

1990; Sheuring

l99I;

Rey-Benayas and Pope 1995), others make the distinction between

moderate levels of landscape complexity and complete antipersistence (i.e.

H

à I vs. H :

l;

Decola 1994; with and King 1999). In their view, complexity must have some
predictable structure to provide appropriate habitat for organisms. In the absence of some
level of persistence, organisms carurot develop a 'global' perception of the environment to
forage and disperse effectively. Indeed, simulation studies have indicated that under certain
circumstances, systems may become so spatially antipersistent that metapopulations become
threatened (With and

King

1999 ). While crown

fire has often been cast in a negative lighq
it is important to recognize the critical role that it plays in determining canopy structure and
spatial persistence in the boreal forest. In the absence of crown fire, landscapes dominated

by completely asychronous stand dynamics will be a challenge for forest and wildlife
management (Cumming et al. 1996).
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Chapter 6
Forest Fragmentation and Habitat Loss Foltowing European
Settlement in the Riding Mountain Region of Manitoba
Abstract. Human-driven fragmentation of the landscape presents major challenges for
conservation. Agricultural fragmentation reduces biodiversity through loss of habitat extent
and through restricting movement of individuals to isolated patches or wildlife reserves. In
this study, topographic maps and remotely sensed data (LANDSAT) were used to
investigate change in forest habitat extent and pattern over three time periods (1950's
1970's and 1991) in the area suffounding Riding Mountain National Park (RMNP)
Manitoba, Canada. The impact of agricultural development in a corridor (Grandview
Corridor) that historically provided connectivity with Duck Mt. Forest Reserve was also
examined. A random ftansect sampling approach was developed to examine the dispersion
of fragmented forest habitat in the region. To assess the loss of connectivity and isolation of
habiøt along each transect, the fractal 'cluster dimension' was calculated. It was found that
forest loss surround RMNP was extensive during the 40 years examine{ only half of the
forest present in the 1950's remained by the early 1990's. The areas most impacted were to
the north and east

of RMNP, especially in the Grandview Corridor. Fractal analysis of

the

landscape pattern indicated that the park is becoming increasingly isolated on the landscape.

It was found that intensive agricultural development resulted in fractal patterns of habitat
dispersion that were lower in 1991 than in the 1950's. Human patterns of fragmentation in
the region ultimately reflected the geometric simplicity of the land survey system, and not
natural community patterns.

6.1 Introduction

The relationship between biodiversity and patch size and shape has been well studied
(Wright and Hubbell 1983; Frankel et al 1995; Hamazaki 1996). Regions with large
contiguous habitat patches have a lower spontaneous extinction rate and are biologically
diverse (Debinski and Holt 2000). The global impact

of human activities such as farming,
forestry and urban development has resulted in fragmentation of natural habitat and is a
major threat to biodiversity (Dearden and Rollins 1993; Bayne and Hobson 1998; Banet
and Peles 1994; Kruess and Tscharntke 1994). Agricultural development threatens the
viability of wildlife populations by both reducing the extent of existing habiøt and isolating

t23
the remaining fragments (Skole and Tucker 1993). Isolation limits population dispersal and

in genetic drift (Wauters et al. t994), reduced
competitive ability (Dytham 1995), and disruptions in predator-prey interactions (Kruess
interactions on these landscapes, resulting

and Tscharntke 1994). When regional habitat loss becomes too extensive, the increased

of foraging and dispersal can result in local extþation (Andren 1994;
Simberloff 1994; Diffendorfer et al. 1995; Collingham and Huntley 2000). Wildlife

energetic cost

reserves in regions with intensive agricultural development are often themselves small and
isolated habitat'islands'unable to support viable populations

of some species (Frankel et al

1e95).

The extent to which agricultural land-use alters landscape pattern has recently been
examined

in studies combining multitemporal remotely

sensed data and

GIS

analysis

(Foster 1992; Turner 1990; Sharpe et al 1987; Skole and Tucker 1993; Jorge and Garcia

I997;Lavorel 1993). Common to all of these studies, is the regular pattern imposed on the
landscape by the rectangular grid used to survey property boundaries (Foster 1992; Tumer
1990). Because these survey systems were developed without considering natural vegetation
and landform patterns, habitat patches are arbitrarily bisected resulting in the rapid loss
habitat contiguity (Sharpe et

al 1987). The isolation of forest patches is further

of

accelerated

by clearing that often spreads outwards from parallel surveyed transects (Skole and Tucker
1993; Jorge and Garcia 1997). This geometric pattem

of development

severs the landscape

of land clearing, often well before most of the natural
habitat has been lost (Foster 1992). These studies suggest that both the pattern of
development as well as loss of habitat extent is important in determining the degree of
and isolates habitat at an early stage

fragmentation and loss of connectivity on agricultural landscapes

.

of habitat loss presents a challenge for measwing and modeling
Most landscape level studies examining the impact of fragmentation

The geometric pattern

corridor connectivity.

on habitat corridors focus on physical adjacency or 'structural connectivity' among patches,
often using a percolation approach (Tischendorf and Fahrig 2000).

In

a percolating system,

connectivity exists when at least one habiøt patch þercolating cluster) completely spans the
landscape (With and King 1999). For landscapes where both the initial pattem and patch

losses are anisotropic, connectivþ
percolation threshold

is lost when habitat extent is

of 0.59 (With et al. 1997; Lavorel et al.

reduced below the

1993). While percolation

models have been suggested as a tool for conservation planning (With and King 1999), they
are not readily applicable to landscapes with geometric patterns

of habitat loss (Tischendorf

and Fahrig 2000). Indee{ the influence of patch geometry on connectivity is not well
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understood (Lavorel et

al

1993) and alæmative methods to assessing isolation and
connectivity have been recommended (Tischendorf and Fahrig 2000; Lord and Norton
leeO).
Recent studies have begun to consider the relationships between connectivity, pattern and
scale (Keitt et al. 1997; With and Crist 1995; Lavorel et d, 1994; Milne et al. 1992). For

moving organisms, detection of pattern is scale-dependent: smaller species þrceive' the
environment differently than large organisms (With 1994a; Johnson et al 1992) and will
alter dispersal and foraging movements accordingly (With and Crist 1995). Thus,
connectivity has spatio-temporal properties that are not restricted to a single scale (Lord and
Norton 1990; Keymer et al 2000). The scaling properties of habiøt patches are critical in
predicting species response to landscape fragmentation

(With 1994b). Fractal mathematics
(Mandelbrot 1983), provides a tool that can be used to quantify and describe the scaling
properties of habitat fragmentation in disturbed landscapes (Hastings et al. 1982; With
1994b). Several studies have used fractal measures to examine patch complexity on
agricultural landscapes (Ikummel etal.1987; Sharpe et al 1987; Leduc et al. 1994). While
these studies suggest that agricultural development reduces the complexity

of

individual

habitat patches, little research has been done examining how these changes effect habitat
pattern and connectivity along wildlife corridors.
6.2 Objective

In this chapter, historical changes to the spatial extent and dispersion of forest fragments
are examined for the agricultural landscape surrounding Riding Mountain National Park.

A

combination of topographic data and remotely sensed Landsat imagery was used to develop
a multitemporal GIS database covering three time periods (1950's, 1970's and l99l). From
these data" forest fragmentation and loss

scale and subsampled within

of habitat extent were

measured at the regional
(Grandview
a corridor
corridor) that links the Park with

adjacent protected forests. A random transect sampling approach was developed to examine
fractal patterns of habitat patch dispersion and isolation surrounding the Park. In assessing

the impact of agricultural development

in the Riding Mountain region, the following

questions are addressed:

l.

How has the spatial extent of forest habitat changed in the region?

2.

Is the dispersion of forest habitat patches on agricultural landscapes fractal?

t2s

3.

Does the spatial dispersion of forest patches change in a predictable way as habitat
fragmentation increases on agricultural landscapes?

6.3 Study Ärea

-

See

Chapter 2

6.4 Materials and Methods
Image Processing

Fragmentation and loss of forested land

in the Riding Mountain region was determined
over three time periods: l) the 1950's (based on 1954-57 photogramety); 2) the 1970's
(based onl97l-74 photogrametry);3) the 1990's (from a 1991 Landsat image). For the
first two time periods (1950's and 1970's) initial forest-habitat maps were obtained by
digitizing and combining 1:250,000 scale and 1:50,000 topographic maps (Government of
Canada, National Topographic System). These maps distinguish between forested (coded
green) and non-forested regions at the landscape level. Forest cover on the topographic

maps was carefirlly checked using aerial photographs and was found to be accuraûe,
however it was noted that forest patches less than 2 ha were not mapped. Most of these
small patches were planted shelterbelts around farms and were not included in this study.
The forest-habitat map for the 1990's was produced from Landsat imagery using bands 3

(red: 0.63-0.69 pm), 4 (near infrared: 0.76-0.90 pm), and 5 (mid infrared: 1.55-1.75 pm).
Image preprocessing by Radarsat International included radiometric correction to eliminate

variabitity in sensor response ('destriping'; Richards 1993), and a bit error reduction. To
correct for residual atmospheric effects a dark order subhaction based on a path irradiance
model of À-4 was performed (Chavez 1988). Image classification involved the selection

of

24 ground-verified training areas representing three forest vegetation classes (deciduous,
coniferous, and mixed forest). A supervised classification of the image was performed using
a maximum likelihood classifier (Richards 1993). Classification accuracy (by naining site
resubstitution) was over 95%io. As

a final

step, isolated forest fragments less than

approximately 2ha in extent (25 pixels) were removed to ensure that the Landsat forest map
was comparable to the topographic maps.

The final raster maps were input into the GIS package GRASS 4.0, registered to the
NAD27 grid system (zone 14) and centred at 5630.7 km N by 40r.7 km E. Each GIS
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database layer was 140 km by 185 km in size with a pixel resolution

of 30 x 30 m (Figure
2.1).In the area historically occupied by the Grandview Corridor, a subset of the imagery
36 x 27 km in size was selected. The lower edge was oriented along the north-west
boundary of RMNP and the upper along the southern boundary of Duck Mt. Prov. Forest.
The Grandview corridor subset imagery was centred at 5668.3 km N by 366.5 km E

(Figure 2.1).
Change in Forest Extent

To examine the change in the extent of forest cover at the regional scale, the study area was
shatified into 4 non-overlapping components defined by the main compass directions (N, E

W). The strata were created by dividing the imagery from each corner (SW to NE; NW
to SE) to form four triangular areas. For example, the 'south' strata is a triangle with its apex
S,

centered in Riding Mountain National Park and its base oriented with the southern edge

of

the study region. This stratification was undertaken since the four compass 'edges'

of the
Riding Mountain National Park region differ in their physiography, vegetation and
disturbance history. In the Grandview Corridor, change in the extent of forest cover was
measured over the entire subarea. For both the region and corridor imagery the forest in

reserve areas (i.e. RMNP and Duck

Mt. Prov. Forest) was masked-out such that only

'unprotected' forest on the agricultural landscape was examined.
Change in Dispersion of Forest Fragments

To assess the fragmentation of forest habitat, a transect sampling protocol was used (see
Shiyomi and Yamamura 1993; Leduc et al 1994). Transects 30 m wide (i.e. 1 pixel widttr)
were generated by linking a random 'starting'point within RMNP to a random 'exit' point

of the imagery. Length va¡ied as only the contiguous portions of
transects within the agricultural landscape were analyzed. Forest inside of the reserves werc
not included in the sampled hansects. Each transect 'exiting' RMNP was terminated when
either: (l) it intersected a waterbody; (2) it intersected the boundary of the Duck Mt.
chosen along the edge

Reserve; or (3) it reached the edge of the GIS layer. At the regional scale, the transects were

stratified by main compass direction (N, E, S, W) based on the location of the exit points.
For the regional scale, one hundred transects were selected for each of the strata on the
1950's layer (400 transects) and then revisited in subsequent time periods (400

transects). These transects varied in length from 15

x3:

1,200

to 130 km (mean length 52 lcn). In the
Grandview Corridor, one hundred transects were chosen on the 1950's layer and then
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revisited in each of the subsequent time periods (100

x3

:

300 total transects). Transect

lengths varied from 25 to 35 km in the Grandview corridor (mean length 30 km).
Forest fragmentation along the transects was assessed by measuring three parameters:

(l)

proportion of forest cover (calculated as the total number of forested pixels along a hansect
divided by the length of the transect in pixels); (2) mean forest patch intercept length
(determined by counting the number of consecutive adjacent pixels in each patch and then
calculating the mean); (3) the cluster fractal dimension.
The cluster fractal dimension approach for measuring isolation/clustering is based on the
Cantor set (Smalley et al. 1987; Turcotte 1997 p. 100). Consider a binary sequence
hansect)

of

þixel
in which each pixel is coded as either forested (Black:|) or non-

length L,

forested (White:O: Figure 6.1).

If

forest patches on the landscape are scale-invariant, the

proportion P(r) of steps of length r that include at least one forested pixel scales as:

P(r)

:

t(t-o)

[Equation

where the fractal dimension (D) is interpretable as the "strength

al.1987), ranging from

D:0 (highly

clustered and isolated) to

1997 p.103.). The cluster fractal dimension

6.11

of clustering" (Smalley

D:l

et

(unclustered; Turcotte

is determined from the slope of the power-law

relation:

log P(r)

: (l - D) log r

[Equation

6.21

In this study, the linear range of r-values retained for calculation of the slope corresponded
to a scale between 0.1 km

significant ( I :

- 2lçî on the landscape. All

.98 for most transects).

regression slopes were statistically
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Figure 6.1: Forest fragmentation along random transects compared with a Cantor point
process (black pixels). a & b) examples of matched random transects (i.e. same
transect revisited in the 1950's, 1970's and 1991) from the corridor between RMNp
and Duck Mt. (black pixels represent forest); c) First 3 iterations of a regular Cantor
fractal process. The cluster fractal dimension for the dispersion of "black" pixels is
given beneath each "transect."
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Landscape metrics often overestimate the degree of clustering when class frequency is low,

even when pattern is completely random (Gustafson and Parker 1992). The theoretical

maximum for the cluster fractal dimension is
the upper

D:l

(a random pattern) however, in practice

limit of D is a function of frequency (Milne 1988; Hargis et al. 1998). Because

the proportion of habitat along the fransects changed over time, it need to be established that

D were not confounded by class frequency. This was done by comparing the
estimates of D with those generated by a randomization procedure þensu Maoly l99l). For
each transect the class frequency was kept constant while the locations of forest habitat
estimates of

pixels was randomized. The mean cluster fractal dimension was then calculated from these

'null landscape' transects and then compared with the observed fractal dimensions.
A randomization approach was also used to test for differences in the transect parameters
across the three time intervals (following Manly 1991: 64). Each randomization involved
reassigning the observed parameter value for a transect (e.g. mean intercept length along a
transect

in 1950) to one of the three time intervals

completed the between-fteatrnent sum
freatrnent sum

of

('heatments'). After randomization was

squares was calculated. Observed between-

of squares exceeding the maximum value from 5000 randomizations

were

deemed to be statistically significant.

6.5 Results
Change in Extent of Forest Habitat

The extent of forest habitat in the region surrounding RMNP declined over the forty year
period examined in this study (Figure 6.2a-c.). Even in the earliest time period, much of the

foresthadbeen cleared for agriculture (25%oforested in 1950: Table 6.1). The proportion
of forest remaining in the 1950's varied substantially over the region. To the north of
RMNP almost half of the original forest remained(43%) while to the south

92o/o

of the land,

vallÐ.
took place over much of the

base was already cleared (a small fraction remained adjacent to the Assiniboine river

Between the 1950's and 1970's, increased forest clearing

region. Most of the forest loss over this period resulted from the attrition of existing patches

(loss of habitat around edges of a patch), although the removal of large forested blocks is
evidenttothenorthof RMNP. Habitat loss continued into the 1990's, with the clearing of
several large areas. Most noticeable was the loss of forest along the Assiniboine River valley

to the west and south of the Park following the completion of the Shellmouth

Dam.

Agricultural clearing forpastureland to the north and east of RMNP resulted in substantial
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forest losses in areas where crop productivity was haditionally low.

By

1991 only half

the area forested in the 1950's remained. Indeed, over the period examined

of

in this study the

only area where reforestation was observed occurred along the Birdtail River valley to the
south of RMNP (compare bottom middle Figure 6.2awith6.2b).
Similar trends in forest losses were observed for the Grandview Corridor over the three
time intervals (Figure 6.3). In the 1950's for a nearly contiguous forest corridor existed

Duck Mountain (44%;o forest cover, Table 6.1). By ttre
1970's, forest habiøt had declined, to 23o/o. This was largety the result of clearing in the
centre of the conidor adjacent to the main highways and rail lines. By l99l only l4%o of the
corridor remained forested, much of this occurring along the Valley river. Recent losses
along the border of Duck Mountain Provincial Forest are mainly attributable to logging ûo
between Riding Mountain and

provide pastureland (top left of 1990's image). In general, it was found that forest closest to
the reserves was more likely to be retained over time.

Along the border of RMNP very little

of the border had adjacent forest in 1950
and 57.8 % lrr-l99l). Agricultural development was more intense towards the center of the
forest has been lost over the last 40 years (64.70/o

Grandview Valley, effectively bisecting the landscape.
Change in dispersion of forest habitat

Over the forty year period forest habitat along transects exiting RMNP declined. (Table

In the 1950's one third of the transects to
north and east of the Park had a forest cover greater thari' 40%o, while transects in the south
had the least (Figure 6.4).In the 1950's the proportion of forest per transect was highest in
the Grandview Corridor, with most sample transects exceeding 50olo cover. Between the
1950's and 1970's a rapid shift in the proportion forest along the transects is evident.
When these fransects were revisted in the 1970's, nearly all of the sampled fransect had a
coverof less than 50%. These trend continued into the 1990's, consistent with the those
observed for the loss of forest extent (Table 6.1). Randomization tests indicated that these
changes were significant: observed between-treatrnent sums of squares exceeded the
6.1). Forest habitat varied throughout the region.

maximum value from the random distribution (Table 6.2).
Patch intercept lengths along the transects also declined over tlre forty years examined in
the study. Mean forest intercept length in the region surrounding the Park was 1.02 km in

the 1950's but by 1991 it was 0.42 km (Table 6.f). A similar pattern is observed for the
Grandview Conidor where mean patch intercept length declined by two thirds between the
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1950's and I 991 . Both attrition along patch edges as well as the bisection

of existing forest

habitat resulted in the decline in mean patch 'size.' Randomization tests indicated that these
changes were significant: observed between-feafunent sums

of squares exceeded the range
values. The corresponding cumulative frequency plots summarize these
trends (Figure 6.5). The general shape of the curve and the location of the sill indicates that

of the random

the probability of encountering smaller patches is greater

in 1991 (sill = 2 km) than the

1970's (sill = 5 km) and 1950's (silt

= 9 km). The sharpest decline in mean patch intercept
length occurred in the Grandview Corridor (10 km in 1950's down to 2 km in the 1990's).
Patch dispersion along the transects became increasingly clustered between the 1950's and

:

1991 (Table 6.1). The mean cluster fractal dimension for the entire region declined (D
0.81 in 1950's, 0.76
1970's, 0.65 in 1990's), and a similar trend was observed for all

n

transects exiting RMNP (Figure 6.6). The patch dispersion

in the Grandview Corridor was
0.S7 in the 1950's declining to 0.69 by
1991). Fractal clustering on the landscape was not a function of random association among
pixels: the observed values of D were less than those calculated for the null landscapes.
Indeed, the difference in the cluster dimension between the actual hansects and the
randomized transects increased over time, indicative of non-random clustering. Change in
proportion of habitat was therefore not confounding estimates of the cluster fractal
dimension. A randomization test of the differences across the time periods indicated that the
most impacted by agricultural development (D :

changes observed were significant (Table 6.2).
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Table 6.1: Habitat loss and.fragmentation sünmary statistics for the region surrounding
RMNP (blocked by principal compass direction) and for the Grandview corridorl
Percent loss of forest habitat aerial extent surrounding RMNP and means for the
transect parameters measured (+std.en.).

Forest
Extent
Percent

Forested

Transect Parameters

Forest
Forest/Trønsect Intercept (km)
Proportion

Cluster
Dimensíon

1950

N
E
s

27
43

.30 (.01s)
.40 (.01s)

1.074 (.0s2)

8

w

.r8 (.011)

2l

Total
t970
N

25

.23 (.010)
.28 (.008)

t.142 (.042\
.ezs (.043)
1.01s (.023)

E

s

w
Total

20
33
7

l7
l9

.2r (.0r l)
.31 (.0r3)
.16 (.008)
.17 (.007)

.2r (.006)

.917 (.038)

.813 (.045)
.78e (.038)
.831 (.042)
.s97 (.027)
.7s7 (.020)

.808
.818
.810
.802
.810

(.008)
(.008)
(.007)

(.00s)
(.070)

.766 (.010)
.777 (.00e)
.760 (.00e)

.7s6 (.007)
.762 (.0e0)

1990

N
E

13

.ls

26

S

5

w

8

.22 (.011)
.13 (.007)
.10 (.006)

l3

.ls

1950

44
23

.4e (.013)
.25 (.011)

1.284 (.039)

1970
1990

t4

.r6 (.007)

.474 (.017\

Total

(.00e)

(.005)

.491(.022)
.414 (.017)
.423 (.017)
.348 (.021)
.41e (.010)

.663 (.0t2)
.687 (.012)

.642 (.012)
.61s (.010)
.651 (.1 17)

Corridor
.861 (.03s)

.870 (.004)
.804 (.00e)
.6e4 (.010)
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Table 6.2: Observed between-treatment sum of sqrrares compared with random expectation
for the three transect variables (mean and maximum valués for 5000 randomizations).

frop. ß'orest
Random

Mean Max. obs'
North

.16

East

.20

South

.08

ÍI/est

.08

Coruìdor

.39

.30
.59
.t4
.16
.86

Patch Intercept

Random

Mean Max.

Cluster Frøctal

obs'

Random

Mean Max. obs'

t.l3

2262.r5 4232.72 18984.22

l.s6

18s3.34

3175.3t

15202.94

.12

.17

760.73

1470.45

28835.83

.15

1590.40 2929.48

18653.13

.15

2152.12

36432.s6

.l I

.76

5.80

4826.59

.14

.23 t.t2
.23 .89
.30 1.49
.28 1.89
.22 t.s9
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Figure 6.2a: 1950's map of forest habitat extent (black areas) in the region surrounding RMNP. Areas cleared for agricultural
development are white; lakes and forest reserves are grey.
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Figure 6.2b: 1970's map of forest habitat extent (black areas) in the region surrounding RMNP. Areas cleared for agricultural
development are white; lakes and forest reserves are grey.
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Figure 6.2c: 1991 map of forest habitat extent (black areas) in the region surrounding RMNP. Areas cleared for agricultural
development are white; lakes and forest reserves are grey.
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Figure 6.3: Maps showing loss of forest extent (black areas) between RMNP and Duck Mt. for: a)
Areas with agricultural development are white and forest reserves are grey.
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b) 1970's and c) 1991.
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Figure 6.4: Frequency histograms giving the proportion of forested habitat along random transects in the region surrounding RMNP
stratified by principal compass direction (N, E, S, W) and in the Grandview corridor.
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6.6 Discussion
Assessing Habitat Loss in the Agroecosystem using GIS

Significant forest habitat loss and fragmentation in the Riding Mountain region occurred
over the 40 year period examined. However, reconstruction of historical change in habitat
cover using GIS requires the use of multiple data sources (e.g. satellite vs. topographical
maps) which can potentially confound the results (Bettinger et

al

1996:' Jelinski and

Wu

1996). For instance, topographic maps are produced using interpreted photogrammetric
imagery and are initially stored as vector data" whereas satellite sensors sample reflected

solar radiance along predetermined rasterized scan lines (Richards 1993; Fisher 1997).
These distinct sampling approaches can result in statistically significant differences in
groundcoverclassification (Bettinger et al. 1996), often refered to as the Modifiable Areal
Unit Problem (MAUP: Jelinski and Wu 1996). Data representation can also have important
consequences for patch shape: vector imagery retains smooth boundaries between adjacent
classes (Bettinger et

al

1996), while satellite sensors

'blur' any sub-pixel edges (Fisher

t997).

ln this study a number of steps were taken to ensure that the changes measured were the
result of historical landscape fragmentation dynamics and not differences between data
sources. To faciliøte comparisons across GIS layers, these data were converted to a single
raster format and registered to a common datum. By performing this step, the long-term fate

of individual landscape

patches could

be followed" which is often not possible with

historical data (Turner 1990). These layers were then examined against aerial photographic
sources from their respective time periods and found to match closely. While vector to

rasterconversioncanaffect changes in patch shape and size (Bettinger et al. 1996), overall
patch shape was similarbetween the topographic and satellite data þers. To avoid potential
bias however, edge or shape based measures of spatial complexity such as perimeter-area
were not used in this study (e.g. Krummel et al 1987; Jorge and Garica 1997).

Chanse in Forest Extent

Before settlement by Europeans the landscape along the Manitoba escarpment

was

contiguous with the boreal forest in the north and the aspen parkland and grasslands to the
south (Bird 196l). However, current encroachment of farmland to the edge
severe that much

of RMNP is so

of the boundary of RMNP is visible from space (Dearden and Rollins
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1993) and structural connectivity with other

wild

areas has been completely severed

(Figure

of

forest loss are similar to those observed in the literature.
Deforestation from agricultural clearing in Brazil resulted in rapid isolation and spatial
6.1c). These patterns

concentration

of undisturbed

habitat during land development (Skole and Tucker 1993).

There, large forest stands became isolated and surrounded

by highly

fragmented edge

l0 years of initial clearing. Similar patterns of land use have been
reconstructed in eastern North America (Foster 1992).In Massachusetts, peak logging and
dominated patches within

clearing occurred adjacent to roadways, rapidly leading to the removal

of all blt

25o/o

of the

original forest. Indeed, the rate at which forest is fragmented can often exceed the loss of
forest extent (Skole and Tucker 1993). ln this study, it was found that forest losses were
concentrated

in

areas easily accessed

by roads, resulting in habiøt fragmentation. Once

orrailways bisect the natural landscape, a paradigm shift takes place: structural
connectivity is almost immediately lost and remaining natural habitat becomes fragmented.
access roads

The impact of this process is especially evident in the Grandview Corridor, nearly all of the
forest adjacent to the main highway and railway system is now developed for agriculture.

In the Riding Mountain region, clearing for grain crops resulted in rapid loss of natural
habitat during the period of high immigration during the late 1800's to early 1900's (Carlyle
1996). This conversion of forest cover to agricultural land continued until well after the
1950's, especially in the rich river valleys to the north and southwest of the Park. In this
are4 farming is almost exclusively field crops with yields well above provincial average
(Weir 1983; Carlyle 1996). Forest losses east of RMNP were likely the result of increased
livestock production. Poor drainage limited the rate of initial agricultural clearing in this
are4 however the establishment of new community pasturelands has recently accelerated
forest loss (80% of the farmed land base east of RMNP is now in pastureland Carlyle
1996).It has been found that the order and timing of land development is often associated
with soil productivity. Clearing for crop production generally begins on rich soils followed
by development for livestock in poor soils (Turner 1990; Sharpe et al 1987). In the Riding
Mountain region, the combined effects of grain and livestock production has resulted in a
small percentage of remaining forest habitat (13%) in woodlots and riparian refugia.
Forest patches consistently retained in the study area were almost always directly adjacent

to rivers. Prima.y woodlands are often

associated

with poorly drained soils

where

agricultural development is not possible (Foster 1992; Turner 1990). In the study area, little
forest clearing has taken place along the larger flood plains and steep embankments of the

upper Assiniboine, the Shell and Valley Rivers. Some

of the largest and most

visually
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complex remnant forest patches are along these rivers (Figure 6.2).Large complex remnant
patches (Krummel et al. 1987; Sharpe et al. 1987) often

typi$ flood plains, which

are

'protected' from development by seasonal flooding. The importance of flooding itt
preserving these fragments is may be infened from the rapid loss of forest after the
construction of the Shellmouth Dam on the Assiniboine river. Following its completion in
the early 1970's (Welsted 1996), farming was extended onto the Assiniboine floodplain
southwest

of the park. The loss of

habitat in these a¡eas

is particularly critical as they

function both as corridors as well as in maintaining regional biodiversity (Naiman et al
1993; Franklin 1993; Lord and Norton 1993). The remaining riparian forest fragments
surrounding RMNP are locally connected, but no longer provide corridors at the regional
scale or within the Grandview valley.

The shape of the remaining forest fragments in the region reflect the geometry of the land
survey system rather than landform. For instance, glacial striations with a ridge and swale
topography predominates in the area east of RMNP, however many of the remaining forest
patches are square. Similar hends were observed in Cadiz township Wisconsin, where
nearly all remaining forest patches (approx. lÙVo of the total landbase) are square woodlots
or linear shelterbelts despite marked changes in edaphics and landform (Sharpe et al 1987).
In general physiography and landform rarely influence patch shape on the agricultural
landscape (Turner 1990).

In this study, an increasingly rectangular patch structure

is

evident, except along river systems and other drainage features (Figure 6.1 and 6.2).
Change in Dispersion of Forest Fragments

In this study,

changes

in the spatial dispersion of forest patches was quantified by

implementing a random transect sampling method. While random transects are often used
to obtain an 'unbiased' measure of pattern (e.g. Leduc et al. 1994; Shiyomi and Yamamura

1993), here sampling was constrained

to

'radiate' outwards from RMNP providing a

'directional' component to the analysis. One of the consequences of this sampling strategy
was that the proportion habitat observed along the transects is generally higher than
estimates obøined for the entire region (Table 6.1a&b.). This is because the

intensþ of

agricultrual development generally increases with distance from the Park. This directionalrty

in landscape pattern is important when assessing isolation from the perspective of wildlife
movements. Most studies examining the influence of anthropogenic development on
landscape pattern measure patch shape (e.g.

Ikummel et al 1987; Sharpe et al. 1987; Turner

1990; OÌ,leill et al 1996; Sachs et al. 1998), or connectivþ over entire regions (e.g. With
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and Crist 1995). However, moving organisms do not perceive the entire landscape or paûcl¡

by the mouthfrrl" (Milne 1992). Tlne
hansects used here, are reflective of the directionality and spatial autocorrelation between
habitat "encounters" for moving organisms. It is felt that this sampling approach gives
as they "encounter" the environment "step-by-step or

insight into both habitat pattern as well as addresses the "perception"
fragmentation experienced when moving outwards from RMNP.

of

landscape

'index' of isolation (sensu Smalley et al.
areas in the region. Previous applications of the

The cluster fractal dimension was used as an
1987) between RMNP and other forested

cluster dimension to study fragmentation processes have been in the geologic sciences, to
examine fault and earthquake patterns (Turcotte 1997). However, this measure can be used
to determine the scaling properties of many spatio-temporal 'event' sequences (Smalley et

al. 1987).Itwas foundthat forest habiøt along the transects became clustered over time as
fragmentation increased. The implications of this from the perspective of wildlife movement
can be addressed by considering the sequence

ofhabitat intersections along the transects

as

analogous to habitat encounters of moving organisms. From this perspective, the greater the
degree of scale invariant clustering on a transect (i.e. greater isolation as

Dà0), the greater

the likelihood of fewer favorable habit¿t "encounters" across all spatial scales. Thus,
quantiffing the fractal scaling of these patterns can provide information about the
constraints imposed by fragmentation.

A significant increase in the degree of habitat fragmentation around RMNP was observed
over the forty years examined in the study. The long-term effects of this fragmentation on
species dispersal and regional biodiversity are hard to predict. For dispersing small mammal

populations, habitat availability along the dispersal route influences juvenile survival rates
and genetic variabilþ (Wauters et al. 1994; Diffendorfer et al. 1995). Under moderate

of fragmentation where intervening patch sizes are large, dispersing organisms can
adjust their behavior to maximize 'positive' habiøt encounters while minimizing exposure
to less favorable conditions (Haddad 1999). On highly fragmented landscapes, isolation
tends to magnifl the influence of habitat loss on dispersal success (Gustafson and Gardiner
levels

1996; Keymer et al. 2000). Species that cannot cope with the conditions among patches will

stop making dispersal movements. For instance in butterfly species, an increase in
interpatch distances can result in an exponential decrease in the number of dispersing
individuals (Haddad 1999). When movements between patches become too energetically
costly, the longterm survival of the metapopulation can be threatened (Keymer et al. 2000).
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Under this scenario, biodiversity in the RMNP region may ultimately suffer from loss

of

connectivity to other natural areas.
The changes observed in the cluster ftactal dimension raise several important questions:
what maintains self similar properties on the agricultural landscape and what mechanism

drives the changes observed? The loss

of

fractal complexity in patch shape on the

agricultural landscape has been attributed to land clearing that results in rectilinear remnant
patches (Krummel et al. 1987; Sharpe et al. 1987). This interpretation works for paûch
geometry, but the cluster fractal dimension measures dispersion among patches and

is not

necessarily sensitive to patch shape (Leduc et al. 1994\. Patch shape has also been shown to

vary with scale, as smaller patches often have a simple geomebry compared with larger
patches (ftuummel et al. 1987; Sharpe et al. 1987). In this study, it was found that clearing

within the grid based agricultural system resulted in lower fractal dimension, however
fragmentation pattern was scale invariant. The implication is that land clearing does maintain

some degree

of selÊsimilarity on

these landscapes. This fragmentation process can be

explained by way of analogy using the Sierpinski Carpet, a regular fractal (Fig. 6.7). The
generation 'steps' in the creation of this fractal form can be used in comparison with
temporal fragmentation processes occurring on the agrolandscape. For both the Sierpinski

carpet and the agroecosystem some "areas" (i.e. forest patches) are retained between
"iterations" (i.e. time periods) while other "blocks" (e.g. sections or quarter sections) are
removed. In generating the Sierpinski Carpet, the middle section of a block from the
previous step is always removed, a self similar process occurring at increasingly finer
scales. Similarly, when forest is cleared on the agricultrual landscape, it is removed in
blocks, often bisecting an existing patch. lndeed, throughout the agricultural land grid,
clearing takes place in a 'block within a block' pattern as sections and quarter sections are

of larger patches. However unlike the Sierpinski Carpet where finer and finer
pieces are removed" forest clearing on the agriculfural landscape follows a euclidean

carved out
scale

prescription of development (i.e. the repeated imposition of a single land suwey paradigm).
Patch dispersion on a grid based agricultural landscape
reflect the geometric

will therefore begin to increasingly

simplicþ of human deveþmentpatterns.
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Figure 6.7: The geometric properties of fragmentation on the agrolandscape compared
with the fractal Sierpinski carpet: a) the "generator" pattern for the Sierpinski carpet
(left) and the standard range and township survey pattern for the agrolandscape
(right); b to d) subsequent iterations of the "generator" pattern for the Sierpinski
carpet compared with fragmentation pattern on the agrolandscape (b=1950's,
c=1970's and d=1991).
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6.7 Conclusion

in conservation is the loss of connectivity between remnant
habitat patches and wildlife reserves at the regional scale (Shafer 1995; Lord and Norton
Perhaps the greatest challenge

1990). Habitat loss was appreciable in the Riding Mountain region and completely severed

the Park from other forested areas. Loss

of connectivity at this

scale can significantly

change native species movements and behaviour (Kruess and Tscharntke 1994; Grashof-

Bokdam 1997; Haddad 1999). The enhancement and creation of corridors has been
suggested as a means to facilitate population persistence on these landscapes (Woodley
1991; Harrison 1992; Frankel et

al

1995). However, research on the effective use of
corridors by wildlife has produced conflicting results (Collingham and Huntley 2000;
Debinski and Holt 2000). Although some species will avoid leaving preferred habitat within
a corridor (Haddad 1999), most can cope with some degree of fragmentation and cross
small gaps (Lord and Norton 1990). Indeed species will often adopt larger dispersal
movements on fragmented landscapes (Diffendorfer et al 1995). Management of wildlife on
these landscapes must consider the scaling response of organisms to differing degrees of

fragmentation. An optimal level of fragmentation should exist that provides the necessary
degree

of connectivity for wildlife without compromising crop productivity (Barrett

Peles 1994). In order to predict the influence

and

of fragmentation on wildlife movements, it is

essential that the scaling properties of habitat pattern be quantified.
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Chapter 7
Optimizing vegetation maps of the boreal forest using multivariate
approaches to Landsat image analysis
Abstract. Vegetation maps are spatially explicit models that must simpliff floristic
complexity on the landscape, while retaining ecologically meaningful information. In
this study, a multivariate approach to mapping the mixedwood boreal forest in Riding
Mountain National Park, Canada using multitemporal Landsat TM imagery is
developed. Mapping the boreal forest is particularly challenging; canopy structure is
spatially complex while often floristically simple. This study used species ground cover
data collected from over nine hundred randomly located

l0 x l0 m

sample sites to

in the Park. To ensure maximal
the spatial (geographic) distribution of vegetation associations

determine floristic associations and their distribution
correspondence between

in the Park and spectral reflectance classes, a rule based iterative strategy was applied.
The rules had trvo component 'phases:' i) spectral assessments using multiple
discriminant analysis (MDA) to test for class separation; and ii) spatial assessments that

compared class distribution on the Landsat imagery with the known geographic
distributions of the vegetation associations. Using these rules, the training sites and
classes were adapted (modified, added or amalgamated) to improve accuracy of the final
map. Accuracy was assessed using both a taditional confusion matrix, as well as a
novel approach using MDA. In this application of MDA, the map was tested ûo

if

the mapped vegetation classes could discriminate among species cover
values measured on the ground. It was found that spectral separation and the
determine

of individual classes often corresponded with canopy physiognomy and
spatial structure. As these properties of the canopy often change with time, it is
imperative that multivariate methods such as MDA be used in producing and assessing

performance

satellite classifications.

7.1 Introduction
Vegetation maps are spatially explicit landscape models (sensu Jeffers 1982) that
summarize and simplify floristic complexity while retaining enough information to be
ecologically meaningful (Franklin 1995; Treitz and Howarth 2000). Simplifying land
cover complexity results

in the loss of

spatial information,

but is necessary for

the
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practical application of vegetation maps in landscape management (Baskent and Jordan
1995). The critical step in this process is the creation

of vegetation associations that can
be linked to a spatial database to form discrete land cover types (Goodchild 1994;
Mucina 1997). The number and kind of mapped cover types are limited by ecological

of the study area and the technology available to adequately sample and
classify large regions. In the pasl high costs of implementing regional sampling
knowledge

programs resulted in'static' vegetation maps that neglected the structure, function and
change inherent in ecosystems (Franklin 1995; Goward and Williams 1997). With the

of modern satellite remote sensing technology, imagery covering large
regions throughout the growing season is available for use in terrestrial mapping
(Richards 1993; Goward and williams 1997). A paradigm shift from mapping as a
static exercise to a dynamic and adaptive modeling process is now possible, if
statistically rigorous and methodological approaches to image analysis are adopted
(Congalton l99l; Stehman 2001).
development

Image classification is primarily dependent on the availability

of extensive ground data
provide
to
information about the structural and floristic composition of a region.
Vegetation in the boreal forest is spatially heterogeneous, reflecting the superimposition
of multiscale disturbance events and complex physiographic gradients (Hall et al. 1991;

Frelich and Reicht 1995). Floristic composition within this system varies along a
continuum in both space and time (Bonan and Shugart 1989). Extensive ground
sampling is required to ensure that the full range of vegetation diversity is represented in

et al. 1997). Once this reference data is collected, it must be
divided into discrete, ecologically meaningflrl categories. While a variety of methods
exist for this purpose (see Mucina 1997; Legendre and Legendre 1998), in many
the classified map (Peddle

of the vegetation data is often overlooked
(Franklin 1995). The relatively low accuracy of many map classifications may be
mapping efforts an independent analyses

athibutable to the subjectively defined and relatively static 'landcover' classes used prior
to spectral analysis (Congalton

The production

l99l;

Peddle et al. 1997; Stehman 2001).

of regional maps from satellite imagery assumes that a relationship

exists between the spechal reflectance from the land surface and the vegetation classes
on the ground (Zhao and Maclean 2000). Establishing this relationship is challenging
because satellite imagery does not detect vegetation composition directly,

it measures the
backscatter of solar radiation from the land surface (Goward and Williams 1997;
Sampson et al. 2001). The amount of information obtained from a scene depends on the
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number of bands sampled, the scale (pixel size) of measurement and the structural
properties of the surface. In Landsat, only seven bands are available for spectral
separation. To provide additional informatior¡ other time periods or ancillary data layers
are required (Shen et al. 1985; Bolstad and Lillesand 1992). Class separation
influenced by scale, since the typical sampling

is also

'fooþrint' for remotely

sensed imagery
is usually larger than the scattering elements on the ground (Peddle et aL 1997). Pixel
reflectance in each band is therefore a composite value of scattering from multiple
canopy components (Sampson et al. 2001). The structural properties

of these sub-pixel

components such as leaf shape, size and anangement, as well as shadows, slope effects

and the orientation

of sunlit surfaces all contribute to spechal reflectance

measured

(Colwell 1974;Mynenietal. 1992;Hall et al. 1995; Peddle etal. 1997). Because scale
and structure of the canopy influence this scattering as much as floristic composition, it
is essential that vegetation associations be evaluated to ensure adequate separation in
spechal space (Treitz etal.1992).

Significant overlap often exists in the spectral reflectance properties of vegetation
classes (Zhao and Maclean 2000). When overlap is observed, a rule-based algorithm is
required to determine the action to be taken (Treiø and Howarth 2000). Vegetation
classes can be merged

or added as necessary to represent the full range of spectral

reflectance and biological variation (Markon 1992; Franklin 1995). Image classification
is therefore a reciprocal training procedure where floristic classes are used
spectral data. The spectral data in turn determines the number

to 'train'

of mappable

the

vegetation

classes (Goodchild 1994). Traditionally, pairwise bivariate analyses have been used in

evaluating the number

of

classes discriminated

in

spectral space (Richards 1993).

Canonical multivariate approaches while less commonly used, are better suited
iterative approach

to

an

in image classification (Peddle 1993; Zhao and Maclean 2000). In

combination with a rule-based algorithm, multivariate analysis can potentially increase

classification accuracy as well as the number
(Goodchild 1994; Treitz and Howarth 2000).
Evaluation

of

vegetation classes recognized

of final map accuracy is generally performed using a confusion

matrix

approach. The confusion (error) mafrix is a contingency table where class assignments

on the map (rows) and class assignments in the reference test set (columns) are
compared (Congalton 1991). A simplistic interpretation of this table would be that the
diagonal elements represent correct classifications between the map and the reference
sites and off-diagonals indicate misclassifications. In reality, each cell in the matrix has a

t5l
finiteassociated random enor including the diagonal elements (Lark 1995). To correct
for potential chance agreement between row and column values, the Kappa statistic (k-

haÐ

is

calculated (Hudson 1987; congalton

l99l). one of the

fundamental

of a classification of the test set. This can
lead to potential errors because of difficulty in making class assignments in the field
(Stehman and Czaplewski 1998). An altemative approach would recognize that the
ground data represents a continuous data-type and a canonical method suited to
disadvantages of this method is the necessity

comparing the map classification to these data would be used instead. Such a method
may be more appropriate to landscapes dominated
where post hoc grovnd.classification may be

by spatially complex land

patterns,

difficult.

7.2 Objective

The spatial patterning of boreal forest communities reflects a complex continuum of
floristic associations, successional processes (e.g. disturbance, differential growttr), and
canopy structure (Frelich and Reich 1995; Hall et al. 1995; Cihlar

etal. 1997} Mapping
shategies must be optimized to adequately characterize the structural and spatial
complexity of the boreal forest. In this study, a statistically rigorous multivariate
approach to the analysis of remote sensing imagery for mapping the boreal forest is
presented. The objective is to provide a repeatable vegetation mapping strategy
(algorithm) that maximizes the relationship between specûal information and vegetation

distribution on the ground. The utility
vegetation on the ground was assessed

of the final map in

distinguishing among
using a multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) of

ground cover data partitioned by map class.

7.3 Study Area

- See Chapter 2

7.4 Materials and Methods
Landsat image preprocessing

The vegetationmap of RMNP was based Landsat 5

TM bands 3 (0.63 - 0.69 pm), 4
(0.76 - 0.90 pm) and 5 (1.55 - 1.75 ¡rm) from two scenes, acquired on August 13, l99l
and September 21,1991. Image preprocessing was performed by Radarsat International
(Vancouver) and included a standard radiometric correction to eliminate variability in
sensor response. The scenes selected had high atmospheric tmnsmittance and minimal
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cloud cover.

A

dark order subtraction based on a path iradiance model

of

À-a

(corresponding to a clear atrnosphere dominated by Rayleigh scattering; Richards 1993)
was performed to correct for residual atmospheric effects (following Chavez 1988). The

final raster product conformed to the NAD27 grid system (Zone 14) at a pixel
resolution of 30 x 30 m. Each of the LANDSAT bands was centred at5631.3 krn N by
403.4 km E. The scenes were coregistered to create a multitemporal 6 band scene
(summer bands 3,4 and 5 and fall bands 3,4 and 5).

Landsat image "masking"

An initial principal component analysis (PCA) of the Landsat imagery identified waûer
and agricultural land surrounding the Park as distinct spectral outliers.

To

improve

classification performance these cover types were masked out during the image analysis
phase (Zhao and Maclean 2000). Waterbodies were removed from the imagery by
performing a supervised maximum likelihood classification on twenty-five haining sites
selected from lakes stratified

into 5 groups by water depth. A binary mask (water/non-

A second
to remove agricultural land from the Landsat scene. This was

water) was generated from this classification by combining these five groups.

mask was created

accomplished by hand-digrtizngthe border of RMNP using coordinates obtained from
1: 50,000 scale National Topographic (NTS) map sheets. The area within the digitized

border of the Park was subsequently "filled" to create the binary mask layer þark/nonpark).During the final map production phase, the forest habitat in the agricultural area

was extracted

to distinguish cropland from forested habitat patches. These

forest

patches were classified using maximum likelihood training data from the Park dataset.

Ground data collection

Three independent ground vegetation datasets were collected from within RMNP,
reflecting the iterative approach taken

in map classification. Exact site locations

were

obtained for all sites using a handheld Global Positioning System (GPS) and recorded

(UTM) coordinates based on the North American
dahrm 1927 (NAD27). Yegetation data collected at these sites were used to: a)
as Universal Transverse Mercator

objectively determine the vegetation associations and their distributions in the Park; b)

"train" the Landsat image classification; c) "test" the final map classification.
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L

Parks Canada dataset (vegetation classification and map verification)

Parks Canada located thirteen hundred ground sample sites along random transects

within RMNP during the summers of 1992 and 1993. At each site, percent cover values
for each canopy tree and total crown closure was estimated within 20 x 20 m plots.
These plots were sub-sampled using randomly placed I x I m quadrats and the relative
cover ofspecies in the shrub and herb layers was recorded.

A

subset of these data (926

sites x 60 species) was selected to delineate the major terrestrial vegetation associations

in RMNP. Species were stratified into 3 categories (trees, shrubs and herbs) and cover
values for each strata were standardized and expressed as relative proportions. Cluster

ward's method (SPSS Inc. 1995; Legendre and
Legendre 1998) from an Euclidean distance mafi:q resulting in the delineation of
fourteen terrestrial vegetation associations. An aquatic "Emergent" association was
analysis was performed using

added based on supplemenal data (ground reconnaissance and aerial photographs).
Some of these data were used to perform a preliminary classification

of RMNP, while

a

second subset (250 sites x 60 species) was randomly selected from the dataset and used

in final map verification. No sites were used for both the initial classification and map
testing.

2. Landsat classification "hainfuig" dataset

Following preliminary analysis

of the Parks

Canada dataseg

classification "training" dataset was collected in the swnmer

of

an

independent

1995. One hundred and

twenty sample sites were established in stands visually homogenous within a radius

of

m from the sample location. At each site, percent cover values for each canopy
species and total crown closure was estimated within l0 x 10 m plots. Shrub and
herbaceous species with cover exceeding 107o were recorded. All "training" sites for
100

the final Landsat classification were selected from these data.
3. Map verification (contingency matrix) dataset

These data were collected

in the summer of 1997 to provide an assessment of

map

classification accuracy using a contingency (error) matrix approach (Congalton 1991).

Two Hundred and fifteen sites were established using a stratified random sampling
procedure to ensure that all vegetation classes in the Park were visited. For each site a
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visual assessment of the vegetation was performed and an assignment to one of the map
vegetation classes was made.

Mapping Algorithm

Map production requires an iterative sequence of optimization steps with the purpose
of maximizing correspondence between ground cover data and remotely sensed imagery
(FÍgure 7.1). The mapping algorithm was rule-based, where the decisions made at each
step considered the specfal, spatial and floristic information in determining the final
map classification. In some cases this required revisiting and redefining vegetation
classes in light of the new knowledge, as part of an adaptive map production shategy.

L Spatial

assessment

Spatial assessment was performed

to

ensure that the distribution

of

vegetation

associations on the ground (geographic distribution) matched with the class distribution
on the Landsat map (image class distribution). This involved two stages:
the geographic distribution for each association and

for

each vegetation class

2)

l)

determining

generuting a binary distribution

on the Landsat imagery. Geographic disfibutions for

vegetation associations were determined

by plotting the UTM coordinates for ground

sites in each class (Figure 7.2). These data became the reference spatial dat¿set that was

compared to binary class distributions on the Landsat imagery. The binary images were

by first

a

maximum likelihood classification on each class
separately. From this analysis, the likelihood probability for each pixel in the image was
saved. The "probability" maps were then converted to a binary representation by
created

performing

thresholding (i.e. excluding from a class) all pixels with a probability of belonging of <
1%. These binary images were used to determine:

' if the Landsat

classification distribution matched the ground site distribution for an

association;

'if rare or spatially isolated classes were adequately represented by the classification.
When either of these conditions were not met, the response was to either: (1) examine
the spectral discrimination of the group and modifu the training sites to ensure a better
spatial distribution for the class, or (2) add training sites to provide better spatial
representation if necessary.
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A.

SPATIAL
ASSESSMENT

(Maximunr likelihood)
probabilty maps)

I.

Probability maps
match known range

of vegetation.

II.

'Rare'habitats
represented.

Figure 7.1: Map production flow diagram showing the major steps in

image
classification (square boxes). The analytical process is followed from initial data input
layers (wavy boxes) through the rule based spatial-spectral optimization (dotted lines)
to final map assessment. Decision rules for each iterative step (diamond box)
determine the path followed through the flowchart.
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Figure 7.2: Geographic (top) and Landsat image (bottom) class distributions for selected vegetation associations within RMNp: a) bur
oak; b) mixed coniferous-deciduous; c) jack pine.
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2. Spectral Assessment (MDA)
The separation of the vegetation associations in Landsat spectral space was determined

multþle discriminant analysis (MDA) on spectral reflectance in bands 3,4 and 5
for the combined stunmer and fall imagery (ORDIN, Podani lg94). MDA is a
multivariate method that finds linear combinations of the original variables that
using

maximize the ratio of the between to within-group variance (Peddle 1993; Legendre and
Legendre 1998). MDA was used to graphically assess the relative separation of classes
by examining the dispersion of groups along the discriminant axes (Zhao and Maclean

2000) . Biplot scores (structure correlations) for the variables and the 95olo confidence
intervals for the group means were also plotted. During the spectral assessment phase of
map production,

MDA was used as an exploratory tool and to provide

rule-based

decision support. The discriminant axes were examined to determine:

. if spectral variation was adequately partitioned by the classes present;
. if the vegetation classes were non-overlapping in spectral space.
Classes

tlnt did not meet these requirements

were carefully examined to determine the

nature of their specûal properties. Failure to meet the first condition was often the result

of poor partitioning of variation among existing classes or within an existing class. The
response in these instances was to either: (l) reselect haining sites that better partitioned
spectral variance, or (2) split "multimodal" classes into two or more new classes

if

they

formed recognizable groups on the ground. For overlapping classes, a decision was
made to do one of the following: (1) determine whether sufficient floristic or structural
differences existed

in the vegetation classes to modify the 'haining" sites to

separate the groups spectrally, or (2) combine the classes and make note

better

of the floristic

variants within the class.

Map production

on 13 vegetation classes with an equal number of training
sites for each (9 per class; total 117). A maximum likelihood classification w¿ìs
performed with a probability of belonging threshold value set at .01. This created an
"unclassified" category for pixels with a low probability of belonging to any of the
The final map was based

existing classes. These pixels were removed during the map simplification step (see
below). Training site performance was assessed using a resubstitution approach
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(Richards 1993). The kappa statistic (k-hat) was calculated to correct for chance
agreement between row and column categories in the confusion matrix (Congalton

reel).
To simpliff the map, all patches less than

I

ha (13 contiguous Landsat pixels of the
same class using a rook's adjacency rule) were removed and placed in the "unclassified"
category. A spatial context filter was then used to assign these unclassified pixels to the
value of the adjacent class. This step created a completely

filled vegetation layer over

which the agricultural and lake masks were draped to produce the final map product.
Map verification

Two map verif,tcation techniques were used to assess the accuracy of the final
vegetration map. The first method involved the creation of a standard confusion matrix
where the classification accuracy was determined for each class by comparing the ratio

of the diagonal to the off diagonal elements in the matrix (Congalton l99l).
measures

of accuracy were calculated: "producers accuracy"

Two

(diagonal elements

divided by each column total) and "users accuracy" (diagonal elements divided by the

row totals). T\e214 ground sites visited in 1997 were used to construct this matrix. The
kappa statistic (k-hat) was calculated to assess the overall performance of the map
classification.

In this study, a second map verification approach using multiple discriminant analysis
was developed. Unlike the construction of a confusion matrix, this method does not
require an independent user-based ground classification of the test sites. Instead, the
actualcoverofindividual species are recorded at each "test" site. Test site vegetation is
then partitioned according to the map class in which the site occurred. An MDA is then
performed on the vegetration data. It is expected that if no relationship exists between
species cover on the ground and the map classes, discriminant analysis of the partitioned

vegetation data matrix would

not be significant. For this analysis, 250 test sites

representing 6 map categories were randomly selected (forest and shrub classes) from
the Parks Canada dataset. Each test site was located on the Landsat map and coded by

it occurred. Because the number of recorded species greatly
exceeded the number of test sites in some of the rarer cover t5pes, a data reduction step
was implemented prior to MDA (Green 1993). A variant of Correspondence Analysis
the map category in which

ls9
(Detrended Correspondence Analysis, DCA;

Hill and Gauch 1980), was chosen for this

purpose. The first four DCA axes were ret¿ined for subsequent discriminant analysis.

7.5 Results
Vegetation associations and spatial-spectral optimization

Cluster analysis of the Parks Canada dataset identified 14 terrestrial vegetation classes
ranging from closed coniferous forest to open grassland. These were used to generate
the reference distribution maps for each of the classes (Figure 7.3). During the specfal
and spatial assessment phase, six of the vegetation associations were combined into two

larger classes as follows:

l.

"Closed coniferous forest"

-

the four closed-canopy conifer associations had

significantoverlap in spechal space (Table 7.1). Attempts at improving spectral
separation were unsuccessful and the resultant probability maps from the Landsat
classification were inconsistent with known ground distributions (e.g. Figure

7.2c).It was observed that within the Park, the geographical distribution of these
associations overlapped (Figure 7.3). Indeed, canopy composition within these
groups often included an admixture of conifer species (e.g. jack pine and black
spruce are often codominant). The rule implemented was to pool the closed-

canopy coniferous forests into a single class while recognizing the floristic
variants.

2. "Sh¡ubland"

-

significant spechal and spatial overlap was observed for

regenerating alder shrubland, hazelnut and aspen in the 1980 burn (Figure 2.5).
Because of the discrete spatial extent

of the 1980 Rolling river fire, the alder and

hazelnut classes were combined.
To better partition specfral variance, two new vegetation associations were added:
1. "Open canopy coniferous forest"

- within conifer dominated systems

it was
found that as canopy closure decreased band spectral reflectance increased
significantly. This often corresponded with change in understory constituents
(ericoids and graminoids). A class was added to ensure that these open canopy
sites were represented on the final map.
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2. "Low shrub grassland"

During preliminary MDA examination the
grassland class appeared to have two discrete "subclasses." ft was determined
that these differences represented changes in the relative cover of shrub species

-

in the grassland sites. The decision was to partition this class into high and low

shrub "phases."
For the production of the final map, 13 vegetation associations were recognized as being

spatially and spectrally distinct within RMNP (Table 7 .2; Tabte 7 .3).
Final map production

An MDA of the üaining sites used in the production of the final map shows the
relationship between the 13 vegetation classes (117 sites, 6 bands) in spectral space
(Figure 7.4). Discrimination was significant on both of the first two MDA axes (65.8%
and l7 .3o/o, respectiveþ), and none of the 95% confidence ellipsoids overlapped. The
relative separation of the classes varied by canopy type: deciduous forest classes were
tightly clustered indicating greater spechal similarity, while coniferous, grassland and
shrubland classes were spectrally distinct. Class dispersion along the first MDA axis
appears to correspond with increasing albedo and decreasing canopy closure.
Separation

of vegetation classes on MDA axis 2

seem

to follow trends in

canopy

structural development (multþle strata) and leaf shape þlanar leaves versus linear
conifer "needle" and grass "blades").
The time of year that the imagery was taken (summer vs. fall) had little influence on
broad patterns in class discrimination.

It was found that each srunmer band was highly

correlated wittr its corresponding fall counterpart. The vegetation classes that benefited
the most from the addition of fall imagery were the mixedwood classes (IX and Ð and
bur oak forest (V). Otherwise, the class trends along each band for both the summer and
fall imagery were similar. In RMNP, band 3 appears to separate treed and grassland

4

among different forested canopy types (i.e. conifer, grassland,
deciduous hee, and shrubland), and band 5 the degree of canopy closure related to
systems, band

albedo (i.e. conifer to open graminoid dominated classes).
The selected haining sites resulted in a robust final maximum likelihood classification

of RMNP. Classifier

performance (using resubstitution) ranged between 93% (I-ow
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Canopy Deciduous) to 100o/o (Oak and Shrubland) with few misclassified maining site
pixels (k-hat :98.2o/o). Despite the removal of all patches less than 1
the final map

þ

reflects the heterogeneity

of the boreal mixedwood with high

class interspersion and

patchiness across spatial scales (Figure 7.5).

Final map assessment

The confusion matrix constructed for the 13 vegetation classes using the 1997 field
reference dataset (n: 215; Table 7.4) had few misclassifications (k-hat : 85.32%).

Individual class performance varied: producers accuracy ranged between 73% (for
Aspen Parkland and Regenerating Conifer) to 100% (Grassland) and user accuracy
fromT4o/o (Deciduous Canopy{onifer Subcanopy)

to

100% (Grassland and Closed

Canopy Conifer). In general, the classes most subject to producer and user effor were
closed to semi-open canopy forests, while misclassifications were rare

for conifer

and

graminoid dominated associations.

The second method used to determine map accuracy utilized the DCA scores for test
sites selected from the Parks Canada dataset (subsample of 250 sites, 60 species).

MDA was based on DCA site scores, the trends along these
was found that site dispersion along the first DCA axis

Because the map-accuracy

axes were examined.

It

corresponded with changes in the relative dominance

of conifer and deciduous

species

in the canopy, while the second axis separated rich moist sites from xeric open canopy
communities (Figure 7.6). These broad trends compare favorably with those observed
for the spectral MDA (Figure 7.4). The relative dispersion of canopy dominants on the

DCA (especially for the deciduous species) corresponds with the distribution of
deciduous vegetation associations on the spectral MDA. However, the site scores for
conifer dominated stands are more variable on the DCA than was observed on the
spechal MDA, indicating that floristic variabilþ does not necessarily result in spectral
distinctiveness. Having established that the DCA produced interpretable vegetation
trends, the f,rst 4 axes representing 36Yo of the total variance of the test set were used in
the subsequent map verification step.

MDA indicate that the map consistently discriminated
among species cover on the ground (Figure 7.7). Tlnee MDA axes (837o, 12 o/o and
Results from the map-accìuacy

3%) were required to provide adequate separation of the map classes within the DCA
space. Class discrimination varied, with oak (V), Closed Canopy Conifer (XII), Eastern
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(VIil) sites being consistently separated from other vegetation classes and
Parkland (VII) sites often overlapping with other deciduous dominated canopies. In
Deciduous

some cases discrimination was better than anticipated from the confusion mahix
analysis. It was found that the Deciduous Canopy{oniferous Subcanopy class (De
was could be confused with the Mixed Canopy Deciduous-Coniferous class (X) when
visited on the ground. However, these classes were well separated on the MDA.
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Table 7.1: Conifer training class mean spectral reflecùance (+ std. err.) in digital
numbers (DN) for surnmer and fall Landsat TM bands 3, 4, and 5; n:9 for each
class.

Conifer
Class
ßlack spruce

Jackpine
lilhite spruce

Balsamfir

Summer Landsat Bands

345

7.5 (+0.s) 44.3
6.7 (+0.8) 43.9
7.6 (+0.s) 48.1
6.r (+0.6) 46.7

(+2.3)
(+2.9)
(+2.3)
(+1.8)

ffis

345

34.1 (+2.0) 6.s (+0.s) 29.1 (+1.5)23:31+TÐ
36.6 (+2.6) 6.1 (+0.5) 28.s (+1.9) 24.7 (+1.6)
36.e (+2.1) 6.e (+0.6) 30.7 (+l.s) 24.9 (+t.s)

36.4 (!2.1) s.6 (+0.s) 30.6 (+1.6) 2s.2 (+t.s)
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Table 7.2:Yegetation class mean spectral reflectance (+ std. en.) in digital numbers
for summer and fall Landsat TM bands 3,4, and 5; n:p for each class.

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII

Open Water

Agncultural Land
Forested land(outside

of RMNP)
wetlands

s4.t (L2.7) 83.1 (+1.9)

Grassland

74.2 (+2.6)
104.7 (+2.8)
102.6 (+0.8)
85.4 (+0.4)

17.7 (+0.s)
20.9 (+0.8)
Low Shrub Grassland
16.0 (+0.3)
Shrubland
r0.r (+0.3)
Bur Oak Forest
7.e (+0.1)
Low Canopy Deciduous 8.7 (+0.1)
Forest
Aspen Parkland

9l.l

97.6 (+1.6)
92.9 (+1.0)
86.3 (+1.3)
69.8 (+0.3)
(+0.8) 62.8 (+0.4)

18.0 (+0.6)
2r.8 (+0.s)
21.4 (+0.5)
12.7 (L0.3)

40.8 (+2.1) 68.1
s2.6 (+1,2) 83.7
69.0 (L2.7) 82.1
58.6 (+2.3) 66.3
8.7 (+0.2) s8.8 (+0.6) 51.9
r5.0 (+0.3) 46.7 (t1.8) s5.5

(*2.9)
(+0.6)
(+1.3)
(+1.3)
(+0.3)

(r0.4)

9.8 (+0.2)
8.0 (+0.2)

76.9 (+0.7) 74.7 (+0.9) il.6 (+0.3) 49.s (+0.6) s1.6 (+0.4)
91.4 (+0.8) s7.9 (10.6) 11.0 (+0.7) 61.5 (+1.4) 44.6 (+0.7)

DeciduousCanopyConiferous Subcanopy

9.2 (+0.3)

62.8 (+0.8) 58.4 (+0.6)

Mixed Canopy

7.7 (+0.3)

63.4 (+0.9) 44.8 (*0.5) 9.1

Eastern Deciduous

Forest

(Deciduous-Coniferous)
Forest
open Canopy
Coniferous Forest
Closed Canopy
Coniferous Forest
Regeneraring
Coniferous Forest

rt.7 (+0.4) 65.5 (+2.0) 55.9 (+1.0)
ó.3 (+0.4)
13.0 (+0.3)

43.2 (+1.0) 33.3 (+0.9)

8.s (+0.2) 40.4

el.6)

3e.6 (+0.5)

(+0.4) 41.s (+1.3) 33.4 (+0.5)

13.4 (+0.8) 42.0 (r0.8) 42.7

s.s

(r0.2)

(rt.s)

27.9 (+0.6) 22.8 (+0.7)

s9.6 (+2.4) 7r.1 (+0.7) 12.2 (+0.3) 38.e (+1.8) s0.7 (+r.3)

Table

7.3: Vegetation association descriptions of the thirteen classes used in producing the final map of RMNP. The main vegetation
association and floristic variants (when present) are indicated. For each of the classðs the species composition, canopy physiognomy
(structure) and environment is given.
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Table 7.4: Accuracy assessment comparing the vegetation classes determined for the ground test sites (post hoc field assignments) with
their class on the Landsat map (n=215). Both producers and users accuracy is calculated given.
Testing (reference) set
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Class

V

IV

VI

VII VIII IX

X
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XII XilI Row

Users

Total Accur.
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III
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t7
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a) White Spruce

b) Balsam

Fir

c) Jack Pine

d) Black spruce

f) Deciduous Conif.

g) Eastern Deciduous

h) Oak

i) Parkland

j) Low Deciduous

k) Alder shrubland

l) Hazelnut Shrubland

m) Grassland

n) Regenerating Conifer

o) Emergent

e)

Mixed Conif. Decid.

Figure 7.3: Geographic distributions of the vegetation associations in RMNP used during the spatial optimization phase of Landsat
image classification. Some of these associations were amalgamated during the spectral-spatial optimization procedure (e.g.
conifer classes)
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Figure 7.4: Multiple discriminant analysis of spectral reflectance in the summer and fall (S/F)
Landsat TM bands 3, 4 and 5 for the final training sites used in map classification. The 95Vo
confidence ellipses for means are shown; class labels follow Table 7.2.The first two MDA
axes account for most of the spectral discrimination (65.\Vo and 17 .3Vo respectively).
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mac roc a.rpa; Ulmu ame=U lmus americana).
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7.6 Discussion

In this study an extensive ground dataset was used in the classification of vegetation
associations within RMNP. The availability of ground data is important in landscape
level mapping, as image classification is ultimately constrained by the floristic variation

'captured' in a ground sample (Goodchild 1994; Stehman 2001). This is especially true

for the boreal forest where vegetation communities follow a complex continuum of
floristic and structural variation (Peddle et al. 1997). It is therefore surprising that until
recently image spechal classifications have been developed using limited vegetation data

divided into subjectively defined categories (Congalton

l99l; Franklin

1995). This

approach provides little information about the relationships among the vegetation classes

and ignores the variation within those classes. Without an independent means of
ana|yzng these dat4 there is a tendency to treat the ground classification as absolute.
Indee{ when aerial photograph interpretation is used to train classifications, it is often
assumed that vegetation classes are identified and classified without error (Congalton
l99l). An adaptive rule based approach to satellite image classification requires that
decisions be based on a flrm understanding

of the surface being modeled

(Stehman

2001). By recognizing the inherent variability within the vegetation associations, it was
possible to revisit and redefine the classes to maximize the ecological information in the

final map.
The classification of extensive ground sample data not only provides information about
the floristic affinities among vegetation communities but can also be used to derive their

spatial distributions. In this study, sample sites were established at random throughout

the Park providing an unbiased estimate

of overall vegetation patterns for the area

(Edwards et al. 1998; Stehman 2001). This gave us the opportunity to verify whether the

distribution of particular class on ttre vegetation map corresponded with the known
geographic distribution for that association. Other spatial-spectral approaches to image
classification such as ECHO (Extraction and Classification of Homogenous Objects) or
semivariance use local autocorrelation

in specbal reflectance values to improve

patch

classification (e.9. Treiø and Howarth 2000). While these methods tend to give larger

more uniform classified patches, they do not necessarily recover the geographic
distribution of those landcover types (Franklin 1995). It was found that knowing the

ofrare cover types such grassland, and those that tend to form
stands in localized areas of the Park such as bur oak and eastern deciduous forests,

geographic distribution

aided in selecting better training sites. Ultimately, this improved separation these classes
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in spectral space. Conversely, the overlapping spatial distribution of black spruce and
jack pine in the eastern portion of the Park was an important consideration in merging
the conifer classes.

The spechal optimization approach made use of multiple discriminanant analysis to
provide a graphical representation of vegetation classes in band space. Graphical

exploration

is

recommended during preliminary analysis

in

map

classifications

(Richards 1993), but usually this is undertaken by examining bivariate scatterplots of all
possible band combinations. These plots often prove to be misleading as they neglect
shared information that may provide additional discrimination. As well, specfral

overþ

in some band pair combinations may have little influence on map accuacy, because not

all Landsat bands contribute equally to class discrimination (Moore and Bauer 1990;
Lark 1995; Zhao and, Maclean 2000). Indeed, while seven spectral bands are available

for image classification, it has been established that a combination of TM band 3
(visible), band 4 (near infrared) and band 5 (short-wave infrared) provides 90o/o of total
scene information and class discrimination (Bolstad and Lillesand 1992; Horler and
Ahern 1986; Shen et al. 1985). Furthermore, restricting maximum likelihood
classification to only these bands can produce more accurate results because of
increased atrnospheric noise when using all channels in the visible portion of the
spectrum (Zhao and Maclean 2000). The subtleties of these relationships can only be
examined by using a multivariate approach during image analysis.

Of the three bands used in this study, the results indicate that TM band 5

best

discriminated among the broad range of vegetation conditions in RMNP. This band has
been found to be correlated with changes in albedo related to canopy height, increasing

leaf area and stem density (Horler and Ahern 1986; Jakubauskas 1996). These
properties varied substantially from heavily treed classes (e.g. closed canopy conifer
with low albedo) to open classes (e.g. grasslands with high albedo). Among the semiclosed to closed canopy classes separation was more pronounced on MDA axis 2.

Although Bands 3 and 4 were correlated with MDA axis

I

they had the highest

canonical loading on the second axis. It was found that MDA axis 2 split needle leafed

conifers and linear bladed graminoids from broadleaf deciduous types. The nearinfrared has been shown to be sensitive to the presence of conifers within the canopy,
which when present often result in a substantial reduction in surface reflectance (Colwell
1974; Ranson and Williams 1992; Shen et al. 1985). Reflectance in this band is highest

for broadleaf species, increasing with green biomass in the upper canopy and with
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increasing cover

of understory

constituents (Horler and Ahern 1986; Jakubauskas

1996). The results of the discriminant analysis in this study differ somewhat from those

of

a Michigan study, where the canonical loading

second

for bands

4

and

5 on the first

and

MDA axes were reversed (Zhao and Maclean 2000). ln that study only closed

forest stands were examined, which suggests that the mid-infrared is an important band

for mapping regions where canopy physiognomy is highly variable. Absorption in band
3 is almost exclusively the result of plant pigments that increase with green biomass
(Myers 1983), resulting in a negative correlation between band 4 and 3 in discriminant
space.

The spectral spatial-optimization used in this study was effective in improving the
overall performance of the classification. The accuracy of Landsat map classifications of
the northern boreal forest vary widely (40o/otogso/o),with a mean error

> l5o/o (Bolstad

and Lillesand 1992). Part of this variability is the result

of the relative specftal similarity
of many boreal canopy types (shen et al. 1985). In many cases, it is impossible to
discriminate between vegetation types based purely on spectral informatior¡ especially
among the softwoods (Horler and Ahern 1986; Moore and Bauer 1990; Bolstad and
Lillesand 1992; Zhao and Maclean 2000). The addition of supplementary data in rulebased GIS classification has been suggested as means to improving these classifications

(Markon 1992; Goodchild 1994; Treitz and Howarth 2000). This approach works well
where classes with similar spectral reflectance have different spatial distributions or

to prevailing environmential conditions (Franklin 1995). For instance, in
Wisconsin the discrimination between conifer species in boreal uplands and lowlands
was improved through the incorporation of soils and terrain information (Bolstad and
responses

Lillesand 1992). Unfortunately these data sources are not independent, as soil maps are
often based on inferences derived from the relationship between vegetation and soil. An
alternative approach is to use multitemporal imagery to improve class discrimination.

In

previous studies, modest success has been achieved using spring and suÍtmer imagery
(Moore and Bauer 1990). In this study, swnmer and fall imagery was used because of

promising recent work examining seasonal changes in conifer leaf area index (LAI,
Chen 1996b). Howeveq there was little difference in reflectance among the five common

in the study area even when fall imagery was included.
Indeed" the multitemporal imagery was much better suited to the separation of several
deciduous types (e.g. Oak - V and Shrubland - IV). To reduce the misclassification of
arboreal softwood species

softwoods, it became necessary to combine these divergent floristic groups into a single
class.
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The similar spectral properties

of conifers on Landsat imagery is

acknowledged but

not discussed in the literature. Despite taxonomic differences among these species, it is

felt that the nearly identical architectural properties of the canopy may be critical in
determining their spectral reflectance. In most discussions regarding the interaction of

light wittt vegetatior¡ individual components of the canopy are often considered in
isolation (but see Williams l99l). Real canopies are a mixture of different components:
leaves, other plant structwes, background and shadow that vary

with scale (Colwell

1974; Myneni et al. 1992). These variations in crown closure, stand density and basal

to spechal reflectance as species composition and amount
(Treitz et al. 1992; Zao and Maclean 2000). Measuring the signature spectrum at the
area may contribute as much

scale

of a single element neglects the emergent properties of the whole canopy. At

needle-level scales

jacþine

and black spruce have different optical reflectance properties

(Middleton et al. 1997) and the albedo for these needles is higher than that of deciduous

at the stand level coniferous species have nearly identical optical
reflectance properties and a lower albedo than broadleaf stands (Williams 1991). It has
leaves. However,

been long noted that conifers of similar stand density can rarely be identified

to species

(Horler and Ahern 1986) and even with supplimental information and hyperspectral daø
this is still the case (Trietz and Howarth 2000). This is almost certainly the result of the

similari crown architecfure and biophysical properties (Zhao and Maclean 2000; Walker
and Kenkel 2000).

While biophysical parameters were not measured directly, vegetation cover values werc

by canopy closure. Closure is often identified as a primary component of
canopy structure influencing reflectance by altering the proportion of sunlit areas and
weighted

shade within a pixel (Myneni et al. 1992; Hall et al. 1995; Sampson et al. 2001).

perhaps not surprising then that many

of the spechally distinct

It

is

vegetation classes

identified in this study correspond to differing degrees of canopy closure. These classes
occur along a structural continuum ttrat can be modeled as spatial sequence (Figure
7.8):

. Parkland'series': In western

regions of RMNP tall aspen canopies (> 25m)

with a well developed shrub understory on fresh soils are structurally similar
to rich Eastern Deciduous forest (VIII) and are classified spectrally as such.
On poor clay soils, aspen canopies with high canopy closure and low stature
(10 -15 m) are spechally distinct (Class VI). Interestingly, these low stature
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aspen stands are spectrally indistinguishable from tall stature willow stands

with the same overall physiognomy. As the aspen canopy becomes more open
and unever¡ reflectance changes to that of aspen Parkland (VII). As aspen

densþ further declines,
grassland

patches may be classified as shrubland

(III). Within the 'Parkland'

(fÐ or shrub

series, the graminoid dominated

dry Grassland II and Emergent I classes) share a similar
physiognomy but are spectrally distinct because of differences in soil
canopies (e.g.

moisture.

.

Mixed canopy conifer 'series': The presence of conifer species in the
overstory or understory has a dramatic influence on stand reflectance. For

(XI) was distinctly different from Closed
mixedwood types (IX and Ð, the open canopy

instance, Open Canopy Conifer

Canopy Conifer (XII) and

structure promoted higher albedo (largely resulting from increased reflectance

from understory graminoids). However, within the Open Canopy Conifer
class Qil), white spruce on grasslands was specftally similar to black spruce
on sedge dominated fens. Mixed Canopy Deciduous-Coniferous (X) typified
by a tall stature ftees (>25 m) and high crown closure differs spectrally from
Deciduous Canopy-Coniferous Subcanopy (IX) stands which have a more
floristically identical, with class D(
perhaps representing a later successional sere of X (following canopy breakopen uneven structure. These two types are

up). Furtherbreak-up ofthe class

IX canopy

increases the spectal reflectance

from tall shrubs resulting in the intergrading of this class with Shrubland (IV)
in exposed sites. This sequence might also correspond with site age, as many

of the upland shrub dominated

areas have not burned

in over 120 years

(Sentar 1992).

' Burn 'series': Perhaps

the most difficult area to classify using a training based

(Figure 2.5). Although post-fre
patches were uniform in structure, the juxapositioning of unburned (e.g.
Mixed Canopy Deciduous-Coniferous - X patches), partially burned and
approach was the 1980 Rolling River burn

post-hre colonization patches made the establishment of haining sites difficult.

The spatial properties of this area differs from most in the Park, patch
boundaries could be abrupt, sometimes accompanied by dramatic changes in
floristic composition but not necessarily by changes in physiognomy. For
instance, post-fne regenerating aspen patches were stucturally similar to both
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hazelnut and alder shrubland in the I

I

year old stands. Although these patches

were floristically distinct, they were all classified as Shrubland GV). Similarly,

post-fire regenerating conifer patches mixed with swamp birch were found to

be structurally similar to vegetation establishing on post-disturbance beaver
meadows. Many

of the regenerating

outside of the Rolling River

fre may

patches identified on the Landsat map

be the latter.

The complex floristic and structural continua in the boreal forest require a different

approach

to

problematic

on categorical data are
of the requirement for a

accuracy assessment. Error matrices based

in a heterogeneous environment

because

classification of the test set. This classification must either be performed at the same
time as the training set (by randomly dividing the classified ground data into a 'training'

and 'test' sets) or by the map user (tester) making post hoc class assignments of
vegetation observed in the field into the map classes (Congalton 1991). The former
method is problematic as statistical properties of the haining and test sets often differ
when sampled from a spatially heterogeneous population (Richards 1996; Stehman and

Czaplewski 1998). Post hoc classification methods also have little
because of error in field class assignments independent

to

recommend

of map error (Congalton 1991).

Error matrices also neglect the continuous nature of vegetation and the interrelationships

among community types.

This has important implications because some

misclassifications may represent fundamental problems with the map (e.g. softwoods
misidentified as hardwoods), while others are a matter of degree (e.g. confusion between

two mixedwood types). Unfortunately, an error matrix makes no distinctions between

For instance, it was found that the
Deciduous Canopy-Coniferous Subcanopy class (DQ shared off-diagonal elements
these two cases (Gopal and Woodcock 1994).

with the Mixed Canopy Deciduous-Coniferous class (X), implying lower map accuracy
(Table 7.4). These classes were adjacent but well separated in map discriminant space,
indicating that species cover and composition could be partitioned between the groups.

Both mixedwood forest types had similar floristic composition but were characterized
by differences in the relative abundance of species in the overstory and understory. The

lower accuracy on the error matrix approach was more likely the result

of

class

confusion duringposr åoc assignment in the field because of the difficulty in assessing
relative composition on the ground.

In

heterogeneous dynamic systems such as the

A canonical approach
eliminates any issues regarding the identification of 'classes' on

boreal forest, this form of class confusion can be commonplace.

to accuracy assessment
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the ground while providing a means to assess the degree

of

similarity between

categories.

7.7 Conclusion
The management of large natural areas requires affordable landscapeJevel cover data
(Sachs et al. 1998). Satellite imagery is a practical source of information regarding

ground cover composition, biophysical structure and landscape heterogeneity (ReyBenayas and Pope 1995; Sampson et al. 2001). However, the measurement of these
parameters

from reflectance data is indirect, requiring a statistical relationship

be

established. Indeed" a map can only make a "statistical prediction about conditions on

the ground and this must be interpreted in the light of estimates of the frequency and
magnitude of errors" (Lark 1995). An iterative approach using extensive ground data
and multivariate analysis is essential for understanding these relationships.

vilt vil

X

XIII

vt

vil

X

iltil

XIII

I

IV

Figure 7.8: Canopy structural sequences corresponding with changes in

spectral
reflectance: a) Aspen Parkland series; b) Mixed canopy conifer series and c) Burn
series.
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Chapter

I

The Adaptive Geometry of Boreal Conifers
Abstract. Accurate and unbiased radiative energy hansfer models are critical to our
understanding of ecosystem primary productivity, carbon cycling, and climate change.
Much of the curent research in this area is based on models parameterized for
grasslands andbroadleaf forests. However, many temperate montane and boreal forests

It is proposed
¡vo fundamentally different sfategies by which plant canopies optimize solar

are dominated by conifers, which present unique challenges to modellers.

that

radiation interception. Laminar canopies (e.g. grasslands, broadleaf nees) are 'solar
panels' that directly intercept incoming radiant energy. By conhast, conifer canopies are
conical anechoic ('without echo') surfaces that intercept radiant energy by scattering it

through the canopy. The properties of anechoic surfaces are well known in acoustical
and electrical engineering, but have not been applied in environmental biophysics. In this
study, the physical principles of anechoic surfaces is discussed, and

it is demonshated

how these principles apply to conifer trees and canopies. A key feature of anechoic
interception is low radiance over all wavelengths, which is an emergent properly of the
system. Using empirical data from boreal forest stands in Riding Mountain National
Park (Manitoba, Canada), it is demonsftated that conifer canopies have very low nearinfrared radiance compared to laminar broadleaf canopies. Vegetation index values for
conifers are thereby reduced, resulting in underestimates of primary productivity and
other biophysical parameters. The adaptive significance

discussed, and the factors driving selection

of

of boreal conifer geometry

is

laminar versus anechoic canopy

architectures are considered.

8.1 Introduction

Over the past decade, the modelling of carbon flux has become a cenftal focus of
research in boreal ecosystems (Sellers et al. 1995; Brown et al. 2000). Such models
require accurate and unbiased estimates of ecoregional photosynthetic rates (carbon-

fxation), primary productivþ, and phytomass (Middleton et al. 1997; Gholz et al.
l99l). Boreal forests, which occupy about2D%o of the world's landmass, are dominated
by conifers (Sprugel 1989; Middleton et al. 1997; McDonald et al. 1998). However,
forest canopy radiative transfer models are specific to broadleaf trees (Norman and

l8l
Jarvis 1975;Hall et al. 1995), and the derivation of biophysical productivity indices is
basedon empirical data from grasslands and broadleaf forests (Jordan 1969; Rouse et
aI. 1973). Broadleaf trees use a 'solar panel' approach to light capture, ananging their

leaves

in horizontal laminar layers within the canopy (sprugel 1989; Norman

and

Welles 1983). This is a very efficient strategy for captwing direct solar radiation (Horn

l97l;Hall

et al. 1995). By contrast, conifers have conical crowns containing clusters

of

poorly adapted for optimal light capture
(Bond 1989; Dalla-Tea and Jokela l99l). Given this fundamental difference in crown
architecture, it is not unreasonable to suggest that existing biophysical models might
needle-shaped leaves, making them appear

produce biased results when applied to conifer forests (cf. Nelson 1997).

Numerous studies have demonstrated that conifer and broadleaf canopies 'behave'
very differentþ. The optical properties of conifers vary with scale (V/illiams l99l),
making phytomass estimation unreliable and subject to considerable error (Hall et al.
1995). Prediction of conifer canopy light extinction as a function of the leaf area index

(LAI) is also problematic (Norman

al. 1991), as is the use of
biophysical indices to estimate primary productivity (Ranson and Williams 1992; Chen
and Jarvis 1975; Gholz et

Liu et al. 1997). In satellite images (e.g. Landsat thematic mapper), closed
conifer stands are charactenzed by low reflectance over all wavelengths (Ranson and
Williams 1992), indicating a strongly absorptive canopy. Explanations for this
observation are vague, and include 'canopy heterogeneity' (Gholz et al. l99l; Rowe
1996a;

1993) and 'needle aggregation and angle' (sprugel 1989; Sampson and smith 1993).

Another vague term, the 'shadowing' effect
explain away errant estimates

of biophysical

of conifer canopies, has been
parameters (Colwell 1974;

used to

Hall et

al.

1995). These observations inviæ an important question: why do conifers cast such a
deep shade, especially in portions of the spectrum where no pigments exist to absorb the

incoming radiation? To our knowledge, no plausible mechanism has been forthcoming
to explain the scale-related optical behaviour of conifers across the radiative spectrum.

Basic free architecture is determined by fixed genetic rules (Tomlinson 1983; Bégin
and Filion 1999). The conical crown and needle-like leaves

of conifers are presumably
evolutionarily adaptive, as otherwise they would not have been selected for (Horn l97l;
Farnsworth and Niklas 1995). Indeed" the dominance of gymnosperms in many
temperate ecosystems (e.g. the boreal and Pacific coast forests
testament to the adaptive significance
1e8e).

of North America)

is

of the conifer architecture (Bond 1989; Sprugel
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In this

a mechanism for radiant energy capture based on wave physics
proposed to explain the scale-related optical properties of conifers. Specifically, it
paper,

is
is

postulated that:

o Conifers are anechoic (literally, 'without echo') surfaces that are shongly absorptive
over all wavelengths of incident radiant energy.

o The anechoic structure of conifers is an emergent property that is reinforced by a
'cone-on-cone' selÊsimilarity across scales, from stands to individual trees to
component branches, shoots and needles.

o Boreal climates favour the anechoic canopy architectwe as an effrcient strategy for
radiant energy capture.

o Biophysical productivity estimation

assumes that the

ratio of red to near infrared

radiance declines as biomass increases. But because conifer canopies are strongly

absorptive over all wavelengths, biophysical indices
boreal forest primary productivity.

will

generally underestimate

8.2 Strategies for Light Capture
There are two fundamentally different strategies of light capture by plant canopies
(Figure 8.1). Laminar canopies (e.g. grasslands, broadleaf tree canopies) optimize light
capture through direct interception and absorption.

By

conbast, conical anechoic

surfaces (e.g. conifer tree canopies) intercept light by scattering it through the canopy.

L Laminar lnterceotion

A flat laminar surface is an optimal strategy for the direct interception and absorption
ofradiant solar energy. This 'solar panel' approach is characteristic of broadleaf forests
and grasslands. ln laminar canopies, an efTicient arrangement of photosynthetic pigment
promotes absorption of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) while minimizing
backscattering (Myers 1983). Conversely, the lack of near-infrared (I.IIR) absorptive
pigments renders laminar surfaces high reflective in these wavelengths (Ranson and
Williams 1992). NIR reflectance therefore increases wittr phytomass, i.e. as a multilayered laminar interception surface develops (Cotwell 1974).
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Figure 8.1: Contrasting canopy architectures for light interception. (a) Laminar
interception: broadleaf forest, showing laminar canopy and understory layers; (b)
Anechoic interception: conifer forest, showing conical tree crowns.
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In broadleaf forests, light interception often occurs over several discrete laminar layers

(Lieffers et al. 1999). Although vertical stratification of laminar canopies increases total
absorption, self-shading restricts the number of layers present (Norman and Welles
1983). A typical laminar leaf layer casts a deep shadow (umbral shade) to a distance

about 100 leaf diameters from the point

of interception. A partial

of

shadow (penumbral

(Horn l97l).
Maximal photosynthesis for an idealized multilayer laminar canopy occurs at a leaf area
index (LAI) of 1.6. In typical broadleaf forests leaf angles are rarely perfectly horizontal
and LAI values of 5 or higher are often observed (Hom l97l; Sprugel 1989).
shade) is cast at greater distances, allowing development of a second layer

In lamina¡

a predictable relationship exists between LAI and the PAR
extinction coefftcient /c. This relationship is commonly modelled using the Beercanopies,

Larnbert negative power law:

IJlo:

e- kLAt

tll

where Io is the incident PAR. The equation is simply inverted to obtain an estimate

of

LAI from anempirically derived fr-value (Lieffers et al. 1999). This model assumes that
leaves are randomly located in the canopy, but empirical corrections ¿re available to
account for non-random or clustered distributions of leaves (Norman and Welles 1983;

Gholz et al. 1991). In laminar canopies, leaf area and foliar biomass are

to

canopy tmnsmittance and photosynthetic effrciency.

tþhtly coupled

It is this architechrally

determined relationship that is exploited by the Beer-Lambert equation.
2. Anechoic Interceotion

It is proposed that light interception and capture by boreal conifers utilizes an
anechoic ('without echo') strategy. In acoustics and electrical engineering, echo
reflection occurs when a wave propagating in one medium encounters a second medium

of

greater impedance (Pierce 1981). The magnitude

differences

in impedance

of reflection is proportional

úo

between the two media (Van Heuvelen 1986). For waves

propagated in a hollow tube, anechoic termination involves attenuating mechanisms that

cause the amplitude

of the generated wave to

propagation distance x, following:

decrease exponentially

with

wave

l8s

e-c[,x

Í21

where a is a frequency-dependent quantity. A tube has anechoic properties

(I)

if

the length

through which the wave passes is sufficiently long:

e-d << I

t3l

In practical applications, anechoic termination for a tube of furite tength is

achieved

when the attenuation per unit length increases slowly, following the relation:

"*n(-z['o

a*)..r

ï41

When Z is sufficiently large, the amount of echo is minimal since slow attenuation
(tapering) greatly reduces partial wave reflection.
The anechoic property ofcones or tapers has been exploited in the design

of

sound

chambers, transmission lines, and electromagnetic test facilities (Beranek and Sleeper

1946; Klopfenstein 1952; Holloway et al. 1997).

To obtain an efTicient anechoic

surface, cones must be tightly packed and cone length must be many times greater than
the wavelength of the energy to be absorbed (Holloway

vary from 8" to22",with

a reported

et al. 1997). Cone angle

can

optimum of 12.5" (Bornkessel and Wiesbeck 1996;

Koidan et al. 1972). To maximize absorption, cones should be constructed of a material

not so dense as to result in cone tip
reflection (Holloway et al. 1997; Koidan et al. 1972). In engineering applications,
dense enough to absorb the incident waves, but

density is manipulated by mixing materials of different dielectric properties.

Anechoic surfaces can also absorb or 'capture' radiant energy, as recently demonstrated

for sheets of 'black' silicon (Figure 8.2a). This anechoic material, which consists of
cones 10-12 pm in height, absorbs substantially more incident radiation than typical
laminar silicon (Her et al. 1998). A light wave entering the cone interstices 'bounces'
off the tapered surfaces and is reflected inward, resulting in multiple reflections. Each
reflection results in partial absorption as the energy contacts the denser cone material.
Because very little of the incident energy survives these numerous reflections, radiance

from an anechoic surface is very low (Holloway et al. 1997).

It is hypothesized

ttrat
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boreal conifers use this light'capture' sûategy: note the striking resemblance between

'black' silicon and a dense white spruce canopy (Figure S.2b). The tapered
conical architecture of boreal conifers is thus highly adaptive, resulting in an anechoic
anechoic

canopy that effrciently scatters and absorbs radiant energy. Transmission within the
interstices of tree crowns is high (cf. Canham et al. 1999), but once a radiant energy
wave strikes the canopy

it is scattered downward

and ultimately absorbed. High
absorption occurs over all wavelengths, including NIR. This light 'capture' strategy is
fundamentally different from that used by broadleaf species, suggesting that laminar
canopy transmission models (based on the Beer-Lambert law) are inappropriate for
conifer canopies.

8.3 Scaling Properties of Conifer Canopies

of a large number of cones, high absorption is
an emergent property of the system (cf. Koidan et al. 1972). Scaling properties are also
important in characterizing the absorptive properties of complex anechoic surfaces.
Because an anechoic surface consists

Within the PAR spectrum, conifer and broadleaf frees have similar reflectance properties
across the leaf, branch and canopy scales (Williams 1991). However, substantial
differences occur in the NIR spectrum. NIR reflectance of typical laminar leaves (sugar
maple)

is 5-10% greater than that of conifer

needles (Norway spruce, white and red

pine; see also Middleton et al. 1997). At the branch and canopy scales, this difference
increases to 2Ùo/o.Irrespective of species, conifer canopies absorb much more NIR
radiation than broadleaf canopies (Ranson and Williams 1992; Brown et al. 2000).

In conifers, radiant energy scattering is scale-dependent: measurements made at the
canopy scale differ from those made at the leaf and branch scales (cf. Chen 1996b). For
example, measured NIR radiance declines by 30-35% from the leaf to canopy scales
(Williams 1991). Norman and Jarvis (1975) also noted the scale-dependent nature of
conifer scattering, concluding "with the aid of hindsight, it is possible to suggest that
the scattering properties of shoots should be measured as well as those of needles".
Such findings are entirely consistent with anechoic termination.

Conceptually, a conifer stand can be viewed as a complex anechoic surface consisting

of a cascading series of 'cones-on-cones' from the needle to stand scales (Figure 8.3).
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Figure 8.2: (a) 'Black'silicon, irnage courtesy of Eric Mazur; (b) Aerial view of a boreal
white spruce stand.
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Figure 8.3: (a) Schematic of an idealized anechoic surface, showing multiple scattering
and absorption of light (after Holloway et al. 1997); (b) A conifer stand as an anechoic
surface. The conical crowns allow light to deeply penetrate the canopy, but light
eventually contacts a branch/needle where it is either absorbed or scattered to another
branch/needle; (c) Representation of a conifer stand as a self-similar fractal surface,
illustrated using the Sierpinski gasket. Multiscale complexity ensures that most incident
solar radiance is absorbed, not reflected.
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In this

sense, conifers are statistically self-similar and display fiactal properties (sensu

Mandelbrot 1983). It is suggested that fractal iteration of the basic conical form produce
a maximally absorptive (anechoic) surface from which very little incident solar radiation
'escapes' (Figure 8.4). Fractal scaling has been observed in many biological systems,

including conifer canopies (Zeide 1999), but specific hypotheses relating process to
fractal form have not been forthcoming (Kenkel and Walker 1996). The development of
a fractal surface in conifer canopies is an example of selÊorganization, where the conical

structure is driven at

all

scales

by the same underlying physical process of anechoic

termination (Perrl, 1995; Parker 1999).

8.4 Evolutionary ImplÍcations
Laminar and anechoic surfaces are fundamentally different geometric strategies for
optimizing light capture. While light interception is an important aspect of the arboreal

habit (King 1990), structural support, nutrient and water supply, and propagule
dissemination must also be considered (Farnsworth and Niklas 1995). Tradeoffs
associated wittr light interception, foliar respiration and water balance result in the
selection of arboreal habits that match specific environmental conditions (Horn l97l).
In this section, the factors driving selection of laminar versus anechoic canopy
architectures are considered.

l. Laminar Intercention
Laminar leaf and canopy architectures are characteristic of broadleaf trees. This 'solar

panel' strategy optimizes direct light interceptior¡ thus maximizing photosynthesis
provided that other resources are not limiting (Bond 1939). Broadleaf trees in mesic
envi¡onments typically form flat, umbrella-shaped crowns with few lower branches
(Horn l97l). This results in relatively high photosynthetic efficiency and low
respiration costs, since only a thin laminar canopy need be maintained (Sprugel 1989;
Dalla-Tea and Jokela 1991). Thin laminar leaves are also efficient dissipaters

which is of

of

heat,

great adaptive significance in hot tropical environments (Whitmore 1990).

However, a laminar architecture also results in high evapotranspiration rates, placing a
strain on plants to maintain a positive water balance (Sprugel 1989). ln angiosperms,
advanced vessel elements and anastomosing leaf veins efücientþ supply water
tissue, but at a cost

to leaf
of increased rates of embolism under moisture stress and at low

temperatures (Raven etal.1987;' Bond 1989).
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Figure 8.4: Self-similar scaling properties of a white spruce tree. The overall conical
shape of the crown is repeated in the whorls of conical-shaped branches. The
magnification illustrates similar scaling properties in the fine branches and needles.
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Although lamina¡ canopies are highly effrcient interceptors of direct solar irradiance,
light saturation in the sunleaves of temperate forest trees typically occurs at 25%o of full
sunlight (Horn

l97l; Norman and Jarvis

1974; Sprugel 1989). Adding laminar layers

increases stand photosynthetic efficiency, but shading effects may severely limit the
development of a lower canopy (Horn l97l). Because laminar surfaces are highly
reflective (Richards 1993), leaf transmissivity must be high enough to ensure effrcient

PARabsorption(RansonandWilliamslgg2). Xeromorphic leaf adaptations (e.g. thick
leaf cuticle), while reducing evapoüanspirative water loss, also increase reflectance and
so reduce

A

light interception.

laminar interception sftategy

is favoured in

uneven-aged" mixed-canopy stands

for light is strong,

is in sufficient supply, and
large-scale catastrophic disturbances (e.g. crown fires) are rare. Laminar leaves and
where interspecific competition
canopies are also favoured

in

warm-temperate

waûer

to tropical

environments, where solar

zenith angle is high, radiant energy is direct (maximizing 'solar panel' effrciency), and
ambient temperatures are high (i.e. where dissipation of heat from leaves is important).
2. Anechoic Interception

Anechoic interception is characteristic of the gymnosperms. Conifers typically have a
conical crown, maintain branches deep into the subcanopy (except in very dense stands),
and have needle-like leaves. The anechoic strategy efficiently captures both direct and
scattered radiant energy (cf. Sellers et al. 1995; cf. Parker 1999). Because light scatters

intemally within the canopy, individual needles do not need to photosynthesize or
transpire at a maximal rate (Sprugel 1989). However, maintaining a high needle density

in the canopy, while increasing light capture efficiency, also increases respiration costs
(Sprugel 1989; King 1990). The photosynthetic effrciency of individual needles is also
limited by xeromorphic traits such as thick epidermal-hypodermal layers and sunken
stomata (Raven et al. 1987). Such adaptations are required in conifers because they lack

effrcient water conductive tissue (Raven et al. 1987; Sprugel 1989). The absence of large
diameter vessel elements in conifers limits growth under mesic conditions, but at low
temperatures and under high water stress xylem ûacheids have a lower rate

of embolism

(Bond 1989).
The absorption of radiant energy in anechoic systems is structurally based, resulting
in high interception of all wavelengths. Absorbed energy is ultimately emitted as heat
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(Van Heuvelen 1986; Sellers et al. 1995), suggesting that anechoic architecture may also
be an adaptive shategy to thermally warm conifers growing in cold environments. In
closed conifer stands, inner canopy temperatures may be 5-10"C warmer than ambieng

particularly when the sun angle is low (Smith and Carter 1938). In cool-temperate
environments, such thermal warming extends the effective growing season (Sprugel
1989; Smith and Brewer 1994).

A

of cones increases the overall effrciency of anechoic surfaces
(Holloway et al. 1997). In conifer stands, a dense canopy has the added benefit of
dense packing

suppressing potential competitors that may be present in the advance regeneration layer

(Messier et al. 1999). Development of an efficient anechoic canopy requires that
individuals be of similar size and shape, such as occurs in monodominant, even-aged

a catastrophic fre. Subsequent canopy breakup and/or
species will reduce the effrciency of the anechoic canopy.

stands established following

invasion by broadleaf

It is expected that the anechoic interception sftategy to be selected for in environments
where recurrent catashophic disturbances favour the perpetuation of monodominant,
even-aged conifer stands. North+emperate cloudy environments (e.g. North America's
north-west coast) and other regions where the majority of incident radiation is indirect
(e.g. north-facing slopes), as well as northern boreal regions where the solar zenith

will also favour anechoic over laminar interception. Anechoic properties are
also favoured in cold climates, since heat energy capture rather than dissipation is
paramount. Finally, conifers may be favoured in temperate xeric environments where
angle is low,

water rather than light is the limiting factor.

8.5 Implications for Biophysical Indices
Canop}¡ Transmissivity.

LAI

and Productivity

Anechoic interception provides a ready explanation for conflicting data on conifer
canopy hansmissivity. While some studies have found that conifer canopy transmittance
is < l% of incident irradiance (Norman and Jarvis 1974; Ranson and Williams lgg2),
others have recorded deep penetration of diffuse irradiance into the canopy (Gholz et al.
1991; Rowe 1993; Sampson and Smith 1993). Conical branch and tree architecture in
conifers ensures high nansmittance between structural elements, with the result that light
may penehate well into the canopy (Sampson and Smith 1993; Canham et al. 1999).
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However, once the incident radiant energy strikes a structural element of the canopy, it is

until completely absorbed. Needle packing and orientation are optimized to
simultaneously increase transmissivity into, and absorption by, the canopy (sprugel
1989). Given the structural complexity of conifers, it is clear that a single measure of
scaffered

transmissivity cannot quantify inherent heterogeneity of the anechoic surface (cf. Chen

1996b). The importance

of this assertion cannot be understated, as LAI is

often

determined indirectly from canopy transmissivþ daø (Lieffers et al. lggg).

Indirect estimates

of LAI are commonly used to model canopy

radiative transfer

(Norman and Jarvis 1975; Lieffers et al. Lggg).lndirect methods for estimating IAI
work well in broadleaf canopies, but they consistently underestimate leaf cover in
conifer stands (Ranson and Williams 1992; Chen 1996a). Empirical corrections are
therefore required to obtain reasonable estimates of conifer LAI (Sampson and Smith
1993). In addition, transmissivity models based on needle properties alone a¡e biased
unless needle aggregation is also considered (Norman and Jarvis 1975; Chen 1996b

Middleton et al. 1997).
Field measurements reveal that LAI values for conifers are often 2-4 times higher than

forbroadleaf trees (Sprugel 1989). Numerous authors have suggested that high needle
density results in self-shading, reducing canopy photosynthetic effrciency (Gholz et al.
1991; Dalla-Tea and Jokela 1991; Sampson and Smith 1993). However, this assertion is

inconsistent with empirical data: conifer productivity often equals

or exceeds ttrat of

broadleaf trees under similar climatic conditions (Sprugel 1989). This paradox has been
explained by 'shadowing' within the canopy: while conifers do indeed cast a deep
shade, they also absorb virtually

all incident radiation (Ranson and Williams

1992;

Rowe 1993; Hall et al. 1995; Sellers et al. 1995). It is suggested that 'shadowing' is the
product ofan adaptively efficient anechoic surface consisting of densely-packed needles
arranged so as to maximize radiant energy 'capture'.

NDVI:
Anechoic scattering

by

conifer canopies has important implications

for

the

interpretation ofvegetation indices derived from remotely sensed daø. Commonly used

indices express PAR and

NIR

spectral band values as

1996a). Spectral band ratioing, which is often used

a ratio (Myers 1983;

Chen

to predict primary productivity, is
based on two assumptions: that leaf pigments difTerentially absorb visible light (PAR),
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and that NIR reflectance increases as phytomass increases (Ranson and

Williams 1992;

Chen 1996a). Thus, productive habitats are expected to have low PAR radiance but high

NIR radiance (Tucker 1979;Myers 1983). The 'simple ratio' (SR) vegetation index,
originally developed for tropical forests (Jordan 1969), uses this assumed relationship:

SR: NIR/PAR

t5l

of reflected PAR and NIR energy are in W/m2lster/¡tm. Higher SR
values are assumed to indicate greater photosynthetic efficiency. Because it is a simple
ratio, the SR index is unbounded. Furthermore, it is sensitive to non-selective
ahnospheric scattering (so-called Mie scattering), variations in aspect, and incidence
angle (Colwell 1974; Tucker 1979; Richards 1993). Proportional differences in
magnitude are thus assumed to reflect 'noise' that should be corrected for through
normalization. The 'normalized difference vegetation index' (NDVÐ was originally
developed to measure phytomass/productivity in North America's Great Plains
where the units

grasslands (Rouse et al.

NDVI

_
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3):

NIR_ PAR
NIR+ PAR

NDVI is normalized to range

between

t6l

-1

and

*1, but negative values are uncommon

(Blair and Baumgardner 1977). Although developed to estimate grassland production
(Rouse etal. 1973; Myers 1983), NDVI has been uncritically applied across various
ecosystems, e.g.

to estimate global primary productivity (Los et al. 1994; Prince and

Goward 1995).

NDVI has been successfully used to quantify spatial and temporal

changes in

ph¡omass and/or productivity across broadly-defined vegetation classes: examples
include changes in LAI along a moisture gtadient from interior high desert to wet
coastal forest (Peterson et al. 1987), grassland productivity along a gradient from bare
ground to complete vegetation cover (Paruelo et

al. 1997), and hee density over a range

of 0-50% canopy closure (McDonald et al. 1998). However, there are some problems
inherent in applying NDVI to boreal forest ecosystems (Chen 1996a). lndeed" the
relationship between NDVI and ph¡omass/LAl is largely invariant once canopy closure
exceeds a critical threshold (McDonald et al. 1998; Ranson and

Williams 1992).

l9s
To further investigate the behaviour of NDVI, the reflectance properties of grassland,
shrubland, and boreal broadleaf and conifer forest in Riding Mountain National Park

(RMNP), Canada are examined. A Landsat-5 thematic mapper image of the region dated
August 3, l99l was used. This image was selected for its high atrnospheric
transmittance and minimal cloud cover. The specffal ranges used

were PAR :

0.63-0.69 Fm and NIR :

to

calculate NDVI

0.76-0.90 ¡rm. Atrnospheric effects were
eliminated using a path irradiance model of À-4, which corresponds to a clear
atrnosphere dominated by Rayleigh scattering (Richards 1993). A dark order
subhaction was then applied

to correct for residual path irradiance effects

(Chnvez

1988). To calculate NDVI, Landsat-S digital numbers were converted to absolute PAR
and NIR radiance values following Markham and Barker (1986).

ln the summer of 1999, n: 57 ground sites over six vegetation classes were located at
RMNP. The classes are:1: grassland; .I1: grassland with shrubs; 111: shrubland; IV

:

broadleaf (hembling aspeÐ forest;

Z:

mixed broadleaf-conifer forest (trembling
aspen-white spruce); w : cotttfer forest, which included four canopy-types: white
spruce, black spruce, balsam fir, and jack pine. Each ground site had a uniform cover
and species composition over at least

I

ha. Nine ground sites wére located

for each of
classes I-V. For class W, three ground sites were located in each of the four canopytypes (n : l2).Ground site were positioned on the Landsat image using differentiallycorrected GPS coordinates obtained

in the field. PAR and NIR

determined from a 3x3 grid of Landsat pixels (approx.

I

radiances were

ha) centred on each ground

site.

As expected, NDVI increases with phytomass along a gradient from grasslands, through
mixed grass-shrublands and shrublands to closed broadleaf forests (Figure 8.5a).
These four vegetation classes are characterized by laminar canopy interception.

NDVI

values for shrublands and broadleaf forests are very similar (0.83 vs. 0.85), despite the
forests having much higher ph¡omass. This result is largely athibutable to lower NIR

backscattering from the forests, which

is confrary to expectation: NDVI implicitþ

assumes that PAR radiance decreases, and NIR backscattering increases,

with increasing

phytomass (Myers 1983). The assumed positive relationship between

NIR radiance and
ph¡omass is particularly problematic in conifers (Peterson et al. 1987; Ranson and
Williams 1992). Mixed conifer-broadleaf forests and pure broadleaf forests have
similar PAR reflectances, but the much lower NIR radiance of mixed forests reduces
NDVI to 0.79. Pure conifer forests reflect even less NIR, reducing NDVI to 0.73 (the
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same value was obtained

for much less productive grass-shrubland, Fig. 5a). In

these results indicate that NIR radiance from conifer forests

fact,

is actually lower than from

grasslands.

Why is NDVI such an ineffective statistic for estimating biophysical parameters of
forested ecosystems? From these empirical results, a simple model of the relationship
between PAR and NIR reflectance for both laminar and anechoic canopies is developed.

In laminar canopy systems, the absolute magnitude of the PAR-NIR reflectance vector
remains reasonably constant as a third-dimensional physiognomic structr¡re develops
(i.e. from grassland to broadleaf forest). At the same time, the relative proportion of

PAR to NIR reflectance changes in a manner consistent with the NDVI model. PAR
and MR reflectance values thus face out an arc on the plane that corresponds to
increasing phytomass (Figure S.5b). This relationship holds since laminar surface
reflection is diffuse and isotropic (Richards 1993), and because laminar surfaces reflect

NIR radiation in a predictable way (Myers 1983). Anechoic surfaces such as conifer
canopies behave in an entirely different way: the structural arrangement of biomass
scatters radiant energy (including MR) deeper into the canopy, where it is eventually
absorbed (cf. Rowe 1993). Spechal radiance (including NIR) from conifer stands is
therefore very low over all wavelengths. Because NDVI isolines necessarily converge at
zero, decreased NIR reflectance along a continuum from pure broadleaf to pure conifer

forest results in a precipitous drop in

NDVI (Figure S.sb). This model is consistent
with empirical results indicating that NDVI produces biased estimates of
phytomass/productivity
present (Ranson and

in closed forest

williams

ecosystems, particularly when conifers are

1992; Hall et al. 1995; McDonald et al. 1998).

Because anechoic conifer canopies have very

low overall albedo, relatively

small

differences in NIR and./or PAR reflectance can dramatically alter spechal ratio values
(cf. Myneni etal. 1992; Peterson et al. 1987). Obtained NDVI values ranged from 0.72-

0.77 for different conifer canopies, despite very small changes in absolute PAR and
MR reflectance (Fig. 5a). Even within a single conifer stand minor changes in
directional reflection can dramatically affect NDVI values (Leblanc et al. 1997).
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Figure 8.5: (a) PAR (0.63-0.69 ¡rm) and NIR (0.76-0.90 pm) radiance for six vegetation
classes, based on a Landsat TM image of Riding Mountain National Park: I =
grassland; II - grassland with shrubs; III = shrubland; IV = broadleaf forest
(trembling aspen); V = mixed broadleaf-conifer forest (trembling aspen-white
spruce); VI = conifer forest (the four x symbols are separate values for white spruce,
black spruce, balsam fir and jackpine stands). Dashed lines are NDVI isolines; (b) A
simple model of the relationship between PAR and NIR reflectance for different
vegetation classes. The relationship (dark line) has two distinct trends: an arc that
represents increasing NDVI as phytomass increases (grassland to shrubland to
broadleaf forest), and a considerable decline in NIR radiance when conifers enter the
canopy.
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8.6 Conclusion
Broadleaf and conifer trees have fi.rndamentally different sfrategies for acquiring solar
energy. Broadleaf trees employ a laminar or 'solar panel' strategy, in which flat leaves
are oriented within a canopy to optimally intercept direct solar energy.

By

contrast,

conifer trees develop a conical crown consisting of numerous overlapping branches that
are densely packed with needleJike leaves. While the physiological efficiency of a
laminar canopy is intuitive and widely recognized, the structural architectwe of conifers
seems enigmatic: a conifer canopy is nothing like a solar panel, yet the conifers as a

group are highly successful and dominate many north-temperate regions. This paradox
is resolved by viewing the conifer canopy as a

highly absorptive anechoic surface. Such
a surface absorbs radiant energy through repeated deflections from hierarchically
arranged structural elements. Solar energy acquisition in conifers is therefore an
emergent property: while an isolated needle-leaf may not be particularly efficient, the

structural arrangement of needleJeaves within the canopy produces a highly effective
energy-acquiring system. The architectural geometry of conifers, chuactenzed by a

'cone-on-cone' self-similarity from the leaf
adaptive.

to canopy scales, is

therefore highly
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Chapter 9
Summary and the Contribution to New Knowtedge
9.1 General Conclusions

This dissertation has contributed new information and ideas in several important areas

in landscape ecology and conservation. These will be summarized in the following
sections.

1. The frrst contribution

was the adaptation of several fractal measures to examine

spatial pattern in the boreal forest. In this thesis fractal density functions were used to

examine contagion, multifractals to assess pattern complexity, persistence of
reflectance to examine change in canopy structure and Cantor point processes to
measure anthropogenic fragmentation. Some of these statistics have never been used

in landscape ecology prior to this dissertation. These statistics are valuable, as many

'traditional' measures of spatial complexity are scale speciflrc. Furthermore, fractal
measures incorporated into ocanned' software packages (e.g. FRAGSTATS) are often

not appropriate for the spatial data to which they are applied.

2. A

major portion

of the dissertation deals with the role of

succession and

physiographic complexity in determining landscape complexity. For the boreal forest,

very little is known about the role of long-term spatial dynamics in determining
ecosystem complexity. This knowledge is critical, active fire suppression and forest
management policy is forcing a new disturbance 'paradigm' on the boreal forest. The

influence of large-scale processes in shaping landscape structure is being replaced by

a 'paradigm' dominated by small-scale asynchronous stochastic events. In this
dissertation patch contagion, pattern complexity and persistence were used to
examine different aspects

of

landscape complexity influenced

processes and physiographic complexity.

by

successional
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In the first of three chapters dealing with landscape dynamics, it was found that the
forest patch structure (using a fractal density function) of regenerating post-fire sites

(l I and 30 years old) was more contagious than late-successional sites (> 95 years
old). In the boreal forest landscape level patch structure becomes increasingly
entropic during succession as small-scale disturbances begin to 'chip away'at post

fire stands. It was found that physiography was also an important determinant of
landscape pattern. Landscapes with simple physiographies (well-drained sites) were

characterized by a few dominant, overdispersed land-cover classes, while less

frequent classes showed high contagion.

In contrast, sites with a complex

physiography (impeded drainage, topographically complex) had greater equitability

of land-cover

classes, and

all classes had similar (and higher) degrees of patch

contagion.

A

second aspect

of landscape complexity dealt with the role of disturbance

and

physiographic complexity in determining landscape pattern complexity (analysed
using a multifractal statistic). It was found that the multifractal spectrum (Do) for all
landscapes was high

(D

)

2) indicating highly complex landcover pattern in the

boreal forest. Landscape pattern complexity was found to increase with site age; the

multifractal profiles of young sites (11 yr old) were lower than adjacent stands.
However, the multifractal profiles of 30 year old and adjacent older stands were
almost indistinguishable, suggesting that change in landscape complexity occurs

rapidly following fire. Physiographically "complex" sites had consistently greater
landscape pattern complexity than adjacent "simple" sites.

It is

concluded that

landscape complexity increases over time as successional proceeds, and

along a gradient from "simple" to "complex" physiographies.
landscape pattern complexity is lowest

It

in

space

follows that

in early-succession on physiographically

"simple" sites and highest in late-succession on physiographically "complex" sites.

In the third chapter dealing with the role of disturbance dynamics in determining
landscape complexity, Landsat

TM

scene reflectance data was analyzed,directly.

A

method based on fractional brownian motion (using the Hurst exponent) was used

to examine the spatial persistence. All sites examined had Hurst (H) exponents less

20t
than 0.5, indicating anti-persistent spatial patterns.

It was found that H declined

from younger to older landscapes indicating that as sites age, they begin to loose
landscape-level 'memory.' Small scale asynchronous changes to canopy biophysical
structure are likely responsible for the observed trends.
These results indicate that natural landscapes are structurally complex, and that

landscape patterning

is highly dynamic in space and time. The recognition that

physiographic complexity strongly influences forest landscape pattern complexity

may have important implications for predicting trends in biodiversity. Complex
fractal habitats have greater overall species richness than simple ones in the same way
that complex physiographic surfaces promote the "coexistence" of a larger number

of

habitats. Complexity also increases as a function of multiscale disturbance in the

boreal forest. Active flrre suppression results in the accumulation of independent
stochastic disturbances on the landscape and the loss of shared 'memory' at the
landscape-leve1.

Another contribution to new knowledge was related to the role that human
development plays in landscape fragmentation. Human-driven fragmentation of the
landscape presents major challenges for conservation. Extensive fragmentation of the

landscape reduces biodiversity through restricting movement

of individuals

to

isolated patches. In this dissertation, data from a variety of sources was used to
reconstruct land use patterns following World War

II in the region

surrounding

RMNP. A transect sampling approach was developed and a novel application of the

Cantor point process fractal was used to examine changes in the dispersion of
fragmented forest habitat in the region.

It was found that forest losses in the region

were extensive during the 40 years examined. The areas most impacted were to the
north and east of RMNP virtually eliminating natural corridors of vegetation in the

region (e.g. the Grandview Corridor). Fractal analysis of the landscape pattern
indicated that the park is becoming increasingly isolated. Human patterns of
fragmentation in the region ultimately reflect the geometric simplicity of the land
survey system, and not natural community patterns. Management of wildlife on these
landscapes must consider the scaling response

of organisms to differing degrees of
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fragmentation. Land managers must determine whether an 'optimal' level of habitat
fragmentation exists that provides the necessary degree of connectivity for wildlife

without compromising crop productivity. The approach to studying habitat
fragmentation presented in this dissertation could be used to work towards a
restoration goal.
4.

A contribution was also made in the

area

of vegetation mapping, Vegetation maps are

somewhat paradoxical: they represent spatially explicit models that must both

simplify floristic complexity while retaining ecologically meaningful information.
This balance can only be achieved by a rigorous analysis of vegetation patterns on the
ground. Maps developed from remotely sensed data are even more challenging to
produce because imagery based on spectral reflectance samples vegetation indirectly.

Thus

it is essential that i) relationships within the vegetation data be examined; ii)

relationships among elements within the remotely sensed scene be examined;

joint (or canonical) relationship

iii)

the

between the vegetation and spectral reflectance be

optimized and iv) the optimized relationship must be tested ('verified'). In this
dissertation a multivariate approach to image classification and optimization is

A novel use of multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) to examine accr¡racy
of the final vegetation map was developed. In this application of MDA, it is tested
presented.

whether vegetation classes on the map produce a significant discrimination among
species cover values measured on the ground. Unlike traditional contingency matrix
approaches to accuracy assessment, the metric properties of the vegetation dataset are

retained, and relationships among the groups can be examined. Using this approach

it

was found that spectral separation and the performance of individual classes often
corresponded with canopy physiognomy and spatial structure. As these properties
the canopy often change with time,

it is imperative that multivariate methods

of

such as

MDA be used in producing and assessing satellite classifications.
5.

As well, this dissertation discusses the scattering of light in boreal forest canopies and

its adaptive significance for conifer species. While the unique light scattering
properties of conifer canopies have been recognized in the remote sensing literature
(e.g. forward scattering models), no one has ever addressed whether these properties
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are adaptive. Two fundamentally different light interception strategies are suggested

by which plant canopies optimize solar radiation capture. Laminar canopies (e.g.
broadleaf trees) are 'solar panels' that directly intercept incoming radiant energy. By

contrast, the regular conical structure of softwood canopies represents an anechoic
(without echo) surface that optimally scatters light into the canopy. The properties of
anechoic surfaces are well known in acoustical and electrical engineering, but have

not been applied in environmental biophysics. An anechoic surface absorbs radiant
energy through repeated deflections from hierarchically arranged structural elements.

The structural arrangement of elements within a conifer stands is characterizedby a
'cone-on-cone' self-similarity from the leaf to canopy scale, this produces a highly

effective light interception system. A key feature of anechoic interception is low
radiance over all wavelengths, which is an emergent property of the system. Using
Landsat reflectance data from RMNP

it is demonstrated that conifer canopies

have

very low near-infrared radiance compared to laminar broadleaf canopies. Vegetation
index values for conifers are thereby reduced, resulting in underestimates of primary

productivity and other biophysical parameters. This has important implications for
global climate change models and the use of vegetation indices in monitoring the
ecosystem.

9.2 Ecosystem Management Implications

This project contributes to our understanding of ecosystem management in the boreal
forest. Indeed, the project was initiated to determine methods of measuring and assessing

biodiversity and productivity using satellite data as part of a Park management strategy.
However, during preliminary investigations it became clear that assessing biodiversity

using 'standard' measures of species richness directly from satellite data, or using
spechal indices of productivity such as NDVI was problematic in the boreal forest: stand
structure influences reflectance as much or more than species composition (Chapter 7)
and

NDVI values are biased for conifer dominated stands (Chapter 8). A new approach

using spatial variation in reflectance was chosen to provide a measure of landscape
complexity (i.e. variation from changes

n

habitat structure

and,

overall composition) as a

surrogate for ecosystem diversity and hence species diversity. Furthermore, ftactal spatial
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statistics that consider pattern over a range of scales were selected. This allowed for the
consideration of scale in the measurement of landscape complexity, a critical and often

overlooked component of pattern. The important contributions of these spatial measures
to conservation and management are briefly summarized here:
1. Vegetation dynamics in boreal forest: management and

biodiversity implications

Disturbance is critical in the boreal forest, as landscape level crown fire results in the
temporary reduction of spatial pattern complexity (Chapter 4) and greater equitability

of

patches on the landscape (Chapter 3). Over time, spatial complexity increases with the
accumulation of small-scale disturbance events (Chapter 5). While this is commensurate

with increased habitat structural complexity, on a uniform substrate one patch-type
generally becomes dominant, likely lowering overall diversity. Where management
practices favor the suppression of fire,

it is suggested that overall diversity may decline,

while stands simultaneously become structurally 'chaotic' because of accumulation of
small-scale disturbances. Indeed, it is important to recognize that the control of fire at the

landscape-level is not the control of disturbance;

it simply

increases the influence

smaller scale stochastic processes on forest structure and dynamics.

of

If active fire control

is to be practiced in the future, one area where further research is required is the influence

of spatial persistence (or lack of) on the temporal persistence of wildlife species (i.e. does
the development of a highly entropic canopy result in the loss of certain wildlife species).

Alternative management practices such as controlled burns may be suggested where

wildlife populations are threatened by frre control measures. However controlled burns,
when implemented in the past, has been at a scale that is sub-landscape. 'Crownfirescale' burns are likely essential to achieve 'natural' patterns on this landscape, although
controlled prescriptions of this type are likely not attainable. Where controlled burns are
implemented,

it is suggested

that areas of lower landscape complexity would likely

benefit more so than complex sites.

It

should be noted that on complex landscapes,

selectivity along environmental gradients preserves greater class equitability over time.

Furthermore, these landscapes are typified by high species turnover and complex
interdigitations among patches. These areas are important from a species conservation
perspective, but may also promote greater diversity even where fire suppression policies
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are enforced. Despite the implementation difficulties,

it is felt that fire management that

includes controlled burns, should be investigated as a means of preserving biodiversity in
this ecosystem.
2. Corridor connectivity: management and biodiversi8 imBlications

While RMNP has been long recognized as isolated from other natural landscapes, little

work has been done in quantiffing the loss of habitat in the region over time. Initial
investigations in this study, indicated that forest habitat patches are a reasonable indicator

of fragmentation region (i.e. they often correspond with availability of other habitat
types). What was discovered in this study is that while forest habitat fragmentation is
severe, the losses have not been random. This has important implications for
management, since nearly all fragmentation models have used a 'neutral' landscape
approach (i.e. habitat loss as a random anisotropic process). Estimates of fragmentation

and its influence on connectivity have thus been biased for these landscapes in past
studies. The approach adopted in this thesis, considers the patterns created from habitat
losses as

well as changes in the total amount (Chapter 6). Results indicate that the loss of

connectivity may be greater than previously thought, as patch isolation around RMNP
has increased dramatically over the last half of the 1900's. The reliance on existing
habitat patches as 'stepping stones' for the dispersal of most organisms, except for the
largest species of 'megafauna,' should be reconsidered. A more aggressive approach
should be taken to restore natural habitat corridors in the region. In undertaking such a

project, the size and pattern of restored patches should be included in planning.
Furthermore, a holistic approach that includes the agricultural 'matrix' needs to be
adopted. Agricultural diversiflication

in areas sutrounding corridor patches may be of

benefit to dispersing organisms that need to make extra-corridor movements.
suggested that studies examining the influence of crop-type on matrix

role of crop-type in functional connectivity
undertaken.

- for deflrnitions

see

It

is

'hostility' (i.e. the

Chapter

l)

should be
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3. Mapping of boreal systems: management and biodiversity implications

In mapping landcover in boreal forest using remote sensing, this study found that
structure of the canopy is as important as species composition. Thus, components of
habitat structure should be considered when collecting data for use in satellite
classification. The sensitivity to structure also has important implications for the
estimation of map to ground vegetation agreement. In this study, a method of testing
agreement using Multiple Discriminant analysis was presented (Chapter 7). With this
approach, sites can be revisited and the analysis performed repeatedly, allowing for the

examination of successional processes on class separation and discrimination over time.
Important questions relating to management of these systems can be addressed, including
those land classes that might be expected to decrease or increase in proportion over time

under different fire suppression regimes. While the agreement measured in this study was

relatively high (>85%),

it

should be noted that class accuracy is not uniform over all

classes (e.9. greater elror in agreement was found for regenerating conifer class) and that

there is a spatial component in error estimation that is hard to quantify (homogenous

'polygons' were tested, not ecotonal sites). For example, the presence of swamp birch

(Betula glandulosa) in many of the post-fire regenerating stands makes this class
'sensitive' to the presence of this species. This appears to be true for post disturbance
stands where flooding not fire was an important factor and where colonization by swamp

birch was high. Spatial arrangement also has an influence on map agreement; many of

in mixed pixels and
Mixed pixels also play a role in the

these post-disfurbance areas can be heterogeneous resulting

potentially misleading class assignments.

classification of ecotonal areas where several vegetation types are often interspersed. In
testing for map agreement, ecotonal sites were not chosen because i) class boundaries

along a continuum are by nature arbitrary; iÐ GPS positional accuracy becomes an
important component of error. In the application of the vegetation classification for Park
management, additional GIS layers that include roadways, drainage and landform should
be used in conjunction

with the vegetation map for decision support.
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4. Boreal conifer scattering prooerties: implications for productivity estimates

In this thesis it is suggested that broadleaf and conifer trees have fundamentally different
strategies for acquiring solar energy. Broadleaf trees employ a laminar or 'solar panel'
strategy, in which flat leaves are oriented within a canopy to optimally intercept direct
solar energy. By contrast, conifer trees develop a conical crown consisting of numerous

overlapping branches that are densely packed with needle-like leaves. Such a surface
absorbs radiant energy through repeated deflections from hierarchically arranged
structural elements. This form of light scattering within the canopy is highly effective at

intercepting light, including those wavelengths not normally associated with
photosynthesis. Thus NDVI and other band ratio approaches that were developed for
broadleaf canopies are relatively ineffective for estimating biophysical parameters for

forested ecosystems.

A

simple model of the relationship between PAR and NIR

reflectance was discussed in this thesis (Chapter 8) that illustrates these differences.
Because

of scattering effects in conifer canopies, albedo is low resulting in highly

variable spectral ratio values and an underestimate of canopy productivity. While parks
Canada has used

NDVI for northern parks dominated by tundra vegetation, application of

band ratio approaches to forested systems should be carefully considered. The use of
biophysical inversion models should be investigated to provide necessary productivity
estimates for the Canadian park system.
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